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Logging rate cut threatens jobs 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
MORE THAN 150 north- 
westerners could be out of a job 
as a result of reductions in the 
amount of wood that can be 
logged in the Kalum and Nasa 
timber supply areas (TSA). 
Chief forester Larry Pedersen 
released his decisions on the an- 
nual allowable cuts (AAC) for the 
two TSAs last Thursday. 
Pedersen has reduced the 
Kalum AAC by3.3 percent to 
464,000 cu.m. and the Nasa AAC 
by eight per cent to 1.15 million 
cu.m., both effective January 1. 
The Forest Service estimates 
that will cause the loss of 98 
direct and 53 indirect person- 
years of work in the northwest 
But that doesn't translate to just 
151 people being affected, local 
district forest resource officer 
Dave Nicholson confirmed. It 
could take the houm worked by 
several part-time or seasonal 
workers to add up to one person- 
year of employment, he ex- 
plained. 
However, he also emphasized 
the figures were only an estimate. 
"We'll have to see ff they prove 
OUh"  
As for what the effect will be 
on individual companies, large 
and small, that's not known yet 
and won't be for some months. 
Kalum district manager Brian 
Downie explained the chief for- 
eater's decision is only the first 
step. It's now up to forest minis- 
tar Andrew Petter to decide how 
the reduction is spread over the 
various iicencees, including the 
Forest Service's own Small Busi- there so the potential loss is an 
ness program. "insignificant" 850 cu.m./year. • 
Downie said the local district It's a very different story with 
will prepare areport for the min- the Nasa, however, where the 
is,or outlining different" options company would lose 20,000 
for apportioning the cut and the ,cu.m. of timber. That, MacNicoI 
possible impacts of each. The .pointed out, translated to 7.5 days 
report will not •contain any• production at the Terrace mill; 
recommendation, beadded. 
Downie could not say how long 
that -  and theminister's deci, 
sion --' would:take~ but doubted 
the other shoe would drop by the 
• end of the year.. 
If the proposed cuts are applied 
equally " across all licences, 
Skeena Sawmillsmanager Bruce 
MacNic01 said the Kalum reduc- 
tion will have li~e effect on his 
operation. • 
That s because :only a small 
volume o f  its wood rcomes f~om 
He Said the company would at- 
tempt o cover that shortfall with 
~purchases fromelsewhere. While 
optimistic it could do so, he 
pointed out it would simply be at 
the expense of  whatever mill 
might hav e bought that wood. 
"Someone, somewhere loses." 
As for the effect on jobs, Mac- 
Nicol said. :Skeena: 'Sawmills 
Would likely "spread the pain,, 
across its !ogging, contractors 
which would translate to eight per 
cent less work'fo]r them. 
• . , . , . 
And as far as mill employees 
were concerned, if the company 
couldn't find replacement work, 
they would lose more than a 
week's work. 
Skeena Cellulose (SCI) wood- 
lands manager Tim Fenton said 
: any reduction in the AAC would 
obviously have an impact on the 
company's operations. 
. However,, ++: he admitted, 
, "Overall, it's hot,as bad as: I 
originally thought i might be"  
Fen,on agreed uncertainties 
about he accuracy of estimates of 
the amount of standing timber out 
there and how fast new~ forests 
grow back left question marks 
hanging over the AAC issue. 
On the whole, however, he was 
optimistic• there  was+ greater 
potential for increasing the 
• + ++ :++~, 
l : i  : 
.. amount of wood available:ln'.the 
• Kalum than had been accounted 
for in Pedersen's rationale' for his 
derisions. " .... 
For example, 80 +per ~iit+•of 
SCI's cuthlocks' were-Tully 
restocked - even' overstocked~ - - 
some cases - -by  ministry stan- 
dards within two years of cetting! ~
.~ That wasoneto four years~ear- 
,lier than the standards" used:M the 
-imber supply review Pedersen 
had used in making his d~islO~:'i 
He, also coneexied theie"+ ~;e~e 
iser~*(~uS r questi0n~'tJ' •about"p~ible • 
overestimation Of the Standing 
,ember volumes~ . i  ...... 
," Buton the o~er side of the +COl, 
Fent0n noted a ~co~sultant:had 
Suggested the ForestServiceilad 
.significantly .underestimated the+ 
rate at Whichlnew forests: would 
< " t  
"+,  
Logging 
areas get 
protection 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
A NEW.+ Democrat government. 
will introduce legislation to pro: 
tcct the province's .:wod~Ing 
forest. 
Forests minister Andrew Petter 
gave that pledge last Friday in an 
interview ith the Terrace Stan. 
dard. 
Petter acknowledged a lot of 
uncertainty existed as to how 
much land claims settlements, 
creation of new parks and other 
land use decisions would reduce 
the area vailable for harvesting. 
At the same time, he maintained 
those were issues that would not 
be solved simply by ignoring 
them. 
However, the result6fcomplet. • 
ing those-process~'.would assert-" 
tiaily be to  define what areas 
were available for logging. 
And, recognizing the need for 
"some degree of permanency", 
he said the government would 
then pass iegislatidnlto protect the 
newly defined operable forest. 
Petter explained it would work 
along the same lines as current 
legislation which protects areas 
that have been designated as 
parkland. 
That approach would provide 
stability for the industry through- 
out the province, he added. 
Local industry reacted 
enthusiastically to news of Pet- 
ter's promise. 
"It's something we've been 
proponents of for a long time," 
said Skeena Sawmills manager 
Bruce MacNicol. "I think that 
would be an excellent move on 
the government's part and long 
overdue." 
While there was general agree- 
ment different areas should be, 
protected for different reasons, 
"we tend to forget he forest in- 
dustry is very critical for British 
Columbia." 
He suggested neither govern- 
ment nor industry could be ex- 
pected to spend a lot of money on 
the forest land base i f  they 
couldn't be sure they would be 
able to reap the benefits of that 
investment 
Echoing that point, Skeena Cel- 
lulose woodlands manager ".Vim 
Fent0n said having a deemed 
forest base would encourage in- 
vestment not just in the land, but 
also in manufacturing plants. 
justify, he pohited out, unless 
there was 'an assured supply of 
wood to put through it. 
m Tallest in Terrace? 
THESE BRIGHT BEAUTIES climbed past the roof of the Philippes' shed to stand a proud 
13'3" tall. Jessie Phillppes grew the giant sunflowers from plants given to her by friends 
Shantel and Charity Pdtchard. Though the Phillppes family has grown sunflowers before, 
they've never reached such heights. For Interested gardeners, the variety In question is Giant 
Russian Sunflowers.. " ' " + : 
grow in that area. ..' . i ''~+! i:i': i
Hospital pleas 
fall on deaf  ears  
HEALTH MINISTER Paul  Get :i i 
.Rams~y+~doesn't .want to. hear 
-M'dls ....... :M~iitbkial Hospital,s i~e ,~.~i ;~,~. ,= l~ l  ..... ........ 
red,ted pleas fort bigger badge, ~k$~4~1,1,~ " :U[~|U  
recognizing its regional service.. 
He told The Standard Friday 
that a major change to theway 
the health ministry views Mills 
Memorial just isn't "on with the 
Skeena Regional Health Board 
getting prepared to take control of 
regional health spending. 
"We're not -prepared to 
interfere With the process that he 
regional health board has 
underway]' Ramsay said. !'Let's 
get real here. It 's time to stop 
asking Victoria to sort out health 
care in each region. 
"We have to have the regions 
sort it out themselv~'and(that's ~ 
what the health :~ards are 
undertaking.,; - -.. +:  
Ramsay sam the minisky will 
merely continue to wori~ with 
Mills Memorial as it has in the Paul Ramsay 
past. S-  : 
"Taxpayer funds  are not The number of specialistShere 
unlimited and we:have toaskali or planning to move here is'st an 
facilities to achieveithe;~test ali-time high And: the+::i0cem 
efficiency that hey ~n,-.hesaid + ,,,:,,..~_. ,="±__ . .... :.,;,. ,+ . . . . . . .  ,+ . , .  o~m, , ,u , ,~ ,wo m m ons  for 
"Mills Memodai Hospltai++ilEe : communities w~ ~: : 'm ~ev~ 
other hosl~itals:,i 5as todo:i~iiat'it :.; physlclans..~ +.. :+. ' .  ' . . ,  ,i' ~..+ .:. i 
can to achieveefflcien~y~'~.:;:'Y• : : lvleanw,-,- ;-~':; '~ ~"::~'2 :~/'+ • ~ 
• - . . . . . .  " '" -++ + +'+ . . .~tyU l I¢  IUC. . ,~ I"  nes lm~ lea~ers  ' 
Ramsey,..+.called n wsl.iioutlets ,:,ate~trying t0 f i~  Otitlh ~ me .... + 
across n°rihem B'C Frida~y:to ~" i h0spitsl V';fil • maidia~+i+~' P f i t  i I 1 
announ.ce+ . two. ... previously +II+vci o f  Servi~tn.the."fa&?+6fi " 
unvenea programs' to help/sinali ~p++jected 
communities recruit . new +++deficit. ": 
PhoY~t:~ar~ie;;dr h~IPings~basi!Ize i c~hmesT~e~a~d?~;:/iH~a/~ 
.,Those progra~ ~m~ ou! of the '+ vI+tefla.and mit abudget d+fl;ft 
d Socred cash is election Wil ca d 
By JEFF NAGEL 
IF AN ELECWION were caUed 
today, which opposition party 
would have the most money to 
battle NDP MLA Helmut Glee- 
brecht? 
Not the Liberals. They claim to 
have a bit more than $6,600 in the 
bane 
Not B.C. Reform. They may be 
better organized than the Liber- 
Comeau won't say how much is 
left over in the constituency asso- 
ciation's account, but he  deniea 
suggestions the number is as high 
as $50,000.  
"It's a sizable amountbut i  
doesn't approach..that figure/' 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm's 
self-destruction and the party's 
eventual defeat under Rita 
Johnston was expected to wipe 
out the party across the province. 
All but one of the Social Credit • 
Comeau says. 
,'We've looked after .. those 
funds and been very frugal," he . . . . . . . .  ,, , /-arty reaaer tarry says. We ve been h,,mt,, a,~ . _ . Gtllanders 
• fort and now we,re 
some of bur:people 1 
of the w0odwori~  ~: 
So far Social Credit 
like nothing better than to get 
their hands on the money and use 
it to unseat Glesbrecht. 
But that,S not  likely, says 
Comeau. ' 
• If no Social Credit:~cat~ciidate 
MIAs that escaped •oblivion four runs here, he says~ ithe Skeena 
years ago defected to B.C. war:chest might be kanSfened to 
Reformi I~i by Ja~ Weisg~oen •help Ysocred Candldi~ in:,0tber 
paris 
~t 
aWay, We're still here. And wdm 
looking for new mel~tb~rs'.'S6me 
of our best members are th~:0nes 
that sir,ted tip in recent years." , 
Hdn0ted there are m0re ,line 20 
+candidates confirmed-in other 
const l tuenc ies ,~:  :,~;- " - .  - 
• .  Hesatd that's because of the in. 
:dependanCeof the vamv's,iudt. 
+ • • :  • • • 
Investment inplant was hard to ale, but trail much'further back in 
the qUestfor cash. ( . 
Believe it or not, 'the biggest 
political war chest in Skesna r~ht + r i l r  
e `~ := te  0rganizatlba+thai 
Li ' t  J 
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STOP 
Press 
Suspect held 
A SUSPECT has been 
arrested and charged with 
attempting toattack aCaledonia 
school girl in a wooded area. 
RCMP said a 25-year-old 
Terrace man has been charged 
with sexual assault and is being 
held in Custody . . , .  
The incident-happened 
Sept, 19 at a trail along the 
escarpment known as the Indifin 
Face wail. The 15-year-old girl 
was on her way to scli~l in the 
morning. 
( : I l IMI"  l l / l l  
~M lib .% 
Kitimat Crimestoppers is asking for public assistance 
in solving a Break & Enter of Den's Coffee Shop in 
Kitimaat Village. 
During the evening of Sept. 23, 1995 culprits forcibly 
entered the Coffee Shop premises on Haisla St. in the 
Village. 
Approximately $1500 in Cigarettes were stolen. 
,. Any persons with:knowledge of this offence or any other 
crimein the area ~ire Urged to contact Terrace Crimestoppers at 
635-TIPS or y0urloca[RCMP Detachment.- 
Crimestoppers offe/s/i, cash rewa~l 0iup to $L000 for 
information l~ading toan arrest'and •Charges laid against any 
individual in this or any other=unsolved crime. If you have 
any information, call Crimestoppers at 604-635-TIPS, that's 
604-635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their 
identity nor testify in court. 
Coil 63S-T iPS  
6rn ited:... 
TO MEETTHE DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS, Mr. Dick McEwan, at an informal 
reception and discover why Queen Margaret's School can provide an excellent 
education, and has done so for 75 years. 
* Girls from K-12 (boarding from Gr, 4) * , ,::, ~ i!:i: 
* Co-educational Primary Day School (K-Gr. 3)* :.y;-.~ i, ":: 
* Full Academic programme to University Entrance * i{ i i i i~ ;'~'i"~:!~':~i";~ 
* Art * Drama*Music * Public Speaking * ! .  
* 8ports *Equestrian Programme * ::,:-~:+,.~ 
TIME: 7:30 p.m. ': :~ ~': +~ 
DATE: Sunday, October 15, 1995 .... " • ~ : : 
LOCATION: Coast Inn of the West, Terrace 
Mr. McEwan will als0 be pleased to meet with families individually. To arrange a - 
separate interview, please Call the school in advance, or the hotel (638-8141) on 
October 15. 
QUEEN MARGARET'S  SCHOOL 
Phone (604) 746-4185 
660 Brownsey Avenue, FAX (604) 746-4187 
- ^~'-'~.7 Duncan B.C. V9L 1C2 ............. ~:,:~...+.,+,,,::~::++~+~.~,~<.:;.:-:+~:~,::.,:. 
19 trucks Reserved I condemned i wood could 
. N INE~N aging pickdp 
trucks 'and one Car were con- save jobs 
denmed by: motor vehicle 
inspectors in a pair of road- THE PREDICTED job loss 
checks Saturdaymoming. resulting from the chief forester's 
Terrace RCMP Const. J.R. decision to lower the Nass TSA 
Walker Said one roadblock was, annual allowable cut could be 
reduced, says mayor Jack Talstra. 
set up near the TlomhilI Pab°n That's beca~se there is a 63.000 1 . , . ~ . ~ % , ~ , ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~  T l t i s  Wttitt F t tt Old Lakelse ,Lake Dr. in a  cu.m. per ye r potent al cut that is ~ 
effort o 'catch unsafe ~,ehicleS currently held as'a reserve by the " ~HhM qA M R~STAU~AMT . 
| on their wayto  the dump. Forest Service. i}~TheBe~tChine~eFoodAndCanadlanCu~ine~ 
I Another was l ~  on I_anfe~. Although it may have been " 
| " RCMP and mOtor vehicle earmarked fo r  the ministry's ' ~ ~ Converdent 12 Different Chinese 
linspect0rs checked a/total of Small Business program, Talstra ~ i _ ~ CombtnaUon Plates for Your. '~, 
i • ~ Easy Order. |300vehicles, condemning-20, 'suggested'it would be tough for ~ % 
"and issued 22 chargesand 12 those operations to take ad- I I / / t~lVl~ J~ l  ~ LICENSED PRgMISgS- AIR 
vantage of that wood because its ) Y ~l ~ I CONDITIONED 
written warnings. " locafionwassoremote. ~ ~ /~.~ r " .I WEEKDAYS: 11:O0AM-11:0OPM 
I l~ i l&  ' ,. FRI.-SAT.: 11:O0 AM - MIDNIGHT ~ Waiker said the trucks con- City represmtatives a= Oue ' ~111 ~ 'SUNDAY: 4:00PM-IO:OOPM ' 
denmed Were not borderline meet. with Forests minister 
I ~ I |a I RESERVATION OR TAKE OUT ORDER t cases - they wore invariably Andrew PeUer at this week's ~ " . ' k  ~ PLEASE CALL , 
vehicles so unsafe that they Union of B.C. Municipalities r l ib  %.-% / - . 
B ' & '~"  I~Q¢=~- . [1  ~A 1460serelgAve.~ endangered other people on the ,conference. • ~ ~ I u~O-u '&O' ' l~  [Terrace, BC ,~ 
road, besides their own . "We' l l  see what his plans are: '~ .  "=. ~ Across FromTerraceC... 
occupants?'"" . . . . .  .- fordealing wJtKtheloss ofjobs:" ~ ~ ~  @ % ~  
"It'snot picky staff." he Talstrasaid. Ald i£PeRer doesn't ~ ) ~% % ~ % 
come up with something convinc- 
suspension, steering and b .s  exp!aine:l "W"re "h i  br°" " ing' CItY representatives'will sag= Br" - "  . . . .  ~ v I ~ K - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~  ~ ,-'~ ~.v  ~.~~ ~ +  ken frame ,s iously cracked gest releasing th  reser d wood. 
frames, rusted out floors, and 
Noting the minislry has , ,  
that shOtfld'hiv6f~led'y,m, projected,'IIO"person yea. of ' - "  " ' 
employment wi l l  be ' lost as ;a ,' . . . . . .  ,~,uv;' ~ ; ;~ m~dt I, '~ ""; MO TAX ;":';: 
ago." ... " . . . .  re, sulr of the Nass.TSA decision, ~ ~  
"You've got people jam- Talstra said that will undoubtedly ~ I (~-  r l r ~ "  'Round The = % ruing pieces of wood into the hurt Terrace. :" - .  . . . . .  I i~ l  ~ i ~ k r r ' ~ h n e s s "  
frame-6f,th6: truck tO hold it , Apartfrom sny direct erects on I l(  ] ~ ~ ~  C~o,,~ nora ~ ~o~ v~e~, %-I 
; r" : ' : [ @ l ~ ° ~  ~d ~oo~. soups. Chltl~ togethe, ,he said., .~ ~ indi~'iduals in the forest industry 
1, ):InSpe,~ct~siUsually con- such as loggitg c~ntracters, he I~t~'l ~~] l r l  ~~More . . .~der ,~f i  ~ .:;!. ' ~,~'~,.~ | ~ y  Your Choice w i th  Our /_/~t 
cehtraie':6n cOniunercial)and " said it would trickle down into ' ~ . l ( ~ / . /  )FomousCoff~. . .  . 
industrial vehicles more than the retail and service sectors as ~ l ~  - - . o , ~ " , . . , ~  . . . . . .  
well.' " . ' • . = I+rwo tor~aom toserve +o. Better I , ! priva~.'.ones. Bit Walker said. ~,,| " ' -  - - ' "  '=~.~i+i+~-6A~,S°=:e~u.t 
~tmaychange. i: ,i :./ ,i While some of those affected ,~ l  ~ ~ S - ~ 6 6 2  }~-~'CO~'~r ~e~'~l~"~l 
will be from the communities of ~ ~ L ~ ' p ~ L I  ~_~, 
r " ' ~ 1 '~t became clear to us we Stewart and Hazel=n, he pointed Tim ilortons+ I ~L 
halve:to do' this more often," he out, "These are people who shop 
said~ "I think we just scratched here, have their vehicles repaired ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ( ~ ~ " ~ ,  
tbesurface.". ... here, buy things that are part of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ _1  I 
day-to-day living." 
Records set " i 
._:I I 'HR ": MONTH ~ o f  
September was the driest on 
record, weather station officials 
Just 36.5 mm of rain was 
measured in September at the 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport.That 
beat he:old record of 41.2 mm 
of rain in 1960. 
Average rain fall for the 
month is 101.7 ram. Five daily 
maximum temperature r cords 
were also broken along the way, 
boosting us tO an average mean 
temperature of 15.5 degrees for I 
the month-much warmer ihan I ©,~.~==~,=~,®~ o,~,u~ ,o,,.,=~,mu.~,m~,~,~c.=,u~=..=~=, 
the normal 12.1 degrees. 
It was also much brighter 
than normal. In September, 
193,5 hours of sunshine were 
measured, compared to the 
average of 126.5 for the month. 
Wild hay ride 
A SEMI-TRAILIRR truck 
hauling hay crashed along 
Kahm Lake Drive after it failed 
to negotiate a curve Saturday. 
RCMP said the drive/- a 
49-year-old Vande~oof man - 
wasuninjured but there was 
about $6;000 damage to the 
vehicle. 
A man has been cbarged 
with excessive speed relative to 
conditions. 
Another single vehicle 
accident happened at 6:30 p,m. 
Monday when a 1985 Chevrolet 
Cavalier driven by a Ketchikan 
womanfaJleO to make a turn at 
the Exstew railway crossing 28 
miles west of town. 
The car was totalled, but the 
woman was not injured. No 
charg~ are pend ing . ,  . - i i  
The Arch Deluxe with Bacon. It' s got it all! This month, 0nly at McDonald' s. 
4740 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
99.11th Ave., East, Prince Rupert 
ii i!{~>i!':i~ >? ~.:: ::::: ~: ~= ,,: +i;:'~:~!~/~i~k:~::2: ::~A~::;~:i;~i::;{;l::)i~.~fN~:~<:i ~!>;:i~:.@~..:#~!~;,%.~=~{~:i:~<~I~i~i,~::! ~*::~;~."..~;~;.'.'.~<~.~.:~! ~ #1 ',.~i@. :~:+.::~ .......... +.=: ,..~, 
+.+ .++.  . . . . .  + . . . .  + . .  +, + 
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PrlntM In C4ma~l 
Sept. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26  
27' 
28  
THIS YEAR 
MAX, ~ EgP.B SUN 
23.7* 8.0 10.8 
25.0* 9.2 10.8 
23,4* 6.6 10.7 
21.1 9.2 5.8 
19.0 11.5 5.8 4.2 
15.6 10.5 1.0 0.2 
13.8 10.0 0.6 0.0 
~ q * l  u • 
~:~:~~:.~~~:~%.~:!:;.~~)I~:.~+~)£.,~63~_)>2,.:#~:,.,~. , > ; . ~ = I ~ > ~ i 1 '  " "  l<":";"<~." :,. -:~'0~f :   .3 <:~>.~#;<i.~'~'~@ x!~~ ~'~ - ~ ~,>~," ~ .~:~.'.~ .*~.,z~:~':: ,N .... 
~:=~~" ' "  ' ~':~~.:~#.~'~,~.~*~'2~:~<:~;~<'~ .... ~ '~ !~: ~.~ ~,~ ~t t " ' "> l<~=~:~ :~ '~:  .=: " :."~, • 
LASTYEAR 
MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN 
16,2 12,9 11.2 0,0 
14,7 8.1 0,8 6,4 
20,2 9.9 4,4 2,7 
13,8 10.3 1.0 1,0 
"~!,5 8.6 6.2 0,0 
14,5 8,6 2,8 6,5 
1&2 2.8 8,0 
I 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
Please obey all traffic control signs and persons. The highway will be busy with 
patching crews, sign maintenance, bridge repair, mowing and centre line painting. 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638. 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1.800.665.5051. 
DALLY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN. 
23.3 1974 I .I 
22,8 1965 0.0 
22.2 1965 0.0 
21,7 1976 -0.2 
20,0 1965 0.0 
19,4 1965 -1.1 
20,6 1970 -1.4 
YEAR 
1955 
1956 
1956 
1984 
1961 
1972 
1983 
P.BEG~ ~F AR 
32.2 1992 
26.9 1964 
32.3 1958 
26.8 1983 
30,7 1958 
32.3 1966 
106,6 1988 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY" 
N E C H A K 0 ~ - -  
NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
Pollution closes truck wash 
A TRUCK WASH in Thomldll 
has been shut down by the en- 
vironment ministry because it's 
polluting the environment. 
Watex from Peg-Pin Enter- 
prises' truck wash on Kofoed 
Drive tends to cross the road and 
pond in the backyards of neigh- 
boars. 
"It's a muddy mess," says as- 
sistant regional waste manager 
Frank Rhebergen. 
The water runs downhill erod- 
ing land, and plugs up culverts 
and ditches. 
The environment ministry on 
Sept. 18 slapped a pollution 
abatement order on Peg-Rin 
owner John Jackson. 
It'a all baffling to Jackson, who 
can't believe water from his hose 
which is dean of oil or other 
contaminants ~ is in the same 
category as industrial emissions 
from Alcan or Euroesn. 
"As far as I am concerned it's 
not an environmental thing at all 
and they shouldn't be involved," 
Jackson says. 
But, n letter from Rhebergen 
says otherwise. 
"Even if  there was no silt in 
Mr. Jackson's effluent discharge, 
the water is still deemed to be a 
business waste, subject o the re- 
quirements pecified under the 
Waste Management Act, and if it 
causes problems for other people 
it wouldbe considered pollut- 
ing." 
Jackson has run the truck wash 
since 1982. Most of the waste 
water flowed onto a vacant lot 
across the street. 
Now, however, there's an ex- 
pensive new house on the lot, 
built isst year. 
Complsints last fail led the en- 
JOHN JACKSON of Peg-Rin Enterprises can't turn on the hose 
at his 1rock wash because the water has been deemed pollution. 
vironment ministry to investigate, 
and finally issue an abatement or- 
der. 
Basically, says Rhebergen, 
Jackson needs to make his neigh- 
hours happy to get off the hook. 
"He needs to satisfy the people 
who are complaining," 
Rhebergen said. "And he hasn't 
really made a whole lot of effort 
to do any negotiating. He hasn't 
crossed the street. We had to 
show him photographs of the 
ponds of water he czeated in their 
backyards." 
He said Jackson is using a large 
diameter low pressure hose 
spewing large amounts of water 
for each wash. A smaller, higher 
pressure hose might help, he sug- 
gested. 
"Most outfits use high pressure 
wash systems that use about a 
tenth the amount of water. I think 
Mr. Jackson's system is pretty 
dated." 
But Jackson says the higher 
volume is needed to get the dirt 
off, and it gets the job done much 
faster. 
He says he's dug a couple of 
small settling ponds into his yard 
this year, but it won't keep ruuoff. 
water away from the nelghboum. 
'qt's physically impossible to 
keep water on flat ground when 
the ditch is 12 feet lower - -  and 
it's just plain stupid anyway." 
Peg-Rin washes more than 330 
trucks per year - -  on average one 
a day. 
If it was indeed one each day, 
there might not be a problem. 
But truckers tend to want their 
rigs washed at the end of t~e 
week, and thus most of the water 
flows on Fridays, concentrating 
the problem. 
Jackson fingers a newspaper a - 
ticle about a tanker truck that 
crashed and spilled chemicals 
into a lake because of inadequate 
inspections. 
He says his U'uck wash is essen- 
tial to truck maintenance and 
safety inspections - -which pre- 
vent accidents. 
"They're preaching safety to us 
every day, and then they shut 
down the very thing that's keep- 
ing these trucks afe," he says. 
There are other truck washes in 
town, however. Althongh Jackson 
says the tack wash itself doesn't 
bring in much money, he con. 
cedes it does help attract business 
to his repair shop. He also per- 
forms about 450 truck inspections 
per year. 
"We pay taxes. This is industri. 
ai property. I shouldn't have to 
spend my time fighting to do 
something it was zoned for," he 
says. 
Meanwhile, highways has 
carried out some re-ditching 
work, cleaned culverts, and im- 
proved the drainage along that 
portion of Kofoed. 
But Rhebergen says the an. 
vironment ministry would likely 
need written assurances from the 
ministry of highways that it no 
longer has concerns, and some in- 
dication from the residents that 
they're satisfied before lifting the 
abatement order. 
Thor.nhiil backs clean-up effort 
THORNHII.L RESIDENTS left 
no doubt they were in favour of 
the IGtimat-Stikine regional dis- 
trict's efforts to dean up the com- 
munity, says by-law enforcement 
officer Don Oldham. 
To date, he said, 101 derelict 
vehicles have been taken to the 
landfill and another 15 would be 
on their way as soon as equip- 
meat .could be found to haul them 
away. 
Oldham said 73 vehicles were 
from people taking advantage of 
the district's one-tlme offer to 
haul away the derelicts free-of- 
charge, eight of those coming 
from a single property. 
Pointing ont a similar dean.up 
changing attitudes." 
The dean up also netted about 
40 old appliances "and all kinds 
of other junk," he added. 
Oldham said the district owed a 
vote of thanks to those businesses 
which volunteered equipment to 
help with the dean up collection. 
effort several years ago pulled in Good as the figures are, they 
only 25-30 vehicles, Oldham sug- d0n't a c~,pnt for a l l~e  derelicts 
gusted, "Hopefully i t 'sa sign of: .. that. littered -the~ 124. properties 
Oldham identified during a pre- 
dean up tour of the community. 
He will now make another tour 
to find out who is still in con- 
lravenfion of the unsightly 
premises by-law. 
"We will be working with the 
by-law and enforcing it," he 
warned. "We are certainly going 
to.be taking action.". .... 
:; . . . . .  • .~ ; , ' . . .  '. , : ,.. ~ , , . ,  
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News In Brief 
Liberals look for candidate 
SHARON TAYLOR has been elected president of the B.C. Liber- 
als' Skeena constituency association. 
She said the Liberals are now at "green light position" on 
membership and money ~ which means at least 300 members 
and $6,000 ~ so they are now beginning their candidate search. 
Nov. 25 has been pencilled in as the date for the nomination 
meeting, Taylor said. But if an election is called before then, 
they'll hold an emergency meeting to name a candidate within 
four days of the writ being dropped. 
Also elected to the executive were vice-president Derrick Curtis, 
treasurer John Badr, secretary Linda Hawes, and directors Bud 
Powell, Paul Chhina, Rick Wozney, Jim Thom, Mohinderpal 
Chhina, Barry Pankhurst, Holly Grueger, Heimke Haldane and 
Richard MeDaniel. 
Taylor said there are potential candidates in both Terrace and 
Kitimat, but wasn't naming names. 
Calling all Earthlings 
RELAX. IT WASN'T a UFO. That's the word from local 
stargazer Brian McNair for those who may have spotted some- 
thing fiery in the Sept. 24 night sky. 
What it was, says McNair, was a huge meteorite blazing along 
on theupper crust of the earth's atmosphere. McNair said he saw 
the fLreball about 11:30 p.m. while hewas outside with his camera 
to take pictures of stars. 
"All of a sudden I noticed my shadow. I said wait a minute, 
there's no moon. So I looked behind me and saw this huge 
fireball," said McNair. "I said 'Oh My God.' ~ I've seen a lot of 
things so when I say 'Oh My God,' it's big. Its light was just like 
that of a welder's arc." 
., McNa ir said the tail o f  the fireball, caused by bits and pieces of 
me me[eorite falling off behind it, etched a blazing trail for45 
seconds in the sky. 
He thinks the object skipped off of the earth's atmosphere,. 
resuming its space journey. 
Chopper pilot fined 
A TERRACE man has been fined $100 for flying a helicopter in 
a residential area. 
Tom Bond was charg~ with 31 counts under the city's noise 
control bylaw. He pleaded guilty to one count and Was fined $100. 
The helicopter was being flown in and out of his yard at5103/ 
McConneil. He now keeps it at a hangar on the river, which isnot 
in an R1 zone. 
Bedard to chair NWCC.board.., 
]~ORTHWEST Community College held its annual eleCt|o~ for 
the positions of chair and vice-chair at the September 23 meeting 
of the board of governors. 1 " " 
Kathleen Bedard wa~s elected as chair, and Judy Tracy was 
elected by acclamation t0the position of vice-chair. 
Bedard has been vice-chair for thepast two years, and isnow on 
her fourth year as a member of the board,!She lives in.Prince 
Rupert and is a district principal with School-district 52. : 1 
= Tracy is:a'resident of Terrace and is:employed by the regional • 
district ofKitimat-Stikine. ' : , .  
~ Thenext board meetingdate is October 20-21 in Kltin~t. i "4'~ 
. . . .  ~.,~,. , , , , , , , , . ,~ :  ;c,~:,~;~tl~.~f~; ". ~., 
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Green light 
THIS SUMMER may be remembered as the one 
in which the city of Terrace got a little greener. 
The eolour may be more a State of mind fight 
now than any real change from the generally 
concrete grey shade of development here. 
But after years of haphazard planning and a 
steady erosion of the city's green space, it's a 
welcome ehangenonetheless. 
We're talking about the sudden explosion of 
ideas for civic parkland, trails and greenspace. 
City council tookacti0n this summer to secure 
a key part of the Howe Creek greenbelt area. 
And in recent weeks councillors have been talk- 
ing often about• doing more with Ferry Island, 
Terrace Mountain and even a favourite walking 
route around the bridges and overpass. 
Ed Graydon's Three Bridges walking tour, 
speaks more to the city's desperate need for 
sidewalks along Keith Ave. and near the old 
bridge than any kind of serious park value. 
But it's further evidence that this council is the 
most amenable so far to protecting and enhanc- 
ing the look of the city. 
That's important because it gives city staff 
some confidence they won't be flattened by a D8 
cat every time they suggest something reen. 
Some truly visionary ideas are lurking in the 
minds of the city's bureaucrats. 
A particularly fascinating one is parks super- 
intendent Steve Scott's • dream of a riverside trail 
along the southside from Ferry Island towards 
Braun's Island. It hasn't received a lot of atten- 
tion yet, but there's now hope for the future. 
The average folk who plant flowers and pick up 
litter are tl~e oneswho ean be thanked for this 
change in civie mindset. Greenbelt and Beauti- 
fication Society volunteers d~se~e,,"~l~l prlds6 
' ,  "~:  . . . . . . .  . .  t~ . . . ;~ . .  .ti~ ~ ~, ; '~ , t~ ' : ; ' * . l '~&£~l  U~I ' [ |  s~,?~V't 4 
in pushing change. And a ,.few ~ hkej.thg artists 
who transformed Terrace with murals and 
painted fire hydrants--  are downright heroes. ~ 
We can only hope that come spring this' spirit 
blossoms once more in every home, business, 
and at city hall. 
Wrong way 
THE HEALTH MINISTRY is dead wrong in 
its treatment of Mills Memorial Hospital. Faced 
with four years of budget freezes, Mills has 
come to the point where any more cuts could 
quickly translate into service losses. 
But instead of receiving a break from the minis- 
try or even a shoulder to cry on, the hospital is 
getting hit again with the "cut; CUts cut" refrain. 
The problem? Hospitals are punished for admit- 
ting people. There's no carrot and stick method, 
just a massive dub that's used over and over. 
Instead, hosPitals should be rewarded for find- 
ing and adopting methods that achieve the same 
purpose - -  reducing overall patient loads• 
Mills, for instance, has taken great strides in 
day surgery. In fact, the day surgery program is 
so successful it is attracting people from out of 
towmThat's good because it proves day surgery 
is a worthy service with a regional application. 
It s also good because the more people there are 
that use day surgery in the region, the fewer 
patients there will be in other hospitals up here. 
But has this resulted in anything tangible from 
the health ministry? No. What's needed is a shift 
in theway the health ministry thinks. 
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Potholes on info highway 
VICTORIA - The information 
revolution has barely begun, 
but its effects are already 
changing the world, mostly for 
the better. 
Anyone with a computer, a
modem, and $20 a month to 
spare, has access to a wealth of 
information we could only 
dream of just a few years ago. 
These days, computer users in 
the smallest towns have 
formed user groups, whose 
members exchange informa- 
tion on any number of topics. 
Whereas it once took 
months, then days,' and then 
hours to bring information to 
the public, the process now 
takes econds. 
In the old days, when I was 
reporting from out of town, I 
'::~" had to phone ,tile" paper, ask for 
: '  i i'¢:wri~e (and: dictate my story. 
:: Now I can f'fle the same story 
from anywhere by modem 
within seconds. 
Meanwhile, the Internet is 
making available the world's 
accumulated knowledge for the 
asking. Through the Internet, 
you can access university li- 
braries the world over. 
Researchers in any field you 
care to mention will find ans- 
wers to whatever questions 
they may have. 
But like every evolutionary 
step we have taken since we 
left the caves, the race along 
i d : lel~'~ | i ;  I : l [ t l - I ' J  t | ;1  m 
HUBERT BEYER 
tion stored on a magnetic strip. 
The plan has British Colum- 
bia's privacy connnissloner, 
David Fiaberty, up in arms. 
Never one to take government 
assault on privacy sitting 
down, Flaherty went public 
last week with his concerns 
over the new card. 
At the annual Freedom of In- 
formation and Protection of 
Privacy conference in Victoria, 
Flaherty accused the govern- 
ment of keeping him in the 
dark about its plans. "No-one 
will tell me what they are 
doing," he said. 
Only two minor discussions , 
he said, have taken place be- 
tween his staff and bureaucrats 
since last spring, when Social 
the information highway is 
also fraught with some 
dangers. Services Minister Joy Mac- 
As governments and corpora- ':~Phail said the government was 
tions deveiopever-larger d~ta!i:~i~iworking L on a new card~ 
banks, our privacy is under:at, .i. referred to as the SmartCard, 
tack. EverY time we payby 
credit card, someone stores 
some information about/us. 
Every time we give someone 
our Social Security Number, 
we give up. a little bit of 
privacy. 
Now, the provincial govern- 
ment is quietly working on a 
multi-purpose identification 
card. Govermnent politicians 
and bureaucrats are tight- 
lipped about he project, but it 
is supposed to be a high-tech 
card with all sorts of informa- 
which would be used for 
everything from welfare claims 
to visits, to the doctor. The 
cardi~she said, would also re- 
place the driver's licence. 
Flahe~" wants:the public to 
say "No', if the cover/unCUt 
forces the new card on them. 
Instead, he proposes a system 
that will allow citizens to de- 
cide whether or not to acquire 
the SmartCard. 
He also wants the public to de- 
. cide how much and what in- 
formation is on the card. And 
he wants laws that outline ..- 
punitive measures in the event 
of abuse, particularly if the pri- 
vate sector demands access ,to 
the card. 
I'm with Flaherty. I was less 
than enthusiastic when the'fed- 
eral government introduced the 
SIN cards, and my reservations 
were born out. Today, every 
Tom, Dick and Harry ask for 
my Social Insurance Number, 
and although I have the optio n 
of declining to reveal it, I 
usually don't, for the sake of 
convenience. 
Information is power, and 
power is subject o potential 
abuse. In the case of the Inter- 
net, the public has free access 
to the best, but also to the 
worst kind of information; 
Alongside ~'aluable informa- 
U0~ ~bout ~e Holocaust, here 
is the drivel of Neo Nazis and' 
their Holocaust denial. But we 
have a choice Of not accessing 
it 
As governments and huge coi., 
porations' ~gather 'more and  
more inforn~ati0n about Us~, We 
cannot ask for itsreturn~* Once" 
given, the information about us 
:is no longer private and, there- 
fore, subject to potential abuse. 
(Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel:(604) 360-6442; Fax:(604) 
383- 6783; E-Mail: 
hbeyer@direct.ca) 
Sl:l, eaks fi r thelvictims? 
"Called to the bar" needs a 
whole new meaning. 
At present, law school gradu- 
ates called to the bar join the 
body of lawyers qualified tt, 
practise law in any j urisdiction. 
Once called to the bar, law- 
yers can climb to any number 
of influential positions: 
Defence attorney. MiniSterial 
advisor. Legislative member. 
Judge. Prime Minister, even. 
Along the way each does his 
bit making new laws or setting 
precedents exercising 01d laws. 
Thanks to Canada's ladder of 
lawyers our justice system 
defends criminals. When it 
comes to speaking up for vic- 
tims and their families, the law 
whispers. 
Only last week'a Gustaf~en 
Lake native charged with at- 
tempted murder was released 
on $10,000 bail - -  despite the 
fact B.C. is populated with his 
target - -  RCMP officers. And 
despite the fact he could easily 
get hold of another high 
powered weapon. 
P 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
And in the .Lower Mainland 
a 20-year-old with a history el 
violent crimes i WaS L handed a• 
$500 fine instead of 30 to 60 
days jailthne as both crown 
counsel and bts own dcfence 
attorney requested. He prompt- 
ly sl~angled a ten-year-old girl 
after abducting her from her 
APLII~P-. i '~ [301" I'ff'S 1"oo 
I~ E~U~ll~&.~ REmoTE. AN1) 
~ ~ 1  WE 6oT To 
I~  ~ ~1 Noose. 13[:~RY 
bed. 
Why does the law care most 
about criminals? Because laws 
are made by lawyers who live 
isolated lifestyles protected by 
chauffeurs, high rise apart- 
merits, and other factors that 
set them above the hoi polloi, 
where rough stuff abounds. 
A personal encounter with 
violence restores a lawyer's 
thinking to normal in jig time. 
To illustrate. About a "year 
ago MP John Nunziata got a 
stiff neck looking over his 
shoulder when an inmate he 
had helped put behind bars es- 
caped an Ontario jail. It took a 
round-the-d0ek RCMP 
bodyguard to help him cope 
gotten priority. B.C.'s 
attorney-general, Ujjal 
Dosanjh, is another lawyer 
whose thinking has been 
shaped by firsthand violence. 
Several years ago he was 
severely beaten about he head 
by an attacker wielding an iron 
bar. He spent days in hospital 
recuperating. Two of his fin- 
gers remain crippled. 
I suspect much of Dosanjh's 
resolve in the Gustafsen Lake 
crisis ~me from his personal 
injury. For despite calls by op- 
position politicians to end the 
standoff swiftly even if bloodi- 
ly, Dosanjh held out for nego- 
Uating a peaceful surrender. 
And he gave no immunity 
with his fears. Fortunately for from' prosecution for criminal 
Nunziata ~ and taxpayers ~ acts. ' /  
Within two weeks the ~capee V~qdch leads me to suggest 
was recaptured. "called to the bar" should 
Still the brief terror made mean a vigorous thumping 
Nunziata appreciate how vic- about he ears with an iron bar 
rims feel when their attackers at graduation. Such ritual 
roam the streets. If he could iviolence might help lawyers 
have re-drafted our laws at that see victims - -  not perpetrators 
moment, victims would have B as stars under the law. 
c~c PAl~.r c 
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Plan to run deficit pits 
hospital against Victoria 
Health ministry and hospital board on collision course 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital 
has abandoned the idea of dosing 
beds and cutting services to deal 
with a deficit that could top 
$600,000 this year. 
Instead, it'll run at a deficit and 
try to convince the health minis- 
tryto give it more money, 
The Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society, which runs the hos- 
pital,approved the plan last week 
:in the latest of a series of meet- 
ings to dealwith its budget crisis. 
Although it went into the 
budget year with a plan to 
balance income against spending, 
a deficit began to grow in the 
summer and is projected to con- 
tinue. 
y~The only way we could have 
dealtwith:that big chunk was to 
closebeds or decrease services, 
and you do one when you do the 
ot '~/,i-,., -her,:, says health care soctety 
chief executive officer Michael 
Leisinger. 
~"Ifwe shut down an O.R. (op- 
erating room) or shut down an 
O IL  tO all but general surgery, 
we could have a balanced budget 
almost overnight," he said. 
'Instead Leisinger and other 
~i~senior hospital managers have 
~i'~ been asked to once again look at 
:~: ways to cut spending. 
, :  Their report is due Nov. 15 for 
I e just 
can't go 
'backward' 
~ BILL AND Helena McRae know 
. ~ first hand what it's like to deal 
~. with a cash-strapped health care 
system. 
. And their experience has left 
them wondering ~how many more 
cuts can be made before the sys- 
tem falls apart. 
~ Theirstory took place in Febru- 
ary after Bill developed a fever 
and began running a temperature 
~ of more ~,an 104 degrees. ,, 
"i.! Wa '3)eti)?" e:o.&rned; so i '  too'k 
:;? him;to ~ the"h0spital,'; HeJene"re'- 
"The • . y took hm temperature and 
blood pressure and said he proba- 
@bly had the flu. They told me to 
i!ijtake him home and give him 
: :.some aspirin." . 
i /  BUt Bill got. weaker and weaker 
~!~ fz0m what appeared to be a bad 
:/case Of pneumonia. Helene then 
::/~ilcalied her son-ln-law and they 
took him in again. 
!i ~ They saw another doctor who 
took an x-ray providing a less 
tha  n satisfactory image because 
Bill could hardly stand up. 
He went home again but the 
:new day, with his condition wor- 
'~ sorting, a doctor made a house 
il./eall and immediately phoned for 
i,an~:ambulance. 
ne a feverish and 
Bill was admitted and 
cocks recovering inthe 
" a ~ ~M ybe because it was a 
~ weekend," said Helene of the ex- 
perience. "But here he was, a 
man over 70 with a temperature 
lover 104. 
. . . . .  The McRaes aren't sure but 
• ~)suspect that bed shortages aud 
i~:~ilack of cash at Mills Memorial 
i ,:~::Hospital had something to do 
i ::i'i.witll Bill being sent home after 
:: . " his first two visits at the hospital. 
~ .~:~ "There just seems to be too 
things going on," 
it was difficult to 
• get Bill admitted, both praised the 
:. i~iicare and attention of hospital staff 
" ~ ~:- once he was inside. 
:i!i!! ' The McRaes told their story last 
:week  after attending a crisis 
=,/).:meeting between senior hospital 
::~ staff, the Terrace Regional Health 
:h runs Mills 
presentation to the health minis- 
try, says health care society board 
chair Olga Power. 
That report, suggested by the 
health ministry, replaces a request 
by Mills to have outside health 
care specialists come in and 
review the hospital. 
"The ministry felt that it was 
better to have local management 
review the budget," said Power. 
"They still feel there is money 
within our base operations." 
Yet Power does wonder how 
much longer Mills can survive 
successive years of budget 
freezes. 
She acknowledged that it will 
be difficult to find $500,000 this 
year but that hospital employees 
are coming forward with ideas. 
"We'll know more by Nov. 
15," Power said. 
"One factor not being recognized 
by the ministry is that while Mills 
acts as a regional hospital for the 
northwest, it does not receive 
monies to support specialized ser- 
vices• 
"We believeTerrace and area 
is something worth fighting for," 
said Power. " I f  we lose, it's not 
just Mills. It's the entire area." 
Power said she's already 
warned the new community 
health council and the new 
regional health board of the dif- 
ficulties Mills faces. 
The decision to run at a deficit 
means Mills will take up to 39 
patients at any one time, up from 
the 35 that was the plan at the be- 
ginning of the year. 
Leisinger said a severe flu 
which swept the area this spring 
caused occuPancy ra tes -  and 
expenses ~ to rise. 
"We're at the point when we 
get even a little bump in our per- 
eentage cf occupancy, we're 
dead," he said. 
Another factor is that Mills is 
now fully staffed with specialists 
and those spc~qalists result in 
more people being admitted. 
"When the surgeon is on holi- 
days in Kitimat, those patients 
come here. The internal medicine 
specialist in Prince Rupert is sick 
and the one in Smithcrs is gone, 
so those patients are coming 
here," said Leisinger. 
While those factors add to 
costs, what isn't takeu into ac- 
count is the savings to families 
and individuals by not forcing 
them to go to Vancouver for 
treatment, he continued. 
Leisinger acknowledged that 
Mills does have a surplus of ap- 
proximately $700,000 which 
could be tapped to ease the 
deficit. 
"We'd be just eating down our 
re.serves• Nothing would be 
solved," said Leisinger. "Our 
problem remains in trying to get a 
stable funding base." 
The administrator said the situa- 
tion would be a lot worse if not 
for Sleeping Beauty Lodge,: the 
on-site hostel operated by the 
Elks and Royal Purple organiza- 
tions. 
It's meant for out-of-town resi- 
dents who don't need to slay at 
the hospital but who might need 
its out-patient services. Previous- 
ly, those people would have 
stayed at the hospital. 
"We'd have a much higher oc- 
cupancy and a bigger debt," said 
Leisinger. 
In support of Mills, the Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
has taken out advertising 
highlighting the deficit crisis. 
Foundation director Lael 
McKeown admitted its a different 
role for the foundation, formed to 
raise money for hospital equip- 
ment 
But she said it can't let the hos- 
pital lose the ability to use the 
equipment bought by the founds- 
tion through community dona- 
tions and projects. 
BILL AND HELENE McRAE have poured years of volunteer effort into Mills Memorial Hospital• But 
now they're afraid they see the undoing of all that work. 
and the R.]~.M. Lee Hospital future is that they've spent eight 
Foundation. years as key people on the 
They both say they were R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
shocked at the size of the hospi- which raises money foi" equip- 
tal's deficit meat. 
"7"m afraid that aft that we've worked for 
is going to slip away." - -  Bill McRae 
Mills hasn't had a budget in- 
crease in four years, making it 
more and more difficult to con- 
tinue operating. 
What makes the McRaes even 
more worried about he hospital's 
"Who I was doesn't matter," 
said MoRse of his February ill- 
ness. "The message we're getting 
is that health care is really in 
jeopardy here." 
"I'm afraid that all that we've 
worked for is ,going to slip 
away." 
Bill blames the provincial 
health minislry and the age-old 
problem of the north being ig- 
nored by a southern-dominated 
government 
Helene's worried that if more 
euta take place, the core of 
specialists here now is going to 
'leave, 
"We just can't go backward, 
We have a nice hospital here and 
good doctors nnd goo'd core of 
services. If they keep cutting 
back, we're going to lose what 
we have." 
pital board chair resigns 
in the wording of the contract. It 
was a ludicrous situation," 
McKeown said. 
LAEL MCKEOWN has resigned 
as chair of the Terrace Regional 
Health Care Society, saying she 
needs abreak. 
i""t'm just another burnt out 
!v01tinteer who has faced the 
moiintatit of the health ministry," 
~ McKeown said last week. 
!~iTaldng her place is Olga Power 
. . . . .  Wh0/is already a member of the 
Co ,un i ty  health council. 
~That's a good move, says 
McKeoWnF as the health care 
soCieiy is due to wind up shop 
, later this year when it's absorbed 
by  .the.-,- council.~.o . : .  ,~ 
The council is to take over re- 
sponsibility for all local health 
care functions and is part of a 
new provincial plan to have more 
local and regional control. 
While McKeown favours the 
idea of having health declsio~ 
made locally, she's worried that 
individual facilities will still be 
governed by rules made down 
service let alone the health care 
institutions." 
She said there's no room for 
managers or workers to be in- 
novative in looking for ways to 
become more efficient 
"This may be heresy, but con- 
traeting out of some segments 
may make the hospital more effi- 
cient," McKeown added. 
south. She pointed out that a recent 
"There is so much bureaucratic three-year wage deal which cut 
red tape• And there are very rigid working ~ hours and raised wages 
labour contracts," 'said wasn*t followed through with'any 
McKeown. "I 'm not sure those money to support I . : 
contracts do the employees any "The hospital had no influence 
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The health care society didn't 
have its annual general meeting 
scheduled for September. 
Instead the meeting will be held 
in December, just be fn-,- h,,s,,, 
absorbed by the 
health council, maidn J 
annual general meet 
society. 
McI~eown said it m~ 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Seniors deserve better 
Dear Sir:. 
I read with interest your article headlined "City Has Big Bucks 
To Play With" (Terrace Standard, Sept 20). 
I have a couple of suggestions that may help the city dispose of 
a very small percentage of its $3 million surplus. 
Terrace has a seniors complex in town, Twin River Estates, 
situated on the old Columbia Cellulose property. This complex 
has been here going on six years. It does not have one city 
sidewalk running along its boundaries. Not on Lakeise Avenue 
nor Apsley Street 
Many of these seniors no longer drive. They must deal daily 
with navigating ditches and gravel edges to get to the f'wst decent 
sidewalk on Lakelse Avenue. Some walk with walkers, others 
probably could use scooters if the sidewalks were user friendly. 
The city has recently lowered the curb on one intersection but 
all curbs should be lowered. There is a city bus stop on Apsley 
Street, but there is no bench or shelter for them. 
In a town that has cold, windy weather for six months of the 
year this is not conducive to use by the seniors. I understand that 
the people have asked repeatedly for this small service for the past 
six years to no avail. 
Most of the seniors living in this complex werethe backbone of 
the Terrace area for decades. They developed this town by croat. 
ing small businesses and professional practices. They have been 
taxpayers longer .than many city hall employees have been born. 
These small expenditures would figure very lowly in the $3 mil- 
lion surplus and yet mean so much to the residents of the 70 units 
in the Twin River Estates• • . 
Linda ]Bentz . , ,~ 
Terrace. B.C. . . . . .  
Columnist's 
draws ire 
Dear Sir:. 
I feel obliged to respond to Claudette Sandecki's recent column 
on hairstylists. In particular the paragraph referring to stylists as 
"hypochondriacs in earch of the perfect diagnosis. Resulting in a 
city-wide web of rivalry and infighting worthy of All My Chil- 
dren" (Terrace Standard, Sept. 27, 1995). 
I have been a shop owner for five years, in that time I have 
employed sixteen different stylists. As with most employers, I 
have experienced long terms with little orno mm over, and times, 
where due to pregnancy and relocation of spousal or family needs, 
tom over seems never ending. 
On the occasion when I have had stylists join my staff, I have 
very often placed a "welcoming" ad announcing their arrival. 
This is sometimes necessary as often their former employer isun- 
derstandably reluctant to let the clientele know the whereabouts of
their stylist. 
I would like to add that not all hair stylists behave in a manner 
reminiscent of bad "soaps." In our shop we do not criticize the 
standard or behaviour of other members of our profession, and I 
believe this would be standard for most shops. ~ 
People who choose this profession are for the mostpart talented, 
creative .people who have found this a suitable outlet for that 
creativity. Excellent stylists are also people who truly like people, 
and enj03t the opportunity ofmaking themiock:and feel betteit. ~
experience". ' . . . . . .  .:: ::-!:!~?:'i,::~il :~ - 
As a hairdresser I was personally insulted. . ... . .  ,.,i,.: . 
Obviously' the answer to your dilermna is ifyou arChapi~y:Wiih 
your hakcut,'follow your stYlistl It only makes ense tome., " 
As for us going Off and starting a family, are we not human7 
Don't tell me your life stops while we are off on maternity.: :L 
If someone is not happy where they are, are they obligated to 
stay there just to make you happy? I think not . . . . .  
I have worked in the same shop for ten years and I am sorry but 
I do not see nil the bickering and backstabbing you are talking 
about 
We make a point of making our Customers eomfortablei So  
maybe if you took time to enjoy our services instead of acting like 
getting ahaircut is such a chore, you might develop ahealthier at- 
titude and not be critical Of the services provided toyou f~om all 
the hal/dressers in the community. ~,~ 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sic " 
I feel that Ms. Sandecl 
our community. 
Your stylistis s profe 
ongoing. ,As hair styles, 
the stylist and s~ool m 
expense but one which also brings thebenefits of this education 
back to the northwest. ' 
,I do consider this profession, Ms. Sandecki, to be a iRtie dif- 
ferent from n supermarket clerk or a dealerShip mechanic. . 
In any business there is occasional anlmosttybUt, please Ms, 
Sandeeld, do not single out the dedicated hairdresserl , i i ..... 
To set the record straight: '~ 
[] It is for the client's convenience toadvertise our whereabouls 
on leaving oncparticular salon. / i~ .:~ :~ 
• [] Most Salons give free consultations sothat you need~n0tlfeel 
intimidated, and being likened t0 a dental visit is beyond~mpre. 
henslon. ~ 
I don't think Ms; Sandecki did an' 
articleand her remarks have upset' 
dresseis. 
Maybe the Very least she could dc 
ogy! After nll we are only beautician,. 
Jaelde Belanger 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sir: .  
Ms. sandecki has discrec 
but also as people. 
I have spent 10 years of 
make myself the best I can 
I take great pride tffthe 
client with n plastic cape 
scalp.,' I enjoy my clients' 
a real treat. 
: Sveaking for the full v/Qualified hairdtessersof B.C../howda~el 
have those two eve~ 
close together . . . . .  
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Council Shorts 
City backs hospital 
TERRACE CITY councillors passed amotion backing up the Ter- 
race Regional Health Care Society in its decision to fight for a big- 
ger core budget. 
Councillor Val George called it ironic that B.C. health minister 
Paul Ramsey is complaining about he federal government cutting 
health transfer payments o the province. 
"He's turning around and doing exactly the same thing to us st a 
local level," George said. 
"What if Mills Memorial were to turn away every resident with 
an address other than Terrace proper?" Ruth Halleck demanded. 
"How long would Victoria sit on its butt and do nothing?" 
Gair patchwork panned 
RESIDENTS of Gair Ave. want the city to recap their street rather 
than merely patch it. 
The planned patchwork on nine cuts across the road follows the 
city's wo'r k to install sewer service them. 
"We~don't believe that simply patching the damage will restore 
the street o its original condition," resident Doug Beaumont said. 
"We have seen evidence all over Terrace of what happens when 
pavement is cut and patched and we strongly reject the proposed 
plan to do the same here.". 
Victory of the Kermodei 
CITY COUNCILLORS were jubilant with word the Royal Cana- 
dian Mint has followed their suggestion and put a Kermodei bear on 
the new $2 coin. 
Some readers may have seen news reports to the contrary, that it's 
actually apolar bear. They're all wrong, say the councillors. 
" I 've looked at the picture and without a doubt it's a Kermodei 
bear," said Mayor Jack Talstra. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD " 
The 
Mail Bag 
Right to read 
Dear Sir:. 
Pornography in the public li- 
brary? I 've never heard of such a 
thing. One can hardly compare a
Harlequin romance with a triple- 
X video. 
The most pornographic material 
in the h'brary is the B~le. Gun 
19.32, and Judges 19.22-26 stand 
out as examples of this. 
The basis of a rice society is 
non-censorship. 
When we define what is accept- 
able or not acceptable we lose 
more than the right to re. 
we choose. We lose the 
to believe what we choos 
lieve in. 
Chad Miller 
Terrace, B.C. 
Don't trap cats 
An open letter to Halllweli 
residents: 
We recently had the experience 
of frantically searching for our 
cat, who always comes home for 
dinner. She rarely goes snooping 
around the neighbourhood. But 
0n Monday evening Frizzy dis- 
appeared. Tuesday we found out .  
she was having a visit at the local 
animal shelter. 
Turns out a neighbourhood resi- 
dent is trapping cats because they 
are visiting her flowerbeds. So 
she goes to the shelter and gets a 
eat trap. She puts a dish of sar-. 
dines inside the cage to attract the 
eats. 
Well if I was a cat anO lived a 
few houses away you can be sure 
that I'll smell it and be there like 
a dirty shirt. Every cat loves fish. 
Smelling these sardines he used, 
Frizzy and several other cats paid 
her cage a visit. Some had sore 
paws from trying to get out. 
I guess what I 'm trying to tell 
this lady is this: I guess it hasn't 
occurred to you that all cats love 
fish. When you put this fish out- 
aide, of course every cat in a one- 
and-a-half block radius is going 
to smell it. You are enticing them 
to come over, by using this high- 
smelling food. You could use 
something less smelling than fish 
or spray them with your water 
hose, or get a dog. 
There are other ways ',to fix a 
eat. I live nearby and cats of all 
colours and description visit here. 
They check things out and leave. 
If you think they have sprayed, 
you can get a product at Janitors 
Warehouse for under $10.00 to 
get rid of the foul smelling bdors. 
I used this product o get rid the 
odors and they have not sprayed. 
I always thought cats were a 
"free" spirit. They can come and 
go as they please. One way of 
looking at it for myself is that at 
least cats bury their droppings. 
Dogs do not. 
I f  you keep putting high smell- 
ing foods into the trap, you'll not 
attract cats, but it'll be bears. I'd 
rather be surprised by a cat than a 
bear any day. 
You don't even try to ask your 
nelghbours if the cats are theirs, 
or even let anyone know you 
have a problem. 
Laura Culioden-Hanson 
Ten'ace, B.C. 
She's lucky to be alive 
Bike man.g!ed, but rider 
escapes  njury under train 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
ANOTHER TRAIN yard fat- 
lality. That's what Terrace's 
April Wilson almost became last 
week. 
"She's very lucky to be alive," 
said CN constable Bob Teolis. 
Wilson, aged 21, was crossing 
the CN yard behind the new Sash 
store last Wednesday. She had 
her mountain bike with her and 
was heading south when she de- 
cided to take a shortcut by crawl- 
ing underneath a train, dragging 
her bike with her. 
She was still under the coal car 
when the train started to move. 
Two ~ employees, Don Deed- 
man and Colin Carlisle were 
nearby, and shouted at Wilson to 
keep her head down., 
Fortunately she heard them, 
kept her head down, and the two 
men managed to get the train's 
driver to stop. 
"She's extremely Jucky," said 
Teolis. "She suffered only a 
couple of scrapes and a bruised 
shoulder." 
Her mountain bike didn't fare 
as well, and was mangled in rite 
incident. 
Wilson is doubly lucky that she 
was crawling beneath a coal ca[, 
which has quite a high clearance, 
compared to other train ears, he 
said. 
He also added that in order for 
Wilson to enter the train yard 
where she did, she had'to walk 
past two large No Trespassing 
signs. 
As of press time, no decision 
had been reached yet on whether 
to press charges on Wilson for 
trespassing. 
Teolis added that trespassing 
through the CN yards has become 
more frequent since the new Saan 
was built. He foresees an even 
worse problem once the neigh- 
bouring donut shop opens. 
,We're going to have to step 
up our enforcement,!' he said. 
APRIL WILSON narrowly escaped death when the rail 
she was crawling under began to move. Her bike wasn't 
lucky. CN officials say new stores along Greig Ave. are 
creasing the amount of trespassing through the rail yard. 
VOLUNTEER HELPSISENIOR 
AFTER 44 YEARS as a reg- 
istered nurse, Gertrude 
Grundmann was supposed to 
retire. But if anything, she's as 
busy as ever with her volun- 
teer work at the Terrace 
Happy Gang Centre. 
Active with the centre since 
1985, Grundmann currently 
serves as vice-president, and 
has also been• president. 
"I haven't got any family 
here, except my husband. He's 
in his earden, so I'm usually 
' 4  
Over thit last 10 ten years abuse is causing a lot of dis- 
Grundmann" has served on cussion. Abuse of the elderly 
committees to br ing- the can take many forms, she 
Handi-Dart o Terrace, been explains, including financial 
involved with the Medi-Alert and emotional buse. 
program: the Volunteer Grundmann is also 
Bureau and the Senior's involved in manyrecreational 
Access Information Centre. activities at the centre. 
Now Grundmann has lim- She takes part in floor curl- 
ited her commRtee involve- ing, carpet bowling, bridge 
merit, to a seniors" outreach and cribbage nights. She was 
program, also part of the recent Zone 10 
"We do a lot of education delegation to the Senior's 
on senior's issues," she says. Games in the Okanagan, 
Cun'entlythetop!cofelder where she "competed in 
bridge. 
And when she's not honing... 
her skills, you'll probabl); find 
Gmndmann volunteering in 
the kitchen at the Happy Gang 
Centre. 
Grundmann hopes more 
seniors will use the Happy 
Gang Cenbre this year. 
"A lot'of seniors are retiring 
and they'renot coming here," 
shesays. She'd like to see more 
younger seniors taking an 
active role in the centre. 
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Selected Varieties 
This space is provided as a weekly 
community service by 
OVERWAITEA FOODS 
TERRACE and THE TERRACE 
STANDARD to salute people in 
Your Community who make it a 
better place to live. 
Gertrude Grundmarm 
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our new Bakery Manager  
REJEAN PERRAULT 
to our community. 
Rejean has been with 
Overwaitea Stores for 8 Years. 
He is an avid sports 
enthusiast and is looking 
forward to meeting the people 
of Terrace. 
Please stop by our In-Store 
Bakery and say "Hi" and 
"Welcome". 
I 
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has Suddenly ballooned to four credit union at the corner of concentrate more on on com- 
lawyers. 
Talstra has had more lawyers 
working with him in the past, but 
for the +/Pasf three years he has 
been the'only lawyer in the firm. 
"I tho~ig~[jI had too much to 
do," he!~+sa~ts~ "So I ended up 
hiring two:!iawyers and one stu- 
dent" '~+~'!~°:, 
Joining htn£:is Andy Roth, a 
new lawyer who came here after 
articling in Port Hardy. Roth will 
assist Talstra+.~wRh the Terrace- 
area federal~d~g prosecutions, a 
contract Talstra'sfirm won early 
this year. 
Vinee Martin, a lawyer with 
about four yearsexperience, joins 
the finn to handle child apprehen- 
sion cases for the province. 
And law student Murdoeh Cue 
has opted to article with Talstra's 
office. He'll be doing a bit of 
everything as the final stage of 
his training before being called to 
the bar. 
Talstra said the office will like- 
ly end up with four: lawyers and 
two support staff. 
"It should free up my time a bit 
more," he said. "I'll be doing 
more administrative things 
around the office and be more ac- 
cessible." 
Asked if the reduction in his 
workload will have implications 
for his political career,: Talstrs 
said: "It will probably allow me 
to spend a bit more time at city 
hall than I have been doing." 
Asked if it could be in prepara- 
tion for a shift to a different 
political arena, he said: "I have 
no idea. I haven't given it too 
much thought." 
Lazelle and Sparks won't be 
finished until the new year. 
But Prince Rupert-based 
Northern Savings Credit 
Union intends, to open a 
temporary location Oct. 15 in 
a secend-floor office on 
Lakelse Ave. 
NSCU president Mike Tan" 
says the office will be in the 
second-floor of Wayne Braid's 
new building - -  on the loca- 
tion of the old Quarterdeck 
Restaurant at 4621 Lakelse 
Ave. A coffee bar called Hava 
Java is expected to open soon 
on the main floor. 
Tarr and other Prince Rupert 
credit union officials were 
here last Wednesday to erect a 
sign on the Lazelle construc- 
tion site and officially an- 
nounce their plans. 
Joining them was Ken Earl, 
who will be Northern Savings' 
branch manager in Terrace. 
Earl leaves the local Royal 
Bank branch, where he has 
been senior account manager 
for the last six years. 
" I  wanted to stay in Terrace, 
and my family is happy here," 
Earl explained. 
He said he believes another 
financial institution can carve 
out a niche here. 
"My next door neighbour 
keeps saying this town is over- 
banked," Earl added. "But I 
think there's a lot of op- 
Ken Earl  
portunity here." 
He said he welcomes the 
challenge of starting a new 
business and taking advantage 
of the credit union's ability to 
be more responsive to local 
conditions. 
The Lakelse location will 
open with a staff of two, in- 
creasing to seven or eight at 
the new building. 
How much further NSCU 
expands here after that will 
depend on customer accep- 
tance, says Tan'. 
"We'l l  see how we do in 
this market, see if people ac- 
cept us, and if so then look at 
expanding our operations as 
we have done in Prince 
Rupert," Tart said. 
In Rupert hey offer full ser- 
vice banking, plus have an 
arm that sells insurance. 
mercial business than the ex- 
isting Terrace District Credit 
Union. 
The Rupert credit union felt 
it had to expand to Terrace to 
remain competitive over the 
long term, but was unable to 
negotiate a merger with Ter- 
race's credit union. 
Northern Savings is aiming 
for a March opening of the 
Lazelle location. Construction 
is by Willy Wandl's Principal 
Construction. 
Innovative features of the 
new credit union will include a 
drive-through automated teller 
machine, and a high-tech coin 
sorter. 
The coin deposit machine al- 
lows a user to pour a bucket 
full of mixed coins into it. It 
then sorts the coin and spits 
out a ticket for the value, 
which can then be converted 
to more convenient cash at a 
teller's wicket or deposited. 
" It  could be a huge time 
saver for a lot of businesses, 
particularly ones such as coin 
laundries," NSCU's Jay 
Strong said. 
The credit union's first Ter- 
race member was also on hand 
last Wednesday. Northern 
Savings bankrolled Peter Wal- 
lin when he built Queensway 
Mini-Storage. 
Tarr said they have about 40 
members in Terrace. 
%OFF 
3M BLINDS 
,,,,,,-u,, ,u verticals & Horizontals 
I t ' s  Happen ing  Now!  
Take This Opprtuni~ To Save & 
Experience The 
45% 
WOOD! 
& PLEATE[ 
Your Decor 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy 16 W, Terrace 
635-2976 1 -800-665-1657 
/ j 
BUNDLES 
OF JOY 
Baby's Name: 
Madison Shayley Christianna 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 1, 1995 at 2:21 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs 2 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Troy & Michelle Mallette 
Little sister for Tanner 
Baby's Name: 
Darwin Craig Rayhurn Schuyler 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 2 at 3:20 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs 7 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Clarisa Spencer & geith 
Schuyler 
Baby's Name: 
Anthony Shawn Lindstrom 
Baby's Name: 
Alden Bruin McDonald 
Dale & Time of girth: 
September 5, 1995 at 7:43 am, 
Weight: 9 Ibs 3 oz Sex: Male 
Parents : Denise Sotheran & 
Thomas McDonald 
Baby's Name: 
Madison Ann Simenc Norman 
Date & Time of girth: 
Seplember 8, 1995 at 6:19 pro. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Roberta Postma & Craig 
Norman 
Baby's Name: 
Brandon Michael Cain 
Date & Time of girth: 
+ Date & Time of Birth: September 10, 1995 at 5:24 am, 
September 2, 1995 at 3:43 am Weight: 7 Ibs 6 'hoz Sex: Male 
Weight: 10 Ibs I oz Sex: Male Parents : Kendta & Michael Cain 
Parents:Allan & Lynn Lindstrom Little brother for Joshua 
What's the 
Hottest N 
In Town? 
• _ (i-/ " " I Cent ra l  G i f t s  is mov ing  . . .  
4 Doors  Down 
GreatNew Location . . 
Same Great Service 
Don't Miss Our 
Grand Opening 
For Unbelievable Specials 
& Fantastic Door Prizes 
Lazo l lo  Avo .  
+,  +. 
635.3334 
i 
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~'E:2aN2::~Jn~kethe~alw99a5 s DFO: s a y s  
a tough one, admits Chris Drag- t -~|Pt  r.t i J i~ , . l I P~F4 
seth, federalfisheries area man- pmamm vvumn u 
agcr xor me r~orm t.~ast. . .  , . . 
But despite the problems on- ding the excess. ,routineq" nit 
countered, he's satisfied with the about half that number. 
way things worked out. "The rigidity of the plan served 
Dragseth explained a fishing uswell," Dragseth maintained. 
plan had been drawn up before Overall, the goal  of providing sockeye, the Kitselas were down 
the season began by the Skeena 
Watershed Committee - -  made 
-up of representatives of the com- 
mercial, native and sports 
fisheries as well as the federal 
'and provincial fisheries branches. 
: The idea of the plan was to 
imeet he harvest expectations of
the various fishing sectors while 
protection to Steeihead and coho on both species. 
runs had been achieved. Turning to the strength of'the 
One problem faced by northern runs of other species, Dragseth 
commercial Tmhennen this year said early run coho returns were 
stemmed from the failure of the still weak while the summer 
• Fraser River runs which steelhead numbers had been 
iproteeting depleted coho and gillnetters had been working 
steelhead stocks, northern waters in numbers not 
However, it came under fire seen for 60-70 years. 
from commercial fishermen who,  Because the number of fish that 
stronger towards the end of the 
season .  
Although chinook .returns were 
demanded .extra openings in 
response to reports the sockeye 
return was going to come in two 
million fish higher than originally 
projected. 
:, "It was a more rigid plan than 
the commercial fishermen would 
have preferred," Dragseth con- 
ceded. 
: But it proved valid when the ex- 
cess sockeye came,in at only a 
half million, not an especially sig- 
nificant figure he pointed out, ad- 
prompted southern boats to head 
up here. In the early part of the 
season particularly, he said 
can be harvested hadbcen fixed, 
DFO had to compensate for the 
increased number of boats by 
reducing the time of openings. 
Noting many northern commer- 
cial fishermen would like to see 
some restrictions placed on the 
number of boats operating in their 
home waters, Dragseth said the 
department was leaving it up to 
the commercial fishermen to 
work something out 
As for the native fishery on the 
low, he-pointed out this was not 
something confined to the Skeena 
system but was a west coast ~,ide 
problem likely related .tO ocean 
sdrv iva l . .  
Although mackerel predation 
on young chin0okat sea had been 
put forward as another cause, 
Dragseth said it was not clear this 
was a s big a problem in the north 
as it was in southern waters. 
But it was clear the interception 
of B.C. bound fish by the Alaska 
commercial fishery was a factor 
and would have an influence on 
how quickly Skeena chinook 
stocks could be rebuilt. 
~ Magic Chef 
REFRIGERATOR 
RB193 
• 18.6 cu. ft, capacity ~ - Two humidity-controlled see-thru crispers • Energy-saving design • Deep freezer door shelves 
• Available in Designer White 
or Designer Almond 
*899. 00 
m Smith family goodbye . . . . .  
DOUG SMITH, his wife Unda and their four children - -  Matthew, Christopher, Jennifer and 
Andy, are leaving Terrace for Langley. Doug is one of the best known faces and voices in the 
norlhwest, serving as an emcee, host of the Aluminum City telethon and recently the 
Cdmestoppers program. Doug leaves Terrace October 17 tobe the pastor-administrator, f the 
Christian Life Assembly, a church with a congregation of over 3,000 people. ~, , 
Missing carts are 
Magic Chef 
WASHER and DRYER 
W22'7 and YE226 
• Tough22 TM tub with 22-year warranty* 
• 7.0 cu. ft. Bright White dryer drum 
• Large. 22-pound load capacity • 
• Available in White only 
,999.°0,_ 
Chef" 
~%~,.~.~ i a t !  h 
COUNTRYWID 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
SINCE 1963 
4501 Lakelse Avenue, TERRACE 
. . . . .  ..~ Owned and ,Operated by Totem, Furnitur~ 
Beautificationdrivingsociety themhave miss ingbUggY some " po:rt t MEMBERS OF T rrac  summer__be dds, but those that 
go in the winter some- 
times don't reappear until the 
snow melts in the sliring. 
Overwaitca may be switching to 
- a lock-up system by next sum- 
mer, to combat the problem of 
missing buggies. Shoppers would 
pay either a quarter or a loonie to 
pick up a buggy, end then get 
their money back when they 
returned the cart. 
But harsh winters may be rough, 
on the plastic locking system. 
Prince George is getting the lock- 
up system now, and if the plastic 
survives the winter temperatures, 
shoppers will likely see them at 
Overwaitea in Terrace. 
LtlIkin feels the lock-up system 
will probably limit the numbers 
of buggies :abandoned around 
town, since" ~,oung entrepreneurs 
will likely keep the buggies com- 
ing back. 
.~@ @.@: -I 
Magic Chef'.. 
RANGE 
:o Trn~Seal TM gas burners 
with wide range burner 
control 
• Easy.touchelectro"ic : 
oven controls 
• One-t0uch self-cleaning 
• 30" range :i ...... 
Extra-large 4.0 cu: ft. i 
oven 
• Available in Designeg 
noticed an increasing number of 
shopping carts scattered aroui~d 
town.  
The carts cost approximately 
$100 and up, says Dale Lulkia, 
manager of Ovenvaitea, so are 
expensive to replace. 
At his store approximately 15- 
20 buggies are returnedeach day 
through a man who is contracted 
to pick them up. 
"Most of the buggies are left by 
people who live within walking 
distance of town," says LuCkin. 
Both Overwaitea nd Safeway 
contract out the pick-up Of miss- 
lug buggies to an independent 
contractor. Kmart also uses a con- 
tractor. "We have about 30 that 
go missing each week," says 
Kmart manager Roger 
L'Heureux. 
More buggies disappear in the 
I 
i 
• ,]. 
- %1 
;aying about 
gs Bonds and 
. . . . . ,  
News In Brief 
Crime Stoppers pays 
CRIME STOPPERS is already demonstrating itsvalue. 
After six months in operation, the program has received 67 tips and" 
paid out two rewards of up to $I,000. 
Those have resulted in 14 cases being solved, six arrests, and one 
conviction. Terrace RCMP have seized $4,000 worth of propert~vand • 
seized $500 worth of drngs as a result of the program. ,/:: : :.t.(:~! 
Beat the b= 
OLD MAN WINTER is just around the corn 
those snowflakes i the nasty virus which cau 
One in three Canadians will get influenza t
ly 2,000 will die as a result of the virus and 
these deaths can be prevented with a simple 
Individuals at risk ~ mainly the elderly -
clinics now underway at the Skeena Health U 
Urban salmon pur  
SALMON IN city streams got a $12.5 million bo 
cial government last week, 
Premier Mike Harcourt announced the Urban S 
gram will finance stream improvement projects by 
and conservation groups. It's part of a larger, tl 
"Salmon Habitat Conservation Flu n." 
"We've already introduced major initiatives 
~tr,~nmo an  fn r~t  Innd~x sand in  le_~.~ nan l t ln te .d  ~tre~q.q at H_( : . "  Hllro~t'tllrlt 
ir: than the 
rate set on 
Lh the ne~v 
apfibn that 
re important. 
NESBII"r BURNS 
Toronto, August 1995 
I 
• i.:i (t~ 
l i ~"  
Jk 
""  ,~ . , - "  , .  ~= , ,~ 5 . , i , "  .~ ;~.~.~,  :" " :  .~. 
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EAL STAT !" mm m 
FEATURE 
HOME 
Location & Value 
Split entry home in a prime location in the Horseshoe. 
Very well maintained with 3 bedrooms up and 1 down. 
Fully developed basement has a large family room with 
new flooring, 2 piece bath with a rough-in for a shower. 
The kitchen and the main bath have new lino and the 
dining area has patio doors leading to a large 11x13 patio, 
Very light and modern decor throughout. Single garage 
and a large 70x132 ft. lot located near schools make this 
home a must o see. 
For appointment o view this great 
family home call Lisa Godlinski at 638- 
0371 days or 635-4950 evenings. Listed 
MLS $139,900.00. 
,, .... : i~1~ . . . .  • 
. . . . .  ! 
We've  got  you  covered  . . . .  • .- _ ____~ " "1  ~ "~ 
With Custom Upholstery Fabric, 
lil r,c, tf,~i~.,' .. Ceramic Tiles, : . i; I, !; :. i ~ ~  
Uj~~'~.~ ~ Framed Artwork, Wallpaper,. - " ~ = 
~ Blinds, Drapes, Bedspreads, and ~ = ~  ( ~  - 
~ . Superior Interior Decorating 
L~ ~' -  Connect ion  Des igns  J Plumbing & Heating 
k, 4722 Keith Avenue i: i i 635-7466,~ . ~ ' Ltd. i ; 
! i ~TT"~RRAC~. ' iVOLUNTEERS I:' ~ " 
B/V-(~I~UNTIEER NEEDED FOR THE It [[ ~ CORNER i::,il; ,'i,, .... ! ~L 
' BUREAU JF~.~330 FOLLOWING J ~ AVOID THE RUSH ] 
Helping Handyman Program: j ) ]  senwce WOnK GETYOUR FURNACE 
, IS  OUR For Seniors and Persons with disabilities on a limited income. ~ ClALTY SERVICED TODAY 
l 9u~ity FOR MORB Concrete  INFORMA'['ION Blocks VIEW and AT NEED HELP?? ~ 
With minor home repairs Cleaning out of reach windows II 
Fall yard clean up Emergency snow shovelling / ~ 
and other related work. ~ / 
CALL Lovina Tyler at the TERRACE VOLUNTEER BUREAU H "~ 
I 530 '  uoyd s t  or ,~, ~,~0 (there is no charge for these services) / '~ 
PHONE 635-4343, The Volunteer Bureau NEEDS ~/OLUNTEERS for the Seniors 
I Program and the Helping Handyman Program. U 
, Please call 638-1330. J r 
~lilliliiltllilllltlill ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
ll~lllllllilllllllllllllll NETWORK 
3808 ROWLAND 
$186,500.00 MLS. 
51 ! 7 KALUM ST. 
DUPLEX 
& 
GOSSEN CREEK ACREAGE 
$159,900.00 MLS. 
5112 AGAR 
$94,500.00 MLS. 
3814 PINE AVENUE 
$115,000.00 EXCL. 
2410 PEAR STREET 
$134,900.00 EXCL. 
4901 STRAUME AVE. 
$184,900.00 MLS. 
3510 GORDON DR. 
VIEW HOME. 
4925 SCOff AVE. 
$130,500.00 MLS. 
LOT 22 LODGEPOLE 
$95,000.00 MLS. 
4627 TUCK AVE. 
$158,900.00 MLS. 
n 
Rusty Ljungh 
635-5754 
. .  . 
2307 KALUM ST. 
$152,500.00 MLS. 
4904 MEDEEK 
$167,500.00 MLS. 
man 
4819 TUCK AVE. 
$139,900.00. 
Lisa Godlinski Ralph Godlinski Christel Godlinskl Joe Barbosa David D. Hull 
635-4950 635-4950 635-5397 638-0033 638-1327 
5124 AGAR- 1 ACRE 
$169,900.00 MLS. 
I 
I 
Bert Ljungh 
635-5754 
L/tJ 
Corinna Morhart 
635-5338 
' 4 t 
Orenda takes licence 
ORENDA FOREST.Products has 
;•  unconditionally agreed to the 
~ 4 r" forests mlnlstry's latest offer to 
'i!~i ' ' eplace the company's forest 
~: licence. 
• ::That means business as usual 
' / / i  br another' year, but all wood 
~.-i" ' from the company's licence in the 
' - /  Vleziadln area will have to be 
'hipped or pulped at a mill start. 
i; ng Noveml)er 15, 1996. 
: i The  ~new license says the 
~'timbet processing facility" 
vv, oa to be milled by '96, 
but how is up to minister 
, ministry hasn't thought 0£ 
Orenda's licence was one of 
three granted in 1985 with the in- 
tent of creating jobs, particularly 
in the Stewart-Meziadin area. 
The other two lieences - -  
originally granted to Tay-M and 
Buffalo Head Forest Products 
He can dictate what type of mill 
is acceptable and he can exempt 
Orenda from any requirement of
the lieence. 
So far, however, Petter isn't 
giving away what he'll accept: 
" I  don't hink I can say that be- 
cause at the end of the day it's up 
~ . :must:: . " have been become part of the 
i f "  operated by holdings of the ncrthwest's major owned or 
Orenda ora'n affillate of Orenda mill owners - -  West Fraser and 
~l  Be ata location and of a form Repap. 
acceptable tothe forests minister. 
[] And be equipped to carry out 
debarking and chipping, or 
debarking and pulping. 
"Orenda now has several op- 
tions," said the B.C. Forest Set- 
rice's Graeme Hynd. "One is 
building a mill. Another is bec- 
oming an affiliate of somebody 
with a mill. A third is to get a 
ministerial exemption from the 
requirement." 
Or, he said, 0renda could come 
up .with another option that the 
MINING 
A similar affiliation of Orenda 
with existing mills is now far 
more likely than Orenda's failed 
promise to build its own mill. 
"One of the conceras .in the 
northwest has to be that there's 
too much milling capacity m that 
the milling capacity is greater 
than the sustainable supply," 
Hynd said. 
Ultimately what kind of return 
is generated by the wood given to 
Orenda is up to forests minister 
Andrew Petter. 
/VO K acc rates 
at Red Mountain 
THE COMPAHY THAT wants Part of Barrick's criteria in- 
to take over a gold property near volves having projects doser to 
Stewart says it plans to do be- its other operations in Canada, the 
tween $4 and $5 million worth of UnitedStatca and Chile. 
work evaluating the project over ~ ,We're looking at concenltat- 
to the company to come forward ~. 
with proposals," Petter told The _ .  
Standard Friday. 
But he did say he wants to "* 
ensure "that the fibre is utilized ~"  
in a way that provides greater =1.~ 
stability and security to forest .~.,! 
workers in the northwest and that ,"" 
it doesn't produce a windfall ~ :  
from a public resource for a pri- ~= 
vats company." 
The new licence is good for 15 -~' 
years and allows the company to y~ 
continue cutting 342,000 cubic ~"-~ 
metres of wood a year. f 
• The amended licence offer was -~ 
made Sept. 25 and accepted Sept. 
27. • ~"  
Orenda vice-president Frank (~ 
Foster was still refusing to com- 
ment on the issue last week.- 
" : Orenda failed in an effort ear- 
lier this year to sell off the com- [ 
party and divert wood from its 
I licence to a mothballed newsprint // mill on Vancouver Island, which would have beeh operated by a New York-based consortium. I 
SALESMAN OF 
Don't delay• 
get your  f lu  shot today/ 
COOLING SYSTEM 
~U~NTENANCE SPECIAL 
L i s ten  to  
the  s igns  
o f  w in ter .  
I 
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RADELET & COI~ANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B.C. 
Corporate Reorganizations • Tax Disputes, • :, 
James W. Radelet Phone 689-0878 Fax689,1386 ; 
I 
! 
I 
| 
Winte  ':r 
f 
- - - ,  f 
• HYURDRI  
Where The Smart Mon~ Goes. 
g d A C~_~* Oil & Filter 
Change 
m,, - ' r  .. EE O 
. Po int  Inspect ion 
*Includes Genuine Hyundai lOW30Engine OII 
and Fllter plus nsw drain plug gasket. 
5W30 Motor eli $1.O0 F.xtra. 
Lubrication, If necessary, $3.95. For Hyundal vehicles only. 
FUEL INJECTOR 
CLEANING SERVICE 
4~A 
Im Our factory |rain~ technldans 
~0 ~tll clean pur fuel Inlect0~s 
~us  ngl yund~'s advanced 
pRssurlzed ~lem cleoner. Incre~ your cot's perfor- 
mance while Improving Its e~ciency. • 
" See your H)mndal dealer fol"detalls 
GE~ 
BA~ 
'7 
• Insta 
,,Re( 
the next six months. 
Graham Eacott of.Roynl Oak 
Mines says it needs to look at 
what current owners Barrick Gold 
Corp. have done in the'way of a 
feas$ility study at Red Mountain. 
Royal Oak  recently struck a 
deal to take over Red Mountain in 
exchange for doing $3 million 
worth of work over three years. 
Should a mine be developed, 
Royal Oak will pay Barrick Gold 
a royalty on the gold produced. 
"It certainly looks promising," 
said Eacott of Red Mountain. 
Royal Oak estimates gold 
reserves at Red Mountain at just 
under 800,000 ounces of gold 
with indications of more. 
ing on places that fit our manage- 
ment resources and our needs," 
said Borg. This isd't the first time 
Royal Oak has acted to obtain 
Red Mountain. 
The company made a play for 
then-project owners Lac Minerals 
last year in an attempt at a com- 
pany takeover. But Barrick Gold 
took over Lae Minerals instead. 
Lae invested nearly $30 million 
in the property in four years prior 
to its takeover by Barrick Gold. 
The Red Mountdn location is 
11km north of Stewart on Hwy37 
and then 15km along a logging 
road la the Bitter Creek Valley. 
A Uamway to the mine location 
spanning more than 1,000 melxes 
Eacott said the company wants was part o f t  he Lacplan. 
• to do more drilling on the proper- But Royal/Oak officiais said 
ty:to fully explore whatBat-riCk'' ~thcy'll evallIa'~"that ide~ Vas l~a~tt 
Gold has already found. 
The deal with Royal Oak was 
cut because the project was too 
small for Barrick. 
"Ideally we're interested in 
projects that are in the range of 
two million ounces a year," said 
Barrick spokesman Vines Borg. 
"Red Mountain just • didn't meet 
our criteria." 
of an overall feas~ility study. 
There are also suggestions the 
company will combine shipments 
from Red Mountain overseas for 
smelting with another project it 
has - -  the Kemesa South gold 
site north of Smithers. 
Those smelters are in Asia bet 
there's no immediate indication if
Royal Oak's iooklng at the 
THE MONTH 
CHRISTEL  GODLINSKI  
The management cf TERRACE 
REALTY LTD. - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN 
recognizes CHRISTEL GODLINSKI as 
the outstanding salesman for the month 
of SEPTEMBER, 1995. We value her 
excellent performance and servics to 
the public in the field of Real estate. 
Chdster's defermination and motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OF- 
T H E  M O N T H , .  f ' I " " " 
CONGRATU LA~ONSI%= : 
TERRACE REALTY GD. 
- -  _ _  
,ms~llllllllllllltllllltll 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
I~ l t t i l t t t t t$1t l l t t l t l ,  
ASSOCIATED BROKER 
NETWORK 
638-0371 " 
HYUNDAI EXHAUST SYSTEM MIC~ &IfNII~OY~L 13atr~ 11 +~ 
WIP]~ BIADES SPECIAL Uniroyal ~l Se~soilfrom 49~ ~1 ~ 
,m me/  Ha~eyour~xhaust ,-1 * " 
From • ~' 1 ~: /O  _...systemche&b),th~] Mlchelln All Season from 69 : : •:: 
. Winter tires tart at: . . . .  B I IB~ - o r l "  whoknowyour / 
• ~JIk-ao~wt~;bla~$S29 I Hyundall~t yourHy~ndal.~n~,. ,: I Uniroyal-$S9o95 (PBB/8ORI3 RallyeM+S)!;:! I:~::- 
: Wlnterwlperbladedrom$&@in all on allablelnourServt=Depanment " I Michelln-[;7995(155/80R13D4+S~pln)]; 
Sae your Hyundal dealer ~or dete~s I see y°ur Hyundal dea~r ~°r de~ls - I Se~ your Hwndal dealet ~or detaUs ~ ] : 
~ : U ' P  SERV/CE  -,!i :1 
' " " S 1 95~: :* '$  - ~J'~': .... :i[;[ 
~ - -  (Labour0nly)  r ,ont ;~.~- - :Rear : : , - r t~  ~•;/ ::~!i; I I  0urfact0rytralnedtechntdansw~il: : i o ~llm~lels(.dudlng~S~S~,):~"~atp~i~ ch=b~:l~l 
• cunputucomponea~Check Ignitl°  c bks'&~but0m sPdnss*'vacuum a~ance*' c°mpre~i°n ~d i". Irads, brake shoes, pea~e~eah, Paddngbrake cable, r°t°t anddrum ~-~lfacln~g~::~il!;[ 
• Adjusmdu~*,t imlng, ldle, windshleldwasher ets,V-Bes~,c~ou~torllnkas- ~ I ; ; ' : . f : ~: 
efaadOrepresmr~, " •. ~ " . "~i  ~ ~ ~ ~ :'r , ~ :j': ' k , __  ~nsi~ng~z~e~ea~s;c~ean~n~ca~pdsa"d~ta~ngbrake~ads(fmntbf.akes);~:~•~•~ 
• R0adt~j'0ur~hlde . brakes);toppl,gupbnkelluld;roadtest. . . . . . . . . . . .  
"L. 
Stewart port as a shipping poinL ~, " " I . . . . .  
FROM THE-GROUND UP HOME.IMPROVEM.E ,NT GUIDEII !;-- 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! . _ ~ .  
WEINMASTER HOME D[S IGN.  
: . ' ~  ~'~"~------------------=~" ,  
• _ _ = - • - 
B[DROOM 
PATIO 
FAMILY 
ROOM 
11'4 It I~  
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
/ detailed stucco exterior creates warmth 
and charm. 
,/elevated ceiling In living • room highlights 
roundtop window. 
,/combined'Informal areas Include famly 
• room with fireplace, breakfast room with 
patio access and an Island kitchen. 
master suite, with patio access, features • 
• a well appointed ensulte and a large 
u~= walk-In closet. m,  
,,~, ,,. , /bonus room adds an additional 335 sq. ft. 
2_  " 
• I " I 'PLAN" 9168'
" TOTAL: 1695SQ, FT. (157.4 M~ 
I....m~.._ WIDTH: 45'0" (13.7 M) / 1,4 II 111 , M 
,,,- " 1'" '~" DEPTH: 580 (17.7M) 
Rates 
26 wks. O $13,28/wk 
; r  ;1WKS. [:;> I~i14,34/WK -'~ 
ALL ADS BILLED QUARTERLY • ?~".."."" y , , -~ . . . , . . _  . . , : 
COZY CORNER 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
Tram C.apel Centre L td .~ 
3202 Muru'oe ~eet ~r~ 'w  
atl~/.16W 
Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR DECOR 
®®®-®®®® 
~~J~own Customer~;, 
~[~1 0-665-16 " 
~'/ I r~ custom 
Floors 
Gas & Wood Fireplaces 
Marble & Tile Finishing 
12 Styles Of  Custom 
Made Mantels  
635-6477 
3756 River Dr.,Thornhlll 
TERRACE 
CARPET 
Rieux 
635-9618 
3~ 38 River Dr. 
"Great Price.,. 
Friendly Advice" 
48 ! 8 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
ESI~&COMMERC~ 
:"i % 
• :)~ 
, '~ , )  
~r 
- " " I 
I 
13vo-ctt ' ; 
OARAG[ i
1,1' x Zl'l ¢~tr*d [ 
- ]MAIN  FLOOR PLAN 
1695 BQ.  FT .  (157.4  M ~) 
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Would Like To Announce The 
NO 0 NIN 
Of Th IN THE eir New Concept Store • 
OLD SAAN LOCATION (SKEENA 
~SALE~ENDSS NDAY, OCTOBER 8 .... 
I ...... I 
• , i ! 
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~i:~ ¸¸ ~ !=: 
Nike 
Fashion Footwear and Clothing by: I 
Brooks ~ Converse~ Reebok ~ OshK0sh 
/ 
Bad Boy ~, Body Glove ~ Umbro ~ ~ Rawlings~ LAGear 
Head ~ Greatland 
i ~ Starter ~ Adidas 
!1 
m mm 
Columbia 
MerrelI 
Puma 
Saucony ~ Non-Fiction 
Russell 
Sore] 
• ~ Wilson 
Skeena Mall,"re 
"1 - $100 Gift Certificate Drawn Daily 
0 
mm mm m mm 
/ / 
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PETER HEPBURN 
Magazine 
short shrifts 
Canadians 
p ERHAPS THE most frustrating 
read in the periodical section of 
our library is that institution 
known as Sports lllustrated. A 
wildly inconsistent and even hypocritical 
magazine, the litany of its shortcomings 
makes me question why  I regularly flip 
through its pages. 
No, it's not a bad magazine. The photog- 
raphy, for example, eanbe poignant o r  
strikiug despite captioning that is some- 
time.s too clever, too leading. 
Happily, it's even possible to: find 
creditable reporting of major events in non- 
major league sports, especially of the 
Olympic Games. Offbeat features can Shine 
through the interminable print devoted to 
football and baseball. I remember, for ex- 
ample, an excellent article on the bleak and 
depressed working conditions of  golf club 
caddies.. " 
::Despite itsreputation and occasional fine 
journalism, the magaziiie frequelitly reveals 
~oorts. Illustrated seems all too often to. 
nave embraced the American preoccupation 
with-establishing heroes in order to 
..demolish them later. Pete Rose, Mike 
Tyson, Tonya Harding, Jennifer Capriati - -  
each has been lauded. None has suffered a 
blow so humiliating that it could not be 
reported, 
Sports Illustrated champions the rights of. 
female athletes, collegians in particular. 
Terrific, I say. Wome~ ,. however, get a de- 
cidedly short shriftin terms of feature space 
and cover appearances. To the best of my 
recollection, in the past year women 
athletes featured on covers have been 
limited to two tennis players, essentially the 
only women athletes who make earnings 
comparable to their male counterparts. A 
third cover was shared by speedskater Bon- 
' nie Blair as one of 1994's Sports persons of 
the year• 
What this count shows, in light o f  the na- 
ture of the cover stories on Mary Pierce and 
Monica Seles, is that women sell more is- 
sues as victims than as competitors. 
Either that, or put them in a bikini and 
surround them wit~ tropical foliage and 
women become a brilliant marketing ploy 
to exploit the concupiscent longings of 
adolescent boys. 
Still, and let's be real here, Sports Il- 
lustrated is a business and, therefore, seeks 
a profit. Men who care about Notre Dame 
football and blondes in Lycra are its target, 
not the fans of  the Kansas State field hock- 
ey program. 
A fairly recent innovation is perhaps the 
most galling• In the wake of the success en- 
joyed by the Toronto Blue Jays, the maga- 
zine initiated a Canadian edition. 
Presumably all twenty-eight million of us 
must really care about a small'group of 
overpaid Americans in Canada's most self- 
centered city. 
Heuce, Sports Illustrated Canada. No 
minor hockey and scarcely any NHL news. 
No CFL coverage. The magazine no more 
recognizes the existence of the CIAV than 
any Canadian in a non-university own, Oh, 
once a while a brief mention appears, a
"Face in the Crowd" perhaps. That is how 
it defines Canadian sp6rts. 
And so Sports Illustrated sits on a shelf at 
the TerraeePublie Library, and I go peruse 
it every so often. 
. .  -- _ o .  , 
Parents value time out 
A $4,000 budget shortfall 
doesn't sound like much, but it 
makes a big difference to staff 
and clients at the Mother's 
Time Off daycare program. 
Mother's Time Off was es- 
tablished over 20 years ago for 
parents and children, and is 
funded by the Ministry of So- 
cial Services; 
The program runs weekday 
mornings and offers parents a 
chance to exchange ideas and 
skills, pick up parenting tips, 
learn crafts and simply take 
time out from caring for their 
children. 
Last year there were over 
1,200 visits to the program, 
run out of the Knox United 
Church.. An average of  8-12 
mothers attended every day, 
bringing with them approxi- 
mately 12-14 children. 
"It's uot just gabbing and 
having fun," says a parent 
who attends frequently. 
Guest speakers are a com- 
mon feature, teaching commu- 
nication : ski l ls ,  dealing with 
stress management, ; giving 
financial tips and more• 
"Wehave a lot of single 
morns who. come here and 
young :morns/" :says Eileen 
H0wells, the:program man- 
ager. The program is run'but 
of the offices of the Ske6na 
DONNA HEPWORTH, an assistant caregiver at Mother's "time 
Off, gives two of her charges a big hug. Parents say their chil- 
dren enjoy the program as much as they do. 
Mothers Time • Off gives them 
an opportunity to make friends 
and re-build a support 
network. 
Now I-Iowells fears the pro- 
gram could be in jeopardy 
Family Services. :' .without he extra $4,000. 
Nearly half of the mothers The money would be spent 
who, drop by are people on more ehildcare support. 
who ve : moved to Terrace " " Currently there are fourstaff 
recenil~', arid"are nov, isolated .L. a program coordinator and 
fro~i~:!~:,~amdy -and friends, an assmtant who run the pro- 
i I 
t 1 
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF Rick Owens shows one of the escape 
routes children might choose to use during a fire drill in the de- 
parbnent's Fire Safety House. The drills will be held next week. 
Fire safety week 
A NINE-YEAR-OLD child 
wakes to the souhd of a screech- 
ing smoke alarm. What might be 
his or her first response - -  panic, 
fear or helplessness? 
Hopefully not, after Fire Pre- 
vention Week, October 8-14. 
Firefighters from Terrace and 
Thornhill will be talking.to grade 
four classes throughout the city 
next ,week, to teach them about 
fire safety. 
But it's not the talks that will 
likely have the most impact, It's 
the meek at-home f'ure drill at the 
fire department,s firc safety 
house . . . .  ' , 
All grade fours thr0fighout the 
city will h~ve a chance to.test 
their knowledge of what to do in 
a fire, when they go throughthis 
drill. 
The firesafety house is a mini 
The fire safety house comes 
complete ,with children's beds, 
billowing smoke and doors that 
light up with the words "HOT." 
"It's quite realistic," says 
Owens. 
To follow, up this drill, children 
are encouraged totake an action 
plan home, so the whole, family 
can work together to create aplan 
• aboutwhat todo if fire sU'ikes. 
Escape mutes-should b c" clearly 
marked out on the . plan, plus a 
meet ing  p lacer  Outside the house, 
so family members~ can verify 
everyone is~Safeiy-:outside. The '/! 
firefighh/rs' encourage;: falnilies to ' 
practice these scape plans. 
Owens stresses that fit'S impor- 
tant not to re-enter a house that's 
on  fire, even to try aud rescue 
pets .  
"Burning to death is rare," he 
t~ , cross.section o f  a real, house, - explains. • It s usually the fumes 
care duties and ih~t!~defe/its:the 
whole i~oint ofith'eprogram, 
she says. " ' 
Typically the  children are 
cared for in one or:twO rooms 
while rthe mothersgather in
another room; " , ~-:..:,,. 
"You can see ,the r whble 
group change when~oiie:ofthe ' .  
children is brought in;',' .says: .:-; i 
Howells. "Every0ne"itenSes : : - 
up." .:- >:"  ,:' 
In a recent :: survey of the~ ; : 
mothers attending;:the,.pro-: : 
gram, mothers were askeA :if: ~:: -: ~:: 
they would aftend the' progiam !... ;, . 
if child care was:n0t availabi6. , 
One hundred per ~nt !o f  
respondents said they w0uid! 
not. Another 74 percent indi- . 
cated they wouldnot attend if. , 
children were regularly in the 
same room as morns. 
"Mother's Time Off is 
greatly appreciated," wrote 
one client.: ,'I don'Lhave any i ~:- :: 
help a t  home!and:MTO gives . .;:; ~-:,:~.:i 
me tli~ Strength .t6 ~cl~ie::.:-i::: 
grams for the mothers, a child- 
care worker, and a helper from prbgia m w~,::very.;imP~rmn! ":: ; ' :: 
the early childhood i~ucation : for-their :children, .as Well:as i;~ :"':< • 
program at the Northwest for them. Manyof  the children, 
Community College. . on t have many- playmates,.. 
But when there are. 14 chil- and the ..chan~ for them io  " 
dren to supervise, Staff from socialize andplay with.0ther.' 
the parenting program are 
often needed to help. care for 
the children. :~.~ ~'~ "::, 
" I t 's  not a satisfactory Situa- 
tion," says Howells. SO/he- 
children was important to their. 
parents. _ 
"It's the: highlight o f  my,  
week and my kid's Week to 
come here," said one morn. 
~ -  _ - _ _  _ - - . 
Around Town 
Youth'troupe is born 
this :week for:Terrsce': AND,..ACTIONI Young ~ors  ~':< wereeast '".' ".~ 
Little Theatre's upcoming Christmas producti0n..AudRibns:Were: '."':. i 
held last week for the.inimical fantasy tiffed A Wonele#ful..World ~:/::~. 
Full of Christmas, " . . . .  : "~ - "r~ i' 
Fourteen parts~were cast, and the three lead roles were double- . 
cast. The children ra.nge in ages'f~om8 tO i4:y'ears01d.: : ':::" ~ ~:!"? 
"There,s not mu&, oppo~unity for chUd~n aside fr0m'schoo!il ' : ' i~.  
productions/' explains director ~ Madlymf:Neniiinger. :,She thinks: !:(,i~"- :, 
this.production, and one planned for spring; will give children more .:, r 
chances to become involved :!n;the .~ , i~Un! ty~ ,D~g.~e , 
Christmas productioni 'children Will also beencouraged 't6b~"actiye . i :."," 
behind the scenes, helping ~ with :lighis;::'sound 'eff!cts, Set£'~nd '~,-- 
costumes, i . ' ' " "  J': " " ~ ~ . .' " --'~'i:'':' ~ ~ rl " I~1" : 
Rehearsals will likelyTstart sometime nextweek, and the musical ' '- 
runs December 15-17 at the McColl Playhouse. : . i, 
: ! . , 
A YOU'NG poet from Nass Camp.has been published for.thefirst,] 
time. ThirteenTyear.old jennifer Haydul~ entered a Co~npetidon fr0.~i ] :;~~:.}'~! I : 
.the National Library of P0etry in Maryland, land was .  . . . . . . . . .  . acc~_  p , " t4d . : ! fo i~  I ~: :  ' ' ' (  ' , : :  
theiranthology;PathNOt Ta~h. ............................. ~:::;:: 
Her poem is about he wind's voice, and thet 
open spaces .  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  , 
,This is the first competition she' hasentered, 
Carolyn Hayduk.; "She is;quite thriUed;iand:we 
her. • . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Terrace poet Nell Slxeet was also a~cepfi~dfor puu, a~uu~u. 
World Teachers ,Day i 
19 millionteachers world-wide in celebrating World T6achers" 
Day, tomorrow, October 5• • ,:...- - 
The day, declared by theUnited Nations Educafion::Sdentiflcand 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), :is a. way0f  re~gnizingand 
celebrating teachers I committment tO ~ircommunitl~.i.: .i. ,i, :.~' 
~'Teachersare too  often Underrated," said UNESCO~!head 
Federico Mayor. "Edlicatl0n reform' sli0uld go hand in"i~a'hd"wlth 
• e " " Improv in~ th s ta tus  o f  teachers  . . . . . . .  
Wah Increasing social pressures, uchas h~gh levels of.unemploy- 
ment, and cuts to social:prngrams; theV/ork of.teachers has:~come 
even more important, as they try to.pi0~id6¢hildren witiiio01sl to 
face a changing'world,' - ~ ~' :~ ~i'~' ~ :,:/:~i:>~, ' "~ : ~ :~/:i~'~::~:! 
So instead'of an 'apple, give your fav0urlte~teacher wlth a s~fi~ / 
and thank you tomorrow. 
, " • =, "t "~5 
I S  ... 
NOW THAT p!ans are underway to construct a new buildlng,Ter 
race Little Theatre. memberS, feel the time iS:right o update their/ 
, 
, / ?~: /  
. r .  r 
7, '~: ~? , ,  
,~:i!: ://; i: ~ 
! 
I 
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[] Valdy 
THIS TWO-TIME Juno-award winning performer comes to Ter- 
race 6n October 15. His latest album, Heart at Work, is full of 
fresh, diverse songs, complete with drivin' country, goose-bump 
ballads and even some tex-mex spice. For ticket into, see listing• 
MUS ' I 
• BACK ALLEY RHAPSODY - -  This Russian musi- ' ;: ~ :' : ; ; Startmg Frtday :~ ~:, 
cal coraes to Terrace on Saturday, October7' Tickets are ; :: : : 
$12 for students and $15 for adults and are available at t Treat the kids to two shows m one, At "7 p.m, ~t s the  
Erwi~ [NG PANDA ADVENTURE followed by a i 
tunny in CARROTB~NCA, a new : short 
• V.~ about carrot-crossed rabbits. At 9:15 p,m. Keanu 
the t, ~tars in A WALK IN THE CLOUDS, from the 
Juno award winner comes to Te~ace on October 15, : director of Like Water for Chocolate. At 7:15 and 9:30 
Shows are at 3 and 8p,m, at :the Me~ll  PlayhoUse, p:m. Sylvester Stallone stars in ASSASS INS. '  :i: !! ~!ill 
Tickets are $20 at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. PrOceeds 
i 
E T C E r E R A go to the TLT building fund. , , . 
• CHUCK GIRARD--The Terrace Christian FelloW, . . . .  eace  ' s~ 
ship preset .... ""?UTrlNG LOOSE- -The  T r r  ~ 
on Wednes iektil~ bY !: i 
Tickets are " ' .... 
THE 
• BLOOI 
mit the gruesome: ax murdem 0f h'er~im6tlierand father. 
Oi" w~ she innocent? The tum of the ~ntu~ tfiai was a 
sensational event, ~ attracted iniem~iional attention. • 
Eventual lyLizz ie was acquitted; but doubts linger till 
this i day. Decide for yourself  in th is  TLT  production,~ 
opening Thursday, October 12 at 8 p.m. at the McColl 
Playhouse. Performances also held Oct. 12-14, and 19- 
21. Rated general. Tickets available at Erwin's Jewel- 
;ents an exhibit of fabulous weaving arid 
dy Rafuse and Pat MacDonald, prints and painiihgs~ : i 
Jeanne Thomson and pottery by Linda Reid. The ii!!7 
W opens this Friday. The art gallery is open Tuesday : '; :!i! 
]aturday from 12-3 p.m. and Sunday from 1.4 p.m., 
is located in the lower level of the library, 4610Park 
& AN EVENING WITH LAMA TSENJUR - -  Daiko 
Ji Soto Zen Centre and the Nirvana Metaphysics and 
Healing Centre co-host an evening of spiritual sharing 
with Lama TsenJur Rinpoche on Oct. 14. Lama TsenJur 
is director and resident monk at ICagyiu Kunkahyab 
Chuling meditation centre in Vancouver. Lama TsenJur 
speaks on compassion and world peace at the Racquet 
Club at NWCC at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 14. Donations to 
lers. defray expenses are gratefully accepted. 
FLU CLINICS have begun at the Skeena Health Unit. The meets the third Thursday 635-7234 for appointment. 
vaccine is available for persons 65 years and older, or any- 
one with a chronic medical condition. Call 638-2200 for an 
appointment. 
Sunday, October 8 
OPEN HOUSE on Eckanakar, religion of the light and sound 
of God, takes place at the Prince Rupert Public Ubrary from 
1-4 p.m. Discover how spiritual expedences can help you 
master your life. For into call 627-8221. 
SKEIENA VA~EY SNOWMOBILE ASSOC~ ~iioi~s a meeting 
&t 7:30 p.m. in the Sandman Inn. All snowmobilers'are invited 
to attend. Call 638-8792• 
Wednesday) October 11 
DIABETIC TWO DAY BASIC CLINIC will be held at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. A docto¢s referral is required. For more 
into contact Dana Hill, RN, at 635-2211, local 321. 
SKEENA PARENTS FOR MUSIC hold their general meeting 
for parents of band students at Caledonia, Skeena and 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary In the Caledonia staff room at 8 p.m. 
For more into call 635-5688. 
TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIE1Y holds an adult grief recovery 
support group from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the Terraceview Confer- 
ence Room. For more into call 635-4811. 
Friday) October 13 
CHRISTIAN HERITAGE PARTY of the Skeena Riding hosts 
a general meeting on Oct. 13 at 8 p.m. at the Hudson Bay 
Lodge meeting room in Smithers. For more into call 635- 
6904. 
1 
Wednesday) October 18 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY holds its general parents' meet- 
ing at the Happy Gang Centre at 7:30 p.m. 
HUFF N' PUFF Asthma Group meets at the public library 
from 7-9 p.m. Come and meet Dr. M, Kenyon. To register, 
phone 638-0417. At least 15 people must register for the 
meeting to be held. 
Tuesday~ October 24 
PROJECT MTERACY TERRACE invites all society members 
and the general public to its AGM in room #22, 4506 Lakelse 
Ave. from 7-10 p.m. Please attend this important meeting. For 
more into call 635-9119. 
Saturday, October 28 
OLD AGE PENSIONERS BR. 73 hold their annual fall bazaar 
and tea at the Happy Gang Centre from 1:30-4 p.m. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets at 7 p.m. at the 
Women's Resource Centre. Also Saturday nights at 7:30. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee Group meets every second Wed- 
nesday at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy at 635-3258 for into. 
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP meets Wednesday 
afternoons at I p.m. at the Women's Centre. For more into call 638- 
0228, 
f every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena Health Unit Auditorium. 
he group fights pain with education, laughter, sharing and earing. 
or more information, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 638-8587. 
,WING WITit'CANCER Support Group meets the second and 
)urth Thursday of every month from 7:30-9:00 p.m. in the Step- 
ing Stone Clubhouse at 3302 Sparks St. For more information call 
)lane at 638-3325 or 638-0296. 
1,ANON meets every Thursday at 7/p.m, at 4542 Park Ave. This i 
roup rs for anyone who ~s suffenng from the effects ofanotlier per- ,... •) ' • . . . .  : " : : , - ' "P :~. ' .  ~ , ' - ' ,¢ : ' : k '  ~U;'*~: . ' -  ; - '  
'O]~S (Take Off Pounds Sens~ly)meets every Thursday at 7:30 
I ,m. at the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. Weigh-in at 6 p.m. 
TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB meets the second and fourth 
hursday of every month. They get started Oct. 14 at the Legion. 
all Pat at 635-2537 or Ethel at 635-5046 for more into. 
'ERRACE HIV INEORMATION SUPPORT Group 0".H.I.S.) 
teets the third Thursday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in the Mills 
iemorial Hospital board room. Contact Carrie at 635-4885. 
SATURDAYS 
;REAST SELF-EXAMINATION clinics take place at Emerson 
ledical Clinic the last Saturday of each month. Free instruction by 
qualified nurses. Call Lita Flynn at 635-6263 or Emerson Clinic at 
FAMILY HISTORY LIBRARY at the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints is open every Wednesday and Thursday from 7 
p.m. to 10 p.m. during the month of July. 
MONDAYS 
MOTHER'S TIME OFF - -  Morns are invited to drag in. meet 
other morns, do a craft, or just enjoy a break while your c:hildren 
play closeby with exPerienced ~re givers. They are open Men., 
Wed., Thurs., and Fri. from, 10-11:30 a.m. af the 'Knok United 
Church. For more into call 635-4147 during program hours. 
SK]BENA SQUhJtJB DANCERS meet every Monday at the Car- 
penter's Hall at 7 p.m. Beginners arc invited to loam a traditional 
dance with a new flavour. Shlgles or couples welcome. For more 
into call Carol at 635-2122 or June at 635-1570. 
The Terrace Standard offers the What's Up community'calendar 
as a public servic'e to its readers and community organizations. 
This column is intended for.non.profit organi2ations and those 
events for which t~re is no admission charge. 
Items will run two weeks before each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before 
the issue in which it is to appear. 
Subraissions should be typed or printed neatly. 
By Popu lar  Demand 
-PUSH, PULL OR DRAII[ 
. . . .  " '; ' t~"= 
)°. 
_ .r te er condition your car is in...if you can get it here, we'll give you 
Guaranteed  
Trade- In  
on m o s t  n e w  H y u n d a i ' s  in  s t o c k  
H u r r y .  t h i s  i s  a l i m i t e d  t i m e  o f f e r !  
• 24 h°ur °adslde assistance" 
• 5 yr/lO0,O00 Km warranty. 
Where The Smart Monev Goes. LEASE" rant., to ..m,o, 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon hour on every third Wednes- 
) day of the month at the Terrace Women s Centre. Ask for Elizabeth 
or Maria. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
holds its monthly meeting the third Wednesday of every month. 
Meet for lunch at the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. Contact 
Joyce at 635-9660. 
J :  
,7  
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith, Call Bob at 635-9214 for 
Into. 
( 
MAKING A CHOICE is difficult at the Koerner's produce stand at 
the market. At this time of year shoppers can choose from an 
overflowing hill of squashes, melons and pumpkins. 
Remo farmers 
l ong- t ime vendors  
REINHOLD and Emma Koerner 
are among the original vendors at 
the farmers market - -  actually, 
they sold their produce at the 
weigh scales before the market 
even started. And more than ten 
years later, they're still offering 
the best of their garden to shop- 
pars, 
The Koemers tart out the sea- 
son with a Wonderful supply of 
bedding plants. Fresh produce is 
available throughout the summer, 
and varies according to what is in 
SesSOU. 
Strawberrytime is a very busy 
time for the Koerners, They used 
to pic:k all the strawberries them- 
selves - -  up to 400 lbs in one 
dayl 
At this time of year you'll see 
beauiiful squashes ht the 
Koerners' stand at the market 
The bright orange pumpkins, 
gree!t striped melons and saucer- 
shaped summer squashes pilling 
over the edges of a tarp make a 
eolourful picture. 
There are many obstacles the 
Koemers overcome to get their 
produce to the market, The 
'AT.  THEI  MAR KET " 
LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
the north end of the canopy sec- 
tion at the Skeena Valley Farmers 
Market. 
I have a correction to make on 
the article about Flora Kerr (Sept. 
13/95) I stated that her father 
Duncan Kerr was in partnership 
,with George Little. This is not 
correct. Duncan Kerr worked for 
George Little for years but the 
partnership was with George's 
son, Dudley. LJ-I&K, was the 
Remo, White Bottom area has a partnership of Dudley Little, 
different climate from the Terra~, ~ ~: Chris" Haugland and- Duncan 
a'rea"~'~lde~ in: winter: at~dh6~" !~ Ker/::?'~'! k'~ !'~:~ ~':"",; . '~  
t~r in summe/.~h's algo::a' heavy " ~Anoiher notei There Will l~e' h:ay 
snow belt. ' rides at the market, kindly pro- 
Fruit trees don't grow Well in ~,ided by Rodger I.osier, on Satur- 
Remo. Reinhold has had some 
luck grafting apple limbs to wild 
crabapple trees. He has been suc- 
cessful with grafting pear limbs 
to Mountain Ash trees as well. 
The river gives good fertile soil, 
but flooding is a problem. During 
some floods pigs and other live. 
stock have had to be rescued by 
boat and taken to higher ground. 
You can find the Koemers at 
day, October 14 (weather permit- 
ting). Come and join in the fun as 
our market winds down. The last 
Farmers Market Day will be Sat- 
urday Oct. 28/95. 
The Farmer's Market starts 
every Satm'day at 9 a.m. in the 
parking lot across from George 
Little Park. Lynne Christiansen is 
a vendor at the market and a 
member of the market board. 
Eight Glasses A Day 
e .Wa t,.r Facts 
Water and 
Pregnancy 
ring pregnancy the Increase era woman's blood volume 
and the growing-fetus puts a strain in all major internal organs. 
With the increase in blood volume and the additional stress on 
organs your body's water needs increase as well. 
During pregnancy & especially with toxemia your doctor may 
recommend that you consume more water to flush out the extra 
toxins In your body. By drinking enough water during pregnancy 
you can actually help to reduce the swelling in your hands & feet 
due to water retention. 
While nursing, extra liquids are req ulred to keep up with the 
baby's feedings. Drinking a minimum of 10 glasses of water a day 
Is sufficient for both mother and baby. 
I I I 
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Terrace Co-op 
A VERY 
C RAFTY  EVE NT!  
See our great selection of craft supplies for modge 
)edge, beads, silk flowers & toll painting. Large 
Christmas selection for wreaths, ornaments, 
centerpieces & more. 
Competitive EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
14617 GREIG AVENUE, TERRACE s3s-6347 j 
" 1 I 
skylark 
ld crumbS 
, CubeS 
?•!,~ i:/:: !::i:: ¸ GRADE A 
TURKEYS 
2.18 kg / Ib  
LI/~IT OF ONE with a $40.00 purchase.* 
Canada Grade A. All Sizes. Frozen. 
IIb;i I~thls I°w pdce, no coupoas will be ~d l  accepled o~ Ibis ilem. / 
~aste  Tell  
pineaPPle 
Asso~ed Varieties 
,69 
54O ml .  • 
VALUABLE COUPON 
!! : BOHELESS il 
'i i: HALVES : 
J Whole. Ready-to-eat. Canadian Pride. 
• Approx 10 Ib 
I 
1OOo,O, I 
Valid ol.ol! 10~llcipalin 9 So~way dotes, Limll d one coupon W pw. 
~ ~" I chase, hind o~ one dem per coupo~ The regular pltce ovmhml ixice 
t/ ' ~ • will be paid on a&tilional purchaser d Ihll ~d ,  Ca~po~ mutl 
i pmsenled at llme d purchase. Coupon cannot be combined w~h any 
• ~t~'~ olher coupo~ offer. VVhile gocks ImL No mlncheckL 
! . ~ l Coupon valldfmm Sunday, October I, unlil I 
l ~, . ,~  i I closing Sa~rday, Odober 7, i 995. I 
• '~ ~ s~Y~mCO~O~ ILU 83339 , ,  
• " U~,;~, % % ~ . ~ ~ .~.-.~ 
• ~'  * ~ ~ (~!  ¢" ~"~*  
II 
Fro 
~ 7 , . ~  
CRANBERRY,~ 
S OCE B]DqUP 
Whole or Jollied. I A 
Town House. - - I  I I 
398mL i M V 
i ;~'W~;,w'c~. ~ ' " 
i 
BEL.PJR ~ i l i  
VEGETABLES i ld lX  
Assoded varlellol I ~  
Fiozen, L i T 
.~  ~ ~o 
,~kU. : .... 
~' ,~ ...... • ~., .-- 
CmMOm 
SOFT DRIIIKSn O I 
Aisoa~ va,ielies I i I 
Plus d0posil & envl,o tax ~ I I I 
orlevywhereapplkoble, t I I I l I~ l  
2u~, I ~ "~1 
i I  
fDWAIDI / i t  s~0w SIAl / I t  
COftfl IrlUUlliCEcnim " l i l t l l l  
Regular, Drip or I ~ '  I I I A,o,led vorlelie,, ~ i i i i ~ l ~  
~l"e Grind. ! I I  I I II~lT Oe 1 d 
iI~4tT OF I. / I 
BEL,AIR ~ 
ORANGE JUICE ng 
355 mL ~ i l  
PIE 
From ourBokery. , 7 F 
FRESH BRUSSELS I
SPROUTS ~ I I  
Product of Conado/U,S.A. I ~  
JUMBO 3 9 YA S 
Pmducl of U,S.A. 
.~, k~,  ¢ l  
~. ~: , . '~ , ,~ .~~Z~ , 
~,~ .' ., '~ . . . . .  
• ~ ~ . ; . ' ~ ' ? . ~ ( ~ :  ~: ,  ,,, ,.~ 
,'.: . , :. ~, . ~; ,. ~ . 
AUTUMN GLORYing I HUGGiES 
BOUQUET r~ IF I l 'V  IDIAPERS,~,s 14 97 ~ay no, be oxac,lv ~ I ~ I X  I Jumb°' O' Pul~up'' 
I Assoded varietiel. os illustlo ed. I 
I LIMIT OF I 
~ _ ~  .... ~:C~ WATCH FOR YOUR NEW SAFEWAY /(~.~:,~,;.,,~,~-~ 
~r~i~.~ COUPON BOOK IN THE MAIL THIS WEEK~'~ 
~i i~ '~ " ~ ,  You mn SAVE OVER~250 & earn up : i~~ ~ 
~ ~r'~ *' ~ ~b'~] ............ tO !!0 AIR MILff TRAVEL MILEr ...... . . . . .  ~ i~ 
inc~ae u~ I~ i~s ~y Delubied 10G SJ Air MI~ Inte'n0fi0nol Ho~ng, NV, [o~ ~t  C~oul0 Cano~ . A~0ri~ U~. 'On items v,t cony. 
CALL FOR 
Customer Serv ice . . .635-7206 Manager  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  635-7280 
Dell . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  635-  ! 374  Bakery . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  .. 635-1372 
Floral.... . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . .635-1371 Pharmacy. . . . . . . . . . . . . .635-1375 
Fax . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . .  . . . . . . .635 '4569 
I I I 
HOURS 
Men.- Fri .......................... 9 .9  
Saturday. ......... . ....... . ...... , .9 -  6 
f " " r i ' ¸  i r , .  " , , ,  n 
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College hands out scholarships 
NORTHWEST Community Col- 
lege in Terrace hosted an awards 
luncheon at the College on Sep- 
tember 19th to celebrate their stu- 
dents cholastic achievement. 
These awards, in the form of 
scholarships and bursaries, are 
made available through the gener- 
ous donations of businesses, com- 
munity groups and individuals. 
Entrance scholarships allow 
secondary school students to en- 
ter the college through tuition 
reduction. In many cases, stu- 
dents who achieved high marks in 
high school may have their tui- 
tion completely paid for. 
Applicants for the NWCC 
entrance Scholarships have grad- 
uated from secondary schools in 
the Northwest College region. 
Eligibility is based on all grade 
11 and 12 courses. Students who 
have received an "A"  average 
receive 100% tuition reduction. 
"B+" averages receive 75% 
reductions and "E'" average 
marks receive 50% tuition reduc- 
tion. 
Entrance scholarships were 
awarded to the following Terrace 
campus tudents: 
Sara Aslin, Erin Davies, Lana 
Geier, Steven Loptson, Robert 
MacLeod, Katherine Milne, Kylie 
Oman, Cindy Praught, Harpreet 
Sandhu, Chris Seltenrich, 
Marieke VanBeclen, Jason 
Yamashita, Wendy Vandergaag, 
Brad Dykstra, and Gungeet Gill. 
Couple celebrates 
6Oth anniversary 
LONG TIME residents of Ter- 
race, Fred and Helen Gibbs, 
celebrated their 60th wedding an- 
niversary this past weekend. 
Back on September 25, 1935, a 
very pretty wedding ceremony 
took place in Terrace. 
Miss Helen Dorothy Olsen, el- 
dest daughter o f  Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter William-Olsen of Terrace, 
and Frederick Elmer Gibbs, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. John Gibbs of 
Bracebridge, Ontario, were united 
in marriage. 
The ceremony was performed at 
the home of the bride under a 
prettily decorated arch, with Rev. 
John Linney officiating. 
The bride was attended by Mrs. 
Emil Haugland, matron of 
honour, and her sister Miss 
Theima Olsen. Ruth and Amy 
Little were bridesmaids. 
Emil Haugland acted as 
groomsman. 
During the signing of the 
registrar, Miss Thdma Olsen and 
the Misses Ruth and Amy Little 
sang "The voice that breathed 
o'er Eden" accompanied byMrs. 
E. Glass, who playe d the bridal 
music. 
At a reception at the Orange 
Hall, a dinner set of Wedgewood 
China was presented by Dudley 
Little on behalf of George :Little 
and his employees. ~ 
The newJyweds made a tril~ ~" .... 
Prince Rupert for a short 
honeymoon where their wedding 
pictures were taken. The happy 
couple later made their home in 
"The Cottage" on Lakelse Ave. 
This building was the tint home 
of George Little, founder Of Ter- 
race. 
The Gibbs later moved to 4659 
Park Ave. where they raised their 
four boys - -  Roger, David, Gor- 
don and Donald. 
YVONNE MOEN 
The four boys were all present 
for their parents' 60th wedding 
anniversary, as were two grand- 
children-- Rodney and Tammy. 
Helen's two sisters, Thelma and 
Jean also came up fxom Van- 
C O U V C r .  
The reunited family celebrated 
over dinner, and Helen asked the 
family to pray for Fred's health. 
We all wish Mr. and Mrs. G~bs 
a very happy 60th wedding an- 
niversary, and we pray for the 
good health of both. 
HELPING THE WORLD 
WRITE NOW 
CODE 
S¢lf-suf ficiency through 
literacy in the develop~ 8 wor ld  
For information, coil 1-8OO-bb1-2633 
Bursaries were also awarded to 
students. 
The Northern Institute for 
Resource Studies (NIRS) Bursary 
was founded to promote, en- 
courage and advance the aware- 
ness, knowledge and appreciation 
of economic development in 
B.C., particularly in the north. 
The Institute awards two $500 
scholarships and four $250 bur- 
saries for students enrolled in 
bnsiuess administration, univer- 
sity transfer pre-coramerce and 
sciences, forest technology and 
tourism related programs. 
The following Terrace campus 
students enrolled in the business 
administration program received 
an NIRS buraary: 
Ruth Penninga, Richard 
Heppner, Joe Derrick, Mark AJ- 
len and Roberta Tamn. 
Five-hundred dollar Iward~ 
were also handed out to students 
from each of the high schools in 
the college region. The following 
Terrace campus tudents received 
NWCC high school awards: 
Shannon Hartman, Gungeet, 
Kerri Hamel and Bryan Cramp. 
ton .  ' 
Patricia Connaughton from the 
women in trades technology Pro- 
gram (wITr) was awarded the 
Trades/Technology Instructor's 
Award. She will be a student in 
the commercial transport repair 
program. 
NWCC congratulates all the 
recipients of the awards and 
wishes them success in the future. 
Fred and Helen Gibbs 
Terrace Tree  Tr imming 
- ! "Safely" 
FLYNN SCHOOL 
OF  BALLET 
Laura Flynn, Teacher 
Member of: ~ 
IIoyaf ka&my of l a= i .  9 
3226A River Drive 638-2077 
 TFor 
It's ltiple Ol~ dine again. So come njoy our D 
Pecos River Sole Taco platter for only $7.99. 
Or delight in the zest of our Gfingo Burger 
platter for only $5.99. They're just two of Notl~fl~'endy. 
the delights on our Triple 016 menu. l~ ~ c.,oa: 
" - , : r :  
Located inthe ofthe West- 
638-7977 
F i rs  t T ra  c ks  
Be first on the hi l l -  
or at the mal l -  
with these go-anywhere-anytime 
winter radials. 
KAL VALUE BLIZZAK WT14 
INTERURBAN =T,=s r..ou .s.ow 
WINTER RADIAL STICKS TO ICE 
P155/80R12' . . . . . . .  60.94 P205F/0Rt4 . . . . . . . .  80.14 P175/70R13 82Q 6W . . 87.30 P205/"/0R15 950 BW.. 119.17 Pt45180812 WW ....56.91 
P155/80RI3 , . 58,19 P215/7,~R14 . . . . . .  81.36 P185/70R1386QSW,..90.92 P205/65R15BW940..128.31 PI55/BORI2WW ...,5961 
P165/80Rt3 . . . . . .  60 56 P205/"/5R15 . . . . . . .  81.06 P175/65R14 82Q 8W.. 107.66 P205/50RI5 BW 91Q.. 132.54 r P155/80Rt3 WW . . , ,67.34" 
P185f10R14 88Q BW 106 13 P215/70R15 BW98Q. 125.48 [ Pt65/80RI3 WW ...75.84 P175/80R13 6534 P205/7OR15 . . . . .  80.14 "' ' 
. . . . . . . . . . .  P185165R1486QBW 11224 P215/65R15BW96Q..134.79i PI75180RI3WW.,',8357 P175/70RI3 . . . .  63 91 P215/75R15 . . . . . . . .  85.75 P1 " '  " 
. . . . .  ' 85/60R1482OnW 11189 P215/60R15BW94Q. 139.15[ P185/80RI3WW., 187.39 P185/80Rt3 . . . . . . . .  67.44 P215f70Rt5 . . . . . . . .  85.41 P 5 " '  ' 
19/70R149108W 11145 P225flORtGBW1000.138,44! P185/75Rt4WW. '.9374, . . . .  P185/70Rt3 . . . . . . . .  68.84 P225/75Rt5 . . . . . . . .  91.31 . t 4 ' "  
: P95/G5R1 8908W 1 930 P225/6ORtGBW95Q..146.067 " PI95/75RI4WW 1'98129 : : P185/TGR14 , , 7348 P225f10Rt5.: . . . . . .  90.34 '" " 
. . . . . . .  : PZ95~60R14 86Q 8W 117 85 P215/60R16 BW 95Q., 148 70 i P205/75RI4 WW ' 'i05 00 - PI85/70R14 7773 P235/75R15 . . . . . . . .  9761 : P205/70R14 4 B " " "  
. . . . . . . . . .  : 9 O W l l / [H  P225/60RI6BW980 .15627 i P205/75RIGWW 'i'10581 Ptg5/75RH . . . . . . . .  76.05 P235/75R15 XL . . . . .  102.50 . . . .  
• P205/60R148908W 12375 P235/60R16BW100Q.164.11 i P25/75~5WWII I t  !10 P205f'/GRH . . . . . . . .  78.53 Treaddestonsmayvaff : P21 0Rt " " ' ' "  
] 5 /7  4 960 BW.. t2Loo ? PZ~5/TGRt5 WW _..114 84 
O N.W. ACADEMY ~ 
OF PERFORMING 
/" ARTS 
" 308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave, 
 LEARN  TO 
j PLAY 
Flute with / /  
Chdstlne Shaw 
/ 
Brass, Rectum Guitar, 
Accordlan, Saxophone, 
with 
Eric Simmons 
"~ Classical Guitar 
with Tim Phillips 
Voice with ~t 
• Becky Bloski 
/r" LIMITED PIANO AND \ 
;~ .ou.onN,.~s j 
CALL 638-  I 183 ,~, 
TO REGISTER 
50years 
43 Serving members 
.... ', and their families 
We are also ~. '~ 
renovating so we can :':;' 
serve you better for r t" ~ "~ 
the next 50 years. ~ ~ . 
Please bear Wlttt u s . ,  ~ . ~  - - .  
Ter race  &:D is t r i c t  
CREDIT UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace Ph. 635-7282 
We bdong toyou: @ 
Serving Members And Their Families 
The Credit Union advantagel We are a profit sharing, member 
owned institution.,, 
,,, We Belong To You 
I 
I'LL LIKI: U~, I'UH MUfti:: I flAN UUH TIRES... 
like our exceptional staff and you'll like our expert brake, 
shock, strut and wheel alignment servic~.>,*,'~ 
'Fotn Foord ,  Prcsidenl \ "~,~ \ 
EARN TRIPLE CLUB Z POINTS 
.>_q__z,_~ In addition to your regular 200 Club Z Points I,G L_k~,BI with every $10 purchased we're happy to offer 
, Y~ j .~¢)  "Triple Club Z Bonus Points" 
~ . , " ~  on Personal Use winter tire purchases 
~ , ~  until October 21. 1995. 
"Our usual (;lub Z Bonus is 1,000 poiuls per tire with im additional 
1,000 Club Z Bonus Points ~hen four tires are purchased at orle l.ne, 
v 
= Creek  c lean-up  
SHAWN KRIENKE was one of 40 or so people who took 
part in the recent Howe Creek clean up. A 1-ton truckload of 
i! garbage was collected from trails bordering the creek from 
Christy Park up to Lanfear Hill, including parts of a chimney, 
aerosol cans, chip bags, beer bottles and more. 
S e n i o r s '  t r a n s p o r t  
:NEED A RIDE? Call the Hand- 
yDART-  a convenient and 
highly popular door-to-door 
:transportation system. 
ii ~ The handyDART is a province- 
wine program funded by B.C 
Transit and the City of Terrace, 
with contributions from the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine. Over the last few years 
~i : passenger demand has grown 
ii ~ at  a rapid rate. 
~:i The  handyDART in our com- 
munity is shared between seniors 
: ~i~n d citizens with disabilities; 
many of the latter citizens attend 
c lasses  at the Northwest Com- 
I : inunity College 
• ..... ~R iders  who require regular 
! '/transportation to N.W C C. book 
i :the hours between 8-9 a.m. and 3 
' i"4 p.m. Hence, seniors hould try 
i to use the service between 9-3 
,fl p.m. and after 4 p.m. during 
:[ weekdays. If you are able and 
i[i iphysically capable, we encourage 
i you to use the regular transit. 
! To  book a trip, please phone in 
::advance to 635-2666 and be 
ready with the following informa- 
l - tion:~Your Name - -  The Day~, 
.... !anti ~ Time that you require the I
handyDART ~ Where You 
Wish to be Picked Up and The 
Exact  Location Where You 
i!•Want o be Dropped Off. If you 
i , wi ;h a Return Trip, provide the 
!i'driver with the Time and Loea- 
- t ion .  
~- Because the handyDART is a 
SENIOR'S  NEWS 
AILEEN FRANK 
shared-ride system, the demand 
for service is great. It is important 
that passengers cancel any trips 
that are not required as much i n  
advance as poss~le. 
If there is a better ider-demand 
for more accommodating service, 
then B.C. Transit may consider 
an increase in vehicles which 
would relieve the periods during 
the day when the handyDART is 
now overbooked. The more the 
-buwservice is used then the' pas~ 
sengcrs could ask for extra 
transit. 
HandyDART FARES: A one- 
way trip for passengers and es- 
corts for one zone is $1.25, for 
two zones it is $1,50. Attendants 
ride for free. 
Feel free to clip and file thes~ 
and other senior's news articles. 
n wownerof  an e  
and she is pleased to bring you 
European Style and Service, 
Barb Yawrenko 
Joan is pleased to be a 
member of the styling team 
at Changes, Joan Carlow 
~ CHANGES 4727 • Lazelle Avenue 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 635-7737 
The Creative Zone Gets 
Your Motor Runnin'.. 
Die Cast C~rs . . . .  ~:,,,~.~., 
1/24 scale s~=9S 1/18 Scale 34= 
NATURA LATCH HOOWH.O. TRUCK REPLICAS 
z~s .,~ ~ Comp,ete,oeofo,er~00 
different models StaT~ !' AcrylicYarna~ ~ ' ~ ~ '
8.95 .95 
Lowest  Prices Guaranteed 
"Your  Low Pr i ce  Zone"  
Skeena Mall N~xt ~o verw,,,'~ Mall Entran~ 635-1422 
i i i i 
S e n i o r s  
warned 
meebng 
m e--I~et in?o~GEUr a nL~ch #7~, °:/~ Iy 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners Or- 
ganization was held Thursday, 
September 14, in the Happy 
Gang Centre. 
Before the start of the meet- 
ing, Constable Kim Hall ad- 
dressed the members about he 
RCMP's concern regarding-_ 
the dangers of seniors or any 
citizen being caught in a 
phone solicitation seam. 
Constable Hall asked the 
members of Br. #73 to check 
with relatives or the RCMP 
when a phone call or mail 
from a questionable company 
asks you to send money. 
Forty-seven members and 
one guest were present at the 
meeting. A minute's silence 
was observed for three mem- 
bers who passed away during 
the summer months. 
The president, Hugh Power, 
expressed a "Thank-you" to 
members who decorated the 
Float for the Riverboat Parade. 
Appreciation was also shown 
to various members who 
organized members' activities 
throughout the summer. 
Congratulations Were ex- 
tended to the members who 
participated in the Seniors' 
Games held in Oliver and to 
those who won medals. 
Members were in favour of 
the purchase of a new 
refrigeration system to replace 
a troublesome one. 
The Anniversary Dinner was 
held on September 20 and 
Special Games Night was on 
September 30. 
The next regular members' 
meeting will be October 12 at 
2 p.m. Murdock Robertson, a 
local retired lawyer, has been 
invited to speak to the mem- 
bers regarding "Estates .and 
Wills." 
• i• • :~• . • . • , • ; i  : / :  i : • /  
• • , : :  ~ - : • • : : i  : : ! '  i/¸~' 
'~! •! 4,17 • • : :~  :!:• • : • • ~: r  : •• . . . .  • • : - :  • :•  • 
i 
Directfrom the . . . . .  i 
Ukraine and Russia 
Terrace Concert Society 
presents 
HACK AIIEV 
Rllapsod] 
A vibrant musical comedy that 
the whole family will love 
Sat., Oct. 7 
8 p.m.R.E.M. Lee Theal 
Tickets: $15;00 Adult 
$12.00 Students& Seniors 
Available at Erwins Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
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Seasons Packages for 1995/96 season (6 concerts) on Sale 
$75 Adult $60 Student/Seniors Mastercard & VISA accepted 
Sponsored by . . . .  
• ~ ..... ~ Tymoschuk Agencies Ltd. . . . . . . .  ~ ,  ~~-: 
Th~ Terraee, Standard ...... ' ' " '~ : ' ' ' L ' ' '~  "~ '~ 
WE DISCOUNT O SENIORS 
McEwan 
TerraCe 
We Can 
Make it 
Happen At 
the Bright 
Spot on 
Highway 
16 West ir 
,, "[erracel 
Terrace 
635-4941 
KItimat 
632.4941 ~ 
(1.800-e62-3926) 
Your Key to Suvings: 
Watch for this f~a.ture in the first issue o-'f 
i every m°nth to see where you can save n your 
everyday shopping! 
, 
~-~ ~ ~2~~UFt i=LER ~,  
EXHAUST • .BRAKES. SHOCKS ~ tl . m.,.~ ~' "='~"~'"~'~"~ 
635-7707 . ~,=o,.,..,,o " ' " '=-  
Terrace Keith, Terrace, B.C. 635•6170 or 635-6151 
j~FFECTIVE leRRACE BOWLING LANES 
" I~I TItiE$ $ i' .~u,~"%~'~ , - . ,o . s  
50% OFF REGULAR I~TES _ , , ,  .,. GAM. EVERY TUESDAY I ..-'~* ' " ' .o ,  i,,l,d,~l • ~ '~ During Public 8ow~ingl 635-4130 Crib ~ ' ~ - - ~  Not Valid On Sunda~J 
" " ~ ;ept./96 I On " ' Expires ,, 
Certified Trainer Available Night '~ \1 ~¢:i// ~ ;36-I e t.o, Per ~ov. Pe [9 | | r Person | 
at 7:30 pm ~ ~ 4a0z t,=e,e, rer,,,c. ~ 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
"Serving Members And Their Farn/lles. 
Extra benefits for members 60 yrs & over: 
"GOLDEN ACCOUNT PACKAGE" 
-No charge bill paymenls -Free travellers cheques 
• Free chequing & cheques -Plus more free services 
4r'47 L~ze,e Ave. Terrace 635"72821 
r 
~5O/o 
I I ~  OISCOUHT 
SENtORS 
"GLEE CLUB" 
Every Tuesday 
1:00 prn- 2:00 prn 
General 
MONTHLY MEETING 
2nd lhursday of ewrymnlh. 
2:00 pm Bran¢h 73 0,AI0, 
Others ' " Achvdles may 
be planned. ~ 
For more ~ info, phone 
Aihen Frank 635-2305 
Happy Gang centre for Seniors 
3226 Kalurn, Terrace, B.C, 
635-9090 
4740 Lakelse, Terrace 
I If You Would 
like to show 
your  suppor t  
for Seniors call: 
Monique at 
' 638 :~7283 
I~Y~d,=;  -Z~-  , • 
Seniors, come in 
and get your 27¢ 
cup of coffee~tea 
today. : 
(Free 
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SPOI 
I 
ROB BROWN 
The cagey crow 
A NUMBER of years ago, on my 
way into a local tackle store, I met 
friend on the way out clutching a 
life-sized effigy of an owl Since 
this was my first sighting of this particular 
Species - -  and a fierce-looking plastic bird it 
was ~ I naturally inquired as to his plaias for it. 
"It's a deck," he replied, then seeing my 
puzzled look,,hastily added, "to attract crows." 
During the rest of our short conversation I 
learned that gunners, playing on the natural 
antipathy crows have for owls, eagles and other 
raptors, formerly used stuffed specimens of the 
real McCoy as decoys. It's probably fortunate 
that this practise has since been outlawed by 
wildlife officials who feared it might adversely 
impact owl populations. Ersatz owls were still 
fair fowl though. My friend planned to mount 
his on a fence post and wait for the black birds 
to appear whereupon he was going to blast hem 
to oblivion. 
"Why do want to shoot hem," I asked. 
"To see them die," he replied, grinning. 
The crow, with his raucous call and. hlh ebon 
plumage has long been associated with the dark 
side of the mythological force. Like his cousin 
the raven, he has been seen as a link with the 
underworld, the pet of witch and warlock, a 
feathered enigma. 
Man's distaste for the crow is woven into the 
language: whales come in pods, sheep in flocks; 
but an assembly of crows is a murder. Cor-'~ 
vidologist, Glenn- Grieve;- suggests :; that  the .... 
seeds of'man's dislike for ravens alia crows 
may have been sown on ancient battlefields 
where men, dead and dying provided an ex- 
cellent food source for the opportunistic feeders. 
You can easily imagine the repugnance with 
which medieval men viewed the rave'n's habits 
of picking out the eyes of carrion creatures with 
its broad black beak. Like another victim of 
folklore, the wolf, the crow is a varmint whose 
eradication is easily justified by Homo (who, 
ironically, may well prove to be the vamint's 
varmint when past performance is considered). 
Yet crows, it turns out, possess many traits we 
not only admire in other creatures hut aspire t9 
ourselves. When it comes to their home life 
crows and their relations act like good Chris- 
tians: they mate for life, dote on their offspring, 
and, for the most part, practise monogamy. 
Crow dads are charming courtiers and good pro- 
riders. Both parents are tender and protective. 
Because our brain power is the only reason we 
humans have survived thus far, we prize it in 
other creatures. The family mutt is lovable and 
obedient, good qualities to be sure, but canine 
intelligence is the doggy trait we value most. 
Well, compared to crows and other members 
of the eorvid elan, dogs are dolts. Scientists tell 
us that the crow family has the largest cranial 
capacity relative to body size of any bird. 
Crows have been seen dropping nuts on high- 
ways from great heights in order to gain access 
to the meat inside. They will hide food all over 
the landscape then recall the precise location of 
all the caches. 
And, when it comes to the highly intelligent 
act of communication Fide will have grrr, yip, 
woof, and perhaps a howl or two hi his 
vocabulary while corvids have, at last tally, no 
fewer than 32 different fonus of call at their 
beck and call (and possibly combinations there- 
o D to impart information to their pals. 
Another sure sign of high intelligence is a 
sense of humour. Your dog doesn't have any. 
Monkeys do. Crows do too. Some Gitxsan tales 
feature an impish trickster, a native Per Gynt, 
called Weeget. One of Weeget's tricks Is to 
transform into a raven - -  good casting by the 
storytellers for Corvidlsts have observed crows 
startling other animals .just to see them jump. In 
the best Disney style crows have been seen 
hanging upside down by one leg from the bough 
of a tree with apparently no other eason than to 
entertain their fellows. 
I mentioned that crows appear to have high 
moral standards, but they are formleators, that 
is, they have been known to disturb then squat 
upon ant hills. The reason for this eurlous be- 
havionr, aec.o'rding to one school of ornithologi- 
cal thought, is that the btrds like the feelhtg of 
pismires sean'ylng through their feathers and 
swarming over their bodies. 
Finding food is relatively easy for crows and 
their brethren, giving Ravens, for example, lots 
of free time for sliding down snow htlls on their 
backs, flying upside down, juggling sticks, play- 
ing king of the hill and other games for no tea- 
• son except to have a damn good time, 
As tt turns out, the wise old owl Is as dumb as 
a door knocker while the raven is bright bird 
with a lesson or two to teach us. 
PORT  k . .• • :. 638.'7283 
Gibson's steady in repeat 
BACK-TO-BACK rounds of 
79 carried Tyler Gibson to his 
second consecutive Skeena 
Valley Junior Club 
Championship over the Sept. 
23-24 weekend. 
Gibson finished the In'st day 
of the 36-hole tourney five 
adrift of Terry Smith who had 
carded a blistering 35 on the 
home nine for a 74 tally. 
But it  all went awry for the 
leader on Sunday,a 49 on the 
front nine putting him in a 
holethat proved to deep. 
Meanwhile, the only other 
contender on the home stretch, 
Scott Rigler, fashioned a late 
charge but hauling back even 
four shots over the last three 
holes was not  enough ~ his 
160 fell two short of Gibson 
and Rigler settled for the over- 
all low net title. 
There were no such close 
battles in 'the three-player 'A' 
flight, Kevin MeNee strolling 
to the low gross with a-171, a 
dozen clear of Brett Downie. 
Despite stuttering, on. Sun- 
day, Carmen McColl hada big 
enough lead to hold off War- 
ren Eichorst in 'B'  Flight by 
five strokes. 
And in the-Extended Flight 
Ken Ejyolfsen gave .Ryan 
Nixon a six stroke start going 
into the final day and got 
home with two to spare. 
That flight also saw the 
debut of Chad Casper, an 
eight-year-old spectators de- 
scribed as barely bigger than . . . ":_':: 
iiis.g01f club .bag. However,he '.- future. ~:i , . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ...... title . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Gol~! ClUb "wl~tch :'> ~i: wrappedr'". " up" .  ... :~:• ": 
scored lgm.theu'.cyes,wlth.a ......... On th~ Gtrls:~slde,. Kara . . . . . .  .The-. Jumor champmnshlp i ts events ~)end~ witn~th~e~i,'~;~: i 
remarl~ibly smooth swmg that deJong beat out"'lone rwal • was the last tournament of the Ray" .Ta f t  l~'~'o~al AUt'umn . . . . .  . . .  
holds out great promise for the Susan Groot for the low gross season for the Skeena Valley Leaves scramble on Sunday. 
Bluebacks back and aiming high 
THE BLUEBACKS are back : mate K'y'le Nai:tzalso made the spot while Kenman was 21st in around the 70 mark but the 
1 
in the water and going into the 
new season on a high. 
The reason is the latest rank- 
ings published by Swim Cana-  
da magaz ine- - the  1995 long 
course season Top 25. 
They show the Points North 
4 x 50m Medley relay quartet, 
which included Terrace's 
Tristan Brown,and Bryan Pal- 
ahicky, recorded the second 
fastest ime in Canada for 11- 
12 Boys. 
Brown, Palahicky and club- 
standings with a 14th fastest 
time in the 4 x 50m Free, less 
than a second out of the top 
ten. 
Brown also appeared in three 
individual events, the 50m 
Free (24th), 1500m Free (21st) 
and 100m Fly (23rd). 
Also making the rankings, 
this time in the 13-14 years 
Boys division, were Garth 
Coxford and Chris Kerman. 
(?,oxford's 2:22.96 in the 
200m Fly earned him a 13th 
both the 100m and 200m 
Back. 
Understandably pleased with 
the results, coach Mike Car- 
lyle said he expecls to see 
several more Blueback names 
on the lists when the Top 50 
rankings come out, 
As for this season, the club is 
off to an excellent start with a 
strong registration that in- 
cluded both many returnees 
and a number of newcomers. 
Carlyle said registration was 
club could squeeze in a few 
more members in the Novice 
and Developmental I pro- 
grams. He said a good starting 
age for kids was seven years 
and they should have passed 
the Maroon level of the Red 
Cross program. 
Assisting Carlyle in coach- 
ing this year •will be Josslyn 
Bagg who will again be work- 
ing with the Developmental H 
group while Peter Hepburn 
Cont'd on page B7 
!! Number 1 
T 
I 
Sports 
Menu 
HIKING 
Sunday, October 15 
THE LOCAL club heads for 
Black Sister or, if there's low 
snow,  Watson Lakes. Rated 
easy to moderate. Meet at the 
library at 9 s.m. Betty is 
leader (635-2837). 
MEN'S REC HOCKEY 
Tonight 
Oldtimers Division 
9 p.m.- Okies v Timbermen 
10:30 p.m.- Wranglers v Con- 
voy Supply 
Thursday, October $
.Rec Division 
10:30 p.m.- Back Eddy v 
Coast Inn of the West 
Saturday, October 7
Oldtlmers.Division 
8 p.m.- Okies v Wranglers 
Rec Division 
9:30 p.m.- Coast Inn v Preci- 
sion Builders 
Sunday, October 8
Rec Division 
9:30 p.m.- All Seasons v Back 
Eddy Pub 
11 p.m.- Skeena Hotel v 
Norm's Auto 
Tuesday, October 10 
Rec Division 
9 p.m.- Skeena Hotel v Coast 
Inn of the West 
10:30 p.m.- Back Eddy v Pre- 
cision Builders 
MINOR HOCKEY 
Wednesday, October 18 
GENERAL PARENTS meet- 
ing at the Happy Gang Centre, 
7:30 p.m. 
YOUTH SOCCER 
Tonight 
ANNUAL GENERAL Meet- 
ing of TYSA at Happy Gang 
Centre, 7:30 p.m. All parents 
urged to attend. 
STOCK CARS 
Saturday, October 7
AWARDS NIGHT Dinner 
and Dance at Thonthill Com- 
munityCentre. 
I 
MIXED CURLING: the 
curling club has added athird 
draw to the Friday night 
league and is now accepting 
entries on a first come, first 
serve basis. Phone 635-5583. 
ADULT NOON HOUR 
drop-in hockey at the Arena,. 
11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday. 
Goalies with equipment play 
free. 
MEN'S RECREATIONAL 
HOCKEY accepting names 
for its waiting list. Phone 
Roger Harris at 635-3400. 
MIXED darts at the 
Legion every Wednesday 
night beginning at 8 p.m. 
Open to all on drop-in basis. 
Rookies welcome. 
TERRACE BADMINTON 
Club plays Tuesday and 
Thursdays, 8:00-10:00 p.m. at 
the ThomhiU Jr. Secondary 
School. For info, contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
TERRACE ROD & GUN 
Club meets the f'urst Wednes- 
day of every month, 7:15 p.m. 
at the clubhouse on Rifle 
Range Road in Thornhill. 
New members are welcome. 
For information, contact Bill 
• Watson at 635-5109. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., 
" phone Malcolm at 638- 
; ;/283 or fax them to 638- 
i: 8432 by 5 p.m. Fr iday.  
* No one under 19 years permitted PITCH-IN 
CANADA! 
from B6: 
In the swim 
has rej0ined the crew to take 
on Devdopmeatal I plus help 
Aimee Peacock with the 
Novices. 
Although new to the coach- 
ing staff, Peacock is a familiar 
face with the Bluebacks hav- 
ing swum withthe club for 12 
years, her last season being 
1994. "She's really good with 
the kids," Carlyle added. 
For all but the new swim- 
mers, the competitive season 
will begin Oct. 21 when the 
Bluebaeks host their annual 
fall Invitational. 
Carlyle said the timing of the 
various swim meets had 
worked out well this year with 
a good spread over the short 
course season ending with the 
fun meet at Masset. 
Looking ahead, carlyle 
pointed out the club had a very 
strong line up of older swim- 
mers this year with two having 
already qualified for the Youth 
Nationals and the potential for 
several more to  crack the 
needed times. 
Meanwhile Kevin Andolfatto 
will be targetting the Senior 
Nationals. "We've never had 
one of our swimmers there be- 
fore," Carlyle added. 
And he's also hoping to see 
Kerman, Coxford and possibly 
Brown post Canadian Top 10 
times during the short course' 
season. 
C ~ ¢ o n d  ~ mmmm~_  .hoot STANDARD 
This message brought o you by the Second Sheet of Ice 
Society and the Terrace Standard. 
SKATE "97  
THE 1997 Northern B.C. Winter Games will attract 
upwards of 2,500 athletes to Terrace for three days of friendly 
competition. This event will provide an opportunity for 
Terrace to extend its tremendous hospitality and show off the 
best our community has to offer. 
Approximately 2,000 volunteers will be required to organ- 
ize the individual competitions, opening ceremonies, ocial 
events.and other Games related activities. Medals will be 
awarded in approximately 25 sports. Athletes will arrive in 
Terrace from all over Northern British Columbia ranging in 
ages from young nine-year-olds togames veterans more than 
60 years old; Preparing for the task will require a complete 
community effort. 
The addition of a second sheet of ice in Terrace will enable 
the Games to present a complete range of winter sports such 
as ringette, indoor speed skating o,,~ wu,~,==, ~ ilOUl~.;y, ia.~ WUll 
as the more traditional figure skating and minor hockey 
events. 
When the B.C. Winter Games (1986) and the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games (1983/91) were ~eld in Terrace, it was neces- 
sary to transport athletes to Kitimat o compete in ice competi- 
tions. The community aspect of the Games suffered as a 
consequence. 
The 1997 Northern B.C. Wi ter Games Society is dedicat- 
ed to providing the best possible xperience for athletes, offi- 
cials, volunteers and spectators ,articipating in the Games. 
Good quality facilities, along with Terrace's dedicated and 
energetic volunteers will make ~e 1997 Northern B.C. Winter 
Games a success we can be proud of years to come. 
For more information contac Brian Downie at 635-5617 
or write to the Second Sheet, of Ice Sociely, 
P.O. Box 798, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A!  
r 
The Ter race  
Minor Hockey 
Association 
Will be holding it's 
General Parents Meeting 
October  18, 1995,  
7 :30  pm 
at  the Happy  Gang Center  
THANKSTO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
J.L. Excavating AL-C's Glass Ltd. 
Thornhlll Motors Sales & Swlfty Carline Mufflers 
Leasing 1995 
K. Grace & Sons Ltd. Off-Road Specialities 
Ltd. 
~l j~O.  ~ Dr ivers :  Fraser Sutherland, 
James Mlchalchuk, 
>•.  
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RllrCHIE MALLETT 
Lease & Fleel Manager 
Thornh i f l  Motors  
3 0 2 ~  H i g h w a y  1 6 ,  East .  Tor roce  r i f t#to41 
Footurlng Car~ From 5ubofu, Hyundal  & M a z d a  
RARE-SUPER CLEAN UNITS  
1989 Volkswagon Jetta Turbo Diesel 
5 spd. Low krn's. 
1988 Subaru  Loyale 4x4 5 spd. with 
air. 
1992 Subaru  Loyale 4x4 5 spd. Low 
km's, 
635;7286 
~ Wajax Industries Ltd. o>°' 
3830 Sharp ies  Road 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 5P8 > 
M.W. (Mark) Poppleton .T: 
__. Territory Manager 0 
d TERRACE LOCAL 638-18S0 MOBILE 638-9360 
DON FRASER-  PARTS IREP. 
"' 1-800-323-3737 .~ 
. LETOURNEAU - ISUZU ENGINES -CHAMPION -PRENTICE  
THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
Donnle &Traffic Jams Cadco Signs 
R40 Construction Terra Bobcat Services 
West Point Rentals Jacks Excavating 
Mark Neid/Neld Enterprises Ken Simon Construct!on 
The Old Man 
~o~ " • ~ , ~ ~ ¢ '  $~3.  Owner :  Howard O'Brie n 
LUCKY DOLLAR B INGO 
PALACE OCTOBER 1995 
. v Paraplegic I I Assoc. 1.~v~=eo ~ 2 Te~roarCe Kerrnode so~,e~ ASSO¢, I ~ -  
of Edu~o. Hockey Friendship Peaks Terrace Nisga'a Tribal ' Kinette Club 
In Terrace Association Society Gymnastics Anti-Poverty Council -Terrace Terrace Skating 
8 9 10 11 12 O~,ero, 13 e,o a= r., 1 4 "°'~ ~'°° the Royal Pa~ents Coalition Terrace s=,te,, Parents For 
~t~ Minor Kormode Terrace Purple Terrace 'French , 
Advancement • o~E~Uo,. Baseball , , Friendship Blueback Terrace Nlsga'a Tribal : TeffaceSkatlng 
• .InTe~ce, "Assbciation" ":' ,-Society , Swim Cub AntI-Pove~/ Counci-Terrace . . , ,Club, ,; 
• : , . . "  . .  . , . -  i ,  . . . .  , r " " ; " ' . " " . ' "  " " ' " ' "  
1 - 
15 ~ 16." ..... 1'7 ....... 18' .~:a o,,,r0,.. ,a,, e,20"Cana~l~" .- +"T""~''l so,~.,,~= 
Patents CoalilJon Terrace 
~t~ Minor Kermode Terrace 425 Paraplegic Kinsman Club 
Advancement Friendship Blueback of Education I Hockey Terrace Nisga'a Tribal Terrace Skating 
Terrace Association Society SwimClub Anti-Poverly CoundI.Terrace . . . .  
22  23  ' 24  25  Terra=, ¢II~I Terrace t'~"7 Canadian ~r~ I~lghts Of 
Peaks ~--'~) S~O~I~I ~ ' [  Paraplegic ; I~  Columbus 
Parents Coalitlm Terrace ____.Z~n,-u= ~so¢ , ' Assoc. | 
~t~ Minor Kerrnodo Shames • Youth Soccer Advancement ..... 
of Education . Hockey, Friendship Mountain Ski Terrace . Nsga'aTrtbal Search'& 
InTerface . Association Society . Club AntI-Pove~ Council.Terrace : Rescue" 
29 o%. rraee 31 " , '  I ' '  ." !;I .":' : "  . . . .  ~='  k~' r ' ' ' '  " ~ 
Parents  Coa l iUon  • - • .: ,  " /  I : :  r' " ~ ` " " " 
ert~ Minor K'San " ' ' . ...... , ' .  , . . . . - : , .  
Advancement  Baseball House " ' " ' ' " . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' '  ' : . . . . . .  ' ~ -4  ~*  
0f.Education ' , ; 1 . . . .  :- ~ : 
in Terrace Association Society 
a " " '  " .......... - ' " : ; ' ............. ' .... 
S t .  A f te rnoon  Games  . . . ,Doors11 .30a .m.  , Games  12 .45  , , 
Even ing  Games Doors  4:30  p .m.  : ! '~G~imes  6 i i5 ' J :  : ' . ;  : 
Thurs . ,  F r i . ,  Sat .  La te  N ight  Games  Doors  9 :30  p .m.  Games  10~oop.m.  
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon l~st Wedn0sday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Leglon, Terrace 635-2411 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ......... ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ " : . . . .  .~  ' ~~" ii:W%g~;M~" ..~!~. ~::jg,~...%~.~ <" ( ~ .... "< . . . . .  ~ " "  ~-"~" ' :~"F~ ~.~:!~.-~'i~bc~.g~d " ' ................. :~; .~ .~: ~ ,~ ..~'~' :,. ............ 
• ..a}.~ ...:~N~!...~,~.~.!.:.~.Li~L~.~g,....g~N:.,~......~N~g~;..~ .N~ ~ . . .  ~ e" ~"~'"~'!~N.J~!i~"~J ', . .W-~j  . . . .  ~.~!~.~d.:~4.~.e~'~ ! 
TERRACE STOCK CAR ASSOCIATION : 
I 
Annua l  Awards  D inner  & Dance  , 
Saturday ,  October  7, 1995 l 
Thornh , I I  Commun, ty  Cent re  ( )) ', 
Musicby: Hoods In The Woods ': " 
Tickets: $25 each " : ' ' ', 
Available At: Cedarland Tire Service, Of  R0ad , 
Spec,alt,es & NorthwestAuto Repair "-" "- /  1 
I 1 
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30, FORRENT 
. - ,  , , , ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 RM. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
(If s Holiday Monday Deadline Is Thursday at 5 p,m,) 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 5 
p.m. for all display and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either 
cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have your 
VISA or Mastercard number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS 
20 words or less 
1 insertion - $5.00 
3 insertions - $12.00 
6 insertions -$15.00 
*Additional words 15¢ each 
cLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$10.39 per column Inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail out $5.00 
LEGAL ADVERTISING 
11.90 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
22.83 for 3 inches, includes I photo. 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
OBITUARIES 
$22.83 for 3 inches 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend edition of 
the Skeena Marketplace. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
AND MORE ADDED AS NEEDED 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
4o.  COMMERCIAL  
SPACE FOR •RENT 
70 For Sale Misc : 250 Card of Thanks 
80 Wanted Misc 260 In Memorium 
85 To Give Away " 270Obituaries 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles :': :i 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and. Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
300 Help Wanted 
310 Careers 
320 Work Wanted 
330 Notices 
340 Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate 
headings an, E.d to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial 
Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment•when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a nO-smoking 
preference. . . . . . . .  . " ,; !." . . . .  
The Terrace Standard rese/ves ihe right to revise, edit, classify or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send origlnal documents to avoid 
ross. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 
30 days after the fimt publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall 
be limited to the amount ~aid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied b> the incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that them shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount 
paid for such advertising. 
1700+ SQ.FT, newer home on 75x200 
ft, lot. Open layouL 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, new appliances new 
furnace & ducting with full 
undeveloped basement. Motivated to 
sell, $135,500. Call 635-9196 to view. 
3 BEDROOM house for sale t500 sq, 
ft on 5 acres on the Skeena River 
24x36 wired shop and fruit trees, By 
appointment only 638-2099 $169,000, 
5.5 ACRES; 1500 sq, ft. house; 32 ft, 
x 40 ft. workshop; 11x12 ft. storage 
shed, fenced and cross-fenced 
$65,000. Approximately 120 acres; 
IMMACULATE 4 -bedroom fenced 
house with finished basement, 1 1/2 
baths, large family and rec. room, 
Laundry room and. workbench. N/g 
heat. Beautiful trees in front. Close to 
school, For more info. phone 638-0252 
or 635-2747 (leave message). 
UKE NEW fully insulated, well built 
shop (35' x45') on 5 acre building lot In 
Decker Lake Heights. Radiant gas 
heat. $45,000.00. Call 698-7484. 
NEW HOUSE for sale on 2 acres. 
1250 sq. ft. Unfinished basement, 
garage, sundeck, drilled well-good 
CTION AD 
I 
WANTED BUILDING lot (Terrace 
Area) prefer south side but will look at 
everything, Including acreage close to 
town, 638-0227, 
;= LOTS FOR :CjALE 
60x400:  :, " 
MEdeEk 50;~5 ~ 50;=7 
635-2648 Or .6:3.5-:311.4: 
, . -  . . ,  • , , J - -  . 
New Home, Just Completed. 
4637 Scott Ave. 
Horseshoe Location 
Close To Schools & Shopping 
3 Bedroom; Bi-level 
Main Floor 1078 Sq. Ft. 
635-2256 
OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday 
October 7, 1995 
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
4942 Halltwell Avenue 
JUST LIKE NEW 
Completely Renovated 
Large Lot 
, 1,315 square feet. 
,. Step-saver kitchen with 
appliances. 
, Formal dining room with 
hardwood floors. 
• Spacious livingroom with bay 
window. 
, Three extra large bedrooms. 
, Brand new bathroom. 
, New carpet throughout. 
, Brand new family room, 
laundry room area and future 
bedroom downstairs. 
• New roof, windows and vinyl 
siding. 
$144,900 MLS 
10X55 2 bedroom trailer recently 
renovated inside. All new: plumbing 
cupboards, iron, carpet, pocket doors, 
gyproc throughout, texture~ ceilings, 
Electric heat with wood backup. Very 
bright, Lots of windows. C/w blinds 
and valances, Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer and microwave, woodstove also 
2 adjoining additions with deck and 
walkway. Must be moved $12,000, 
10500 Call, 849-5260 must sell. 
12' X 68', nice shape, 2 bedrooms, 
fridge, stove, new water heater. Gas 
heat. Located In Sunnyhlll Trailer 
Court, $24,500.00. Call 635-7446 to 
view. 
14X70 MOBILE 3 bdrm, front living 
rm, open kitchen, dining rm, new 
carpet, blinds, skirting and porch. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. $33,000. 
635-0892. 
1971 PARAMONT trailer with full 
addition 4 bedrooms, natural gas heat, 
frldge & stove, new floor. Very roomy 
and cozy, Must see to appreciate. In a ,.. 
friendly trailer court in Thornhlll. Asking 
32,000 or best offer, 638-1569, leave 
messa.qe. 
1971, 2 bedroom mobile home on 
80x101, come with 4 appliances. 
Come with 4 appliances. Fenced 
yard/green house. Located on Copper 
Rivercrest. $72,000. 635-6429. 
1976 (28X40) double wide mobile 
home and other sizes. Call for details 
to: 1-403-458-6398. 
1980 14X6D 2 bd. h/kitchen in 
excellent cond, $23,500. 1975 3 br. 
new asphalt roof, new furnace, central 
air in excellent condition $21,500. Free 
delivery. Phone anytime 306-694- 
6282. 
1982 14X70 trailer; 3 bedroom; 4 
appliances; $28,000 delivered. Call: 1- 
403-458-6398, 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
• No Pets, 
Call: 635-5968 
MT. ELIZABETH 
APARTMENTS 
Special Reduced 
Commuting Rates 
(O,A.C.) 
Limited Time Offer/ 
Our"Guests' will receive: 
,Mature Adult Oriented Apartment 
Living 
,Free Cable TV (inst. incl.) 
,Free Heat, Hot Water & Heated 
Storage 
,Appliances & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl. coin laundry facilities on 
1983 VANCe 14x70 mobile home 2 premises). 
factory edition. Fenced yard in well " 'References requlred. 
maintained trailer park 5 appliances. 
Country kitchen. $42,000, Call 638- 
8986. 
1995 FRI 2 bd manufactured home, 
Patio doors, skylight, completely set 
up in Kermode Park. 5% financing on 
approved credit. 635-7447. 
ACT FAST won't last great deal, 
Completely renovated 1974 Safeway 
14x68 2-3 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 
appliances. Delivered to Burns Lake 
$17,400. Ph: 403-470-8000. 
KERMODE PARK manufactured 
home sales featuring 14x71 & modular 
homes. Across from weight scales. 
635-5350 or 635-3120; Drop In & take 
MOBILE HOME towing 12' and 14' 
wide. Call Yellowhead Trailer Towing 
for estimate. 647-8986. 
NEW 2 berm 14x71 home, complete 
with frldge, stove,n/g heat, skylights 
and more, setup and ready for quick 
occupancy with financing available. 
Call Gordon tc arrange viewing, 638- 
1182. 
VALUE-PRICED double-wide 26x4S, 
3-bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, 5 appliances. 
Cathedral ceiling, beautiful floor plan. 
Delivered to Burns Lake for only 
$36,900.00. Phone (403) 470-8000. 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW 
632-2822 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX, . ;  ~...,~ 
41i9 N0rthSparks St: ...... 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setting for your 
reception, central local[on next to 
Heritage Park. We can accommodate 
20.100 people for weddings, meetings, 
etc, Full bar and kitchen provided, bar- 
tending available, Please call Robert 
Finlayson at 63S.1231 for viewing and 
reservations, 
1 BEDROOM aparment. Quiet, clean, 
security entrance, On site 
management. Downtown location. 
Sorry, no pets. Call 638-7725. 
References required. 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse c/w 
frldge/stove. Suitable for proffessional 
couple. No pets. References required. 
Ph. 635-3796. 
3 BEDROOM house for rent In town. 
$850 ~er month. Heat inc. No 
smokers, no gets, call 635-6350. 
APPLICATIONS BEING taken for 
mobile home space Cl'hornhill area), 
available immediately, Light duties In 
Lieu of Rent. Send pariculars to P.O, 
Box 292, Terrace, B.C, VSG 4A6, 
LOOKING FOR a quiet, non-smoking 
roommate to share furnished house. 
$400.00 per month (Includes utilities), 
Call 635-0862. 
LOOKING FOR reliable roommate. . - -  
Must be career orientated and clean. 
Call 635-6309. . . : :  
MALE SEEKS shared accommodation ~ " ~::ii~!i 
with female, Free rent if you help Out : 
around my home. Preferably 25 or 
younger. Slim, kind, long hair. French i 
a plus. Possible relationship, Call 638: 
8824. 
ONE BEDROOM TRAILER for •rent. 
No smokers, no pets, Call 635-4315. 
ROOM & board available Oct. 1 In 
Thornhill area working person only, 
Phone 635-1553. 
ROOM FOR rent, Horeshoe area. 
$400/month Utilities included, Call 
638-1368. - " r ~ 
THORNHILL (MCNEIL Street) for rent ~ 
movile home with large addition and 
garage. Reliable persons only, 
References required. Available Nov. ' : ,  
1/95, $700/month. For appt. to view 
call 635-4949. 
WANTED GARDENING enthusiasts to 
rent emaculate two bedroom home 
with self-contained basement suite. < 
Whole house $1,300.00 per month. 
Plus $650.00 damage deposit, or will 
rent separetely, non-smokers, no pets. 
References required. Available Nov. 1 
or Nov, 15 or Dec. 1, Call 635-2116, 
FOR RENT. Retail or office space, 524 
sq. ft. air conditioned. Good location 
4644 Lazelle Ave. available 
Immediately ph. 635-3475. 
LARGE SHOP for rent suitable for 
"logging truck", heated phone hook 
ups 210 wired. For more info call 638- 
1206, $350.00 per month aluminum, 
OFFICE SPACE second floor-1 office i~: 
580 sq, ft. and another 241 sq. ft. air 
conditioned. Available Oct. 1, '95. Ph. 
635-3475. 
Commercial Storefront 
space for rent. 
1300 sq. ft. for Sept. I. Call 
635-5981 or  635-3909 
For   nl! in!T  ill 
. .~offite space in a t l rod~e~, .  
i:=~i~Avo fable"Nov. 1/95 ;~:~. '  ~ 
COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR 
LEASE IN KITIMAT 
PRIME LOCATION 
The Snow Valley Savings Credit Union has for lease in its 
new building prime retail space for immediate occupancy. 
The area for lease is 1843 square feet adjoining the Credit 
Union next door to the new library, bordering the City Centre 
park area. 
This is an ideal location for any retail enterprise. 
For more information, contact Austin Byrne, General 
Manager, 639-9391. 
hydro, telephone, well treed but no water. Beautiful view of mountains. FOR RENTer lease 1000-6000 sq. ft. 
merchantable timber. $50,000. Call: 1- $169,900. 635-6995. ~ Call STEVE COOK at prime office or retail space. 
~K~RE/M/~OF1.ERRACE Reasonable and negotiable rent, on ~ RE/MAX OFTERRACE 604-696-3310. ONE OF a kind, quality custom built ql~'~,~..~/ 638-1400 main street, (Lakelse Ave.), main floor 
962 SQ. ft. 3 bedroom home on 1/3 home. Few months old with 4 t~v,,,,w 63e-0047(aflerhours) - prime location -suitable for retail and 
acre (in Thornhill) new deck, carpets, bedrooms, 3 full baths, gas fireplace, office. Ph. 638.0555. ~( , - _~,~L  _ roof. Asking $99,500. Call 635-4170 or double garage, oak kitchen, nook, - -  638  1400 
849-5062 (cedarvale)at 8:00 am or large games room, skylight, paved 
10:30 pm. driveway, professionally landscaped, 2 i [ ] WENORKTOGETHER FORYOU, 
BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE 2573 sq. decks, 3 new top of the line Maytag ~ Joyce Findlay Sheila Love 
ft, 4br, 3 storey home12 mileseast of appliances included. $239,000. Call '~ ..... " .: ~:] NEW 1994 14X70, ~g'~=-°="7 635-':'004 . °  
Burns Lake. Full basement, 7 635-4233. " I 12 Bedroom mobi le  on 75 x252 '  ~ appliances, garage, landscaped, great SMALL HOUSE to be moved or - - -  ' 
well' b°at d°ck" Swimming area l2  dem°llshed f°r materials" Any°no I L ~ ~  Io t 'Verybr ight ' l ° t s  ° fw ind°ws  I k~. ,= ~ 
mile east. 692-7061, interested in moving it at their own 
CABIN ON1 acre lot in two ~ expense is welcome, For more info incl. skylight. Ins ide  roomy,  well I $62,900MLS 
$14,900 obo. 847-6165. ca116354949. " I ~  l a id  out ,  outs ide  inc l .  cedar  I i ' .  ~ ~ ~  Move in and enjoy this deluxe two 
COUNTRY HOME, over 3 acres ~' SPACIOUS FAMILY home for sale, 4 I ~  s id ing  & large deck w/bench I ~ ~ ~ ~ l l  bedroom 1993 mobile home In 
downtownland o  sceniCColleymountFrancoiStwo fl orsLake olin yearScul.de.sacOld. Excellentin Horseshoel°catl°narea:°n 5002qulel i l l 1  seat al l  a round.  5 yr. home I l l P~ ' :  ~ ] ' ;  i~ ~fa=== , Timberland Trailer Park Features 
~: ; :  ~ ~  ~ include three skylights butlt.ln buffet 
over 1600 sq. ft living space, 3 Cole Ave. Close to echoes and I ~  warranty,  a must see  35"15  I ="="=~:~ : andhuch s . . . . .  " "  " EiijKd~.~?. = . ::;;. ,:, " ~,~':~, ~ , uaKer ~ue ~n [no onsulrs all 
bedrooms, two bathrooms,deck and downtown. 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, ~ , ' : : :  ~ :~t~='~'Z= ~ L.ml appllanues and much morel 
bal°°nlY 624 sq' ft garage/w°rksh°p' sunken "wing r°°m with gas fireplace J - - " -- - I C I °veAve '  (Th°rnhi l l ) "  I 
cement floor, wired, Insulated dining room, large family room, 
approximate/ 2 acre fenced area. Skylights, Extensive solid oakcablnets 635  1705 | I 
120,000.00, 1-604-695-6349. In  well designed kitchen. Double I Phone: - n eves .  for appt. to view. 
COUNTRY LIVING; house with 4 garage. Brick driveway. Large storage I, I $499,000MLS 
bedrooms; 1488 sq, ft.; workshop shed. Vinyl siding an~ windows. Fully Nine unit motellocated on Highway 16 
1280 sq. ft,: landscaped yard; 125.03 
acres; part-fenced; $99,000. Call: 1- 
604-696-3310. (Houston-Perow.) 
DOUBLE WIDE with 3 bedrooms on 
large fenced lot in Granlsle. Has a 
beautiful view of lake. 1-604.697-2991, 
fenced yard. Complete protection with 
Tolsec Security System. Selling 
privately for $205,000, Call 635-7982 
for an appointment to view this lovely 
home. Available Immediately. 
SUMMERLAND ONE year old - 3, 
bedroom, 2000 sq, ft. condo with fully 
developed basement and 2 balconies. 
Includes 3 quality appliances and 
many upgrades. Centrally located. 
Asklnq $129,500. Call (604)494-0486. 
FOR SALE by owners - 1200 sq, ft. 
split level, mountain view. 4 bdrm,, 3 
bathrooms, large modern kitchen, with 
island. Outdoor jacuzzl, satellite dish, 
alarm system, central, Vacuum, ,& 
assemble mortgage. $179,900. By 
apolntment only. 638-1477, 3915 I 1 
Ka,umSt. Place.:for Sale 
MUST SELL 1982 14x70 mobile on 4682 Marten Dr. 
112 acre. Carport, addition, nat. gas, 
comes with 5 appliances. Fully 635-2640 
landscaped, Asking $95,000 obo, 635- 
9540 leave message, 
~!~ ;:~.,~ ~,~,~ R SALE 
CALL2 I0 BIUtUN ST 
638-7690 (DAYS) 
4 bedrooms 75'xl36' lot. 
I I /2 baths - finished basement, fire place up/ 
wood stove down, NG heat/ hot water, fruit 
trees, car port, very nice ¢ondhlon. 
$137,900.00 
West. Fifteen fully serviced R.V. pads, 
four bedroom owners accommodation 
plus an office. New shower, laundry 
facilities and garage. This motel and 
R.V, Park i~as been updated and very 
well mafntalnsd, 
$119,000 MLS 
Good family home on Scott Avenue. 
This four bedroom home features two 
baths, large family I'oom, newer line In 
the kitchen and dining room, Beautiful 
back yard with fruit trees and a garden 
area, See the potential this home has 
to offer. 
90,  CARS FOR SALE  
house praferrably in town. References 
available. Call 635-5467. 
PROF. COUPLE with 
looking for two or three bedroom home 
il ~=.=~toLrent on the bench Nov 1st Ca : 635.2619. 
; SINGLE PARENT wth one chd 
~i quiet non-smoker need a 1 Or 2 bdrm 
: : :Suite or apt. n Ho!s_eshoe area 
; Resonab e p ease We re desperate• 
: '  approx 24x36 and-22x38.'-IVlust-'l~e 
moved. Call 842-5155. 
H 'U"S- -~ Used only 3 
i times. $650 obo. Please call 638- 
'2098. 
5 CAMP trailers: 3 bunk houses, 
!;sleeps 20 with fac tes Compete 
.i :.kitchen ira er wth dnng room and 
n coo er and facllit es Pr ced for 
~:qUick sale. Must be moved 842-5598. 
~: BABY SPECIAL crb mattress 
. ibedd  ng and musical mobile $100.00. 
Phone 638'8312. 
,BIRCH : FLOORING• tongue and 
~ .gioove,4 side 3/4 n. thick, 12 n. 
: ! !onger, Rustic grade $3 10 per sq ft. 
clearlgrade $4.15 per sq ff Franco s 
Lake Woodworking• 1-695-6616. 
:,I!!DAFFOD L BULBS, 25 bu bs for 
; ii,$51001 Phone 638'1768 even nqs 
• ~ :FORSALE::Mens26 nch 10 speed 
bike $50.00 obo. 635-5318. 
Welcome. Now dealing n Takam ne 
i Biil's Guitar Shop 632-4102 Ca 
: t0dav. Fax 639-9879. 
:i: i ': L.ARGE SATELLITE. Dish. w/remote. 
' $1000,00. 10 hp air compressor 
: $3500,00 obo.Cal 635-9171 after 5 
: :NOTICE  TO advertisers and readers: 
When purchasing airfare through 
'p r ivate  parties please be aware that 
,a i r l ine  :companies may ask for 
appropriate identification when 
~ boardlng~and may deny boarding 
::i !i~Drlvileges. 
PRE-FABRICATEDufility and sto~age 
~shbds i~!,joey shacks . garages,..and 
:i i Snowroofs over tra ers Phone Drk 
i , : Bakker 638'1768 even ntis. 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT for sa e 
:i : !UNIC "Phoenix" Cappucclno Machne, 
: Like.heW c0ndtion used only three 
~ !months.Comes with 12 Espresso and 
:,:!221 cappuccno cups/saucers 6 
: m0chacctnd glasses 4 stainless steel 
: : iplthcers;:. 2 for steamed m k a 2 for 
i~coffee: ,Yogurt Master" frozen yogurt 
:d iachlne like-new oond t on used 
;. i: approx; one year. Comes wth 
stainless stee s nk & adapters Other 
i i:: ltems Include (2) counter coolers, 
i i : ,  :' c0hnter freezer, microwave. 635-5531. 
for sale all or 
,Phone after 5:00. 376-9276 
: kamloops, 
~'~i ~o~ 
$900.00 Uke new, stationary bike only 
45km on it $150.00. All are open to 
offers. Call 632-6421. 
YAMAHA PIANO 45" upright, walnut 
with Bench and Books $3200• 
Telephone: 635-9121. 
I 
BUY OR SELL I 
Tup I * • perware  
635-7810 pacific 
m Ela 
,~oo rORD mustang 2.3 Litre. fule 
injected. 120,000 km, Asking. $3500 
obo. 1979 Pinto. Runs good winter 
tires. $300 638-1822. 
1988 PLYMOUTH dark blue Grand 
Voyager Le Van. P.S., P.B., deluxe 
interior, 120,000 km, excellent 
condition, V6 engine• Must sell 635- 
5268. 
[,1:[.1',i ;114:1,~,~61h1:| n 
I 
: : : !  ::i Fax: 635'2220 
CHECK THESE OUT/ 
1991 F150 SHORT BOX 4X4 
Night Package, 5.0 L, V8 
engine with a 5 spd. transmis- 
sion. Lots of Options including 
Aluminum Wheels, and the 
night stripe package, This 
truck is sporty, but will do any 
job you may have for it. SEE 
IT TODAY 
Experience the pure luxury 
of this 1993 MERCURY 
MARQUIS 4door  sedan LS 
trim, 4.6 L, V8 engine with 
automatic transmission, 'all 
options and 0nly 33,000 km. 
DON'T MISS THIS ONE/ 
Try reel You just can't say no 
to this sassy  little 1995 
MUSTANG. 5.0 L engine with 
automatic transmission, load- 
ed with options and 3500 kin• 
A MUSTTO SEE/ 
TION 
The :rerrace standard, Wednesday, October 4, 1995 . B9 
DS 
• , . , . -  .5 .  
1986 HONDA Civic hatchback. Rare 
automatic. Extra clean $4,995. Call 
638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1987 FORD tempo. Auto, 4 door 
sedan, low km's. Nice family car only 
$3,995. Call 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
,~ted ~etai~ $ 499'95 
'sate price 
1951 CHEV. p.u. custom cab street 
rod project. Nova front end clip. In 
pieces. $2000.00 1-604-698-7606. 
1989 FORD Mustang $5,500 obo. 
Summer driven. New: trany, rubber, 
radiator, battery, spark plugs, and 
more. Must selll Moving. B47-9597 
eves. messa.qes left will be returned. 
1991 PLYMOUTH Sundance. 5 spd, 
hatchback. Am~m cassetie. $5,995. 
Trades welcomel Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662. 
1994 PONTIAC Surlblrd LE 4 door, 
automatic a/c, cruise, ABS, Excellent 
family car, $11,995, Warranty. Call 
638-8171 dlr# 9662,' 
4 Days Only 
,arOCt. 5, 6, 7 & 8 
gest Sewing Machine Exhibition 
North of Vancouver 
Five Major Brands of Sewing 
Machines and Sergers 
MiSS IT 
• 1991 VOLKSWAGON Golf 4 door, 
diesel, P.S., P.B., fully adjustable 
seats, roofrack, extra set of rims, 
headlight protectors, 90,000 km, sliver, 
635-5268. 
i992 CHEVI "~ Cavalier Coupe auto, 
am/fm, cassette. Fu l ly  serviced. 
$9,995, Call 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
lime in halt? 
De 
m 
:Prince George Sewing Centre---L- d. 
Pine Centre Mall, Prince G¢org~ 563-1533 1 -800-265-1707 = 
IW / % 
i / 
1991 PLYMOUTH 
All Wheel Drive, 
7 Passenger, Airconditioning, Cruise Control, AM/FM Cassette 
"14 .995  
1993 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN, 1991 FORD EXPLORER XLT 
7 Passenger, Intergraded Ch]ld Safety Seats, 4 Wheel Drive, Automatic Alrconditioning Push Button 4x4, 
Airconditioning, Cruise Control. Cruise Control, Alloy Wheels 
*19 ,99S  s18  99S .  
WANTED TO buy used railroad ties 
for a retaining wall. Need at least 50, 
Please call 1-604-698-7627• 
WANTED TO buy. Experienced golf 
balls. Will buy 100 - 100,000, 1-604- 
655-1373. 
1981 DODGE Shadow $.E. White with 
red pin stripes. Loaded. Good 
condition• $6995.00 OBO 849-5736. 
1984 MAZDA GLC - LX 4 door car. 
Silver gray, sunroof, cassette, auto, 
$1800 firm. Phone 635-1701 after 6. 
pm. 
1986 NISSAN Sentra. 5 speed. 2 door 
hatchback. Am/fro cassette. Good 
clean reliable car. $3000 (obo) 635- 
4017 leave message. 
1986 LINCOLN Mark-7 s/c fully 
loaded. Excellent Deal at $3,995. Call 
638.8171 dlr# 9662. 
;1986 SUBARU 2 wd wagon runs 
flood $1500. Ph, 798-2551 evenings 
1987 NISSAN Sentra 4 door sedan. 
Am/fm cassette, Low km's auto, Great 
• deal at $4,995, Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662, 
• , , - , ~ 1 9 9 0  VOLKS EN P/~SSAT, i ~992 ic)YOTA~"~' PASE0' '~':: ~ • " !~ 
Airconditionlng, AM/FM Cassette, Power Mirrors, [ ]  Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Cruise Control, AM/FM Cassette, 
Low Kilometers, Nice Clean Car. [ ]  Rear Spoiler, ~ . ~  
$10,995 i s12 ,895  
i 
1995 HoNDA:CIVIc 
AM/FM Cassette, Wheel Covers, 
Last Hatchback of the Year 
s13 ,595  
• /  
~ ~  ~ * . . . . . . . . .  ~ '~ '~*~' :•~ ~ •• •~• ii ¸  i i  :i ~ :;i 
" . ' i '~ '~,  : i ~ . : ,  . . . .  !: . . ~ , ~ ~  .~.~e~_~,~.~."  ~ . . . . .  , . . :~"~ ; '  : ' : " i : i  
~i ~:.! : :~ : i  ~. ~.. . . .  • " ~.-~,~"~ ~i ~s~,.i~;;~=,,,~"~k~ ; ' -~ .~o ~ ~;~ ~ , = ,~-~:~ :. . i  
1991 CHEW S 10 TAHOE 4X4 1987 DODGE DAKOTA SE P,U 1990 CHEVROLET LUMINA 
Alrconditlonlng, 4.3L V6, Automatic, Cruise Control, AM/FM V6, 5 Speed, Nice Clean Truck Euro Sedan V6, Automatic, Alrconditionlng, Power Wlndowc, 
Cassette, Nice Condition Only Rear Spoiler 
s14 ,995  s5 ,995  *7 ,995  
D 
1990 Volks Jetta GL 
50,000 kin, 5 speed, air, 
premium condition, best offer• 
638-8960 
OI: I:D 
t 
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CTIO N 
Euro-sport CHEV-1987 
automatic front wheel drive with over- 
drive 4 door Sedan. Air-condition - 
power locks, windows, trunk. Cruise 
control - tilt steering stereo with 4- 
speakers and time clock fully loaded. 
Extra clean, mint condition. Asking 
$4900.00 no GST firm. Phone 638- 
0050. 
1983 F150 Extra cab. Propane 
powered. A/c, cruise, canopy. $5500 
obo. Call 635-3258. 
1985 TOYOTA 4x4 Turbo Diesel 
pickup complete with canopy. 103,000 
kin..Good condition. Will consider 
trade for newer, full size 4x4. $4300 
635-2765. 
1986 FORD 3/4 ton. Extended cab. 
6.9 Utre diesel. Auto transmission. 
90,000 kin. Asking '$7000: Call 624- 
3133. 
1987 JIMMY 2 tone red/gray a'uto, 
4x4, cruise, p/w, running boards, ski 
rack. Good conditior~. $8000. Call 632- 
6726 . . . .  
1989 FORD 3/4 ton on propane and 
g~is, automatic, 6 cylinder. Low km on 
motor. Askln.q •$6,000. Call 624,3133. 
1989 FORD F150 4x4 Nc, cruise, p/s, 
p/b, excellent condition, All updates 
done. $7500 firm. Call 635-4000 
(leave message). 
1990 FOR p/u 4x4 new tires, • stereo, 
lots of extras $6500 obo, 798-24001- 
1990 FORD 250, 300,: 6 cyl; 4wd. 
Excellent condition. $10,900:0BO. 
1982 350 GMC. 1/2 t, ps/pw, p.b,, tilt. 
$2500. 1-604-692-3143. 
692-7115, Burns Lake. 
celebrity 1993 POLARIS XLT Special; excellent EXECUTIVE LACE Escorts avai)able 
condition. Many extras. $6,000. 604- 24 hours- 635-1587. Servicing Kitlma! 
1995 YAMAHA Phazer st. Iongtrack, 
in showroom condition. Has power 
reeps, cover, ski skins, handwarmer, 
used 1/2 a season. Low miles. 
$5900.00 firm. 1995 Yamaha Vmax 
600 st. in ex. condition long track, dual 
pipes, cover, ski skins, hand warmers. 
Used 1/2. a season, low miles. 
$7300.00 firm. 635-0905 after 3:00 
pm. 
16 FT aluminum boat with 40 hp 
Yamaha motor and trailer. Has bilge 
pump. $5000 firm. Call 635-2597. 
16 FT. SANGSTERCRAFT, 55 hp 
Eyinrude, 4 hp Johnson, full canopy, 
fuel tanks, lifejackets, paddles, anchor, 
water-skis, towrope, rodholders. Good 
condition. $3,950. 635-5327. 
19 FT River boat trailer new tires, & 
bearing buddies. Call 632-6421 for 
more info. 
19.5'  CAMPION Allante (!986), 200 
hp MerCrulser, .Alpha 1 leg. 280 
original hours, primarily freshwater. 
Cuddy, full canvas, Strongarm 
downrlggers,, rod holders,kicker 
......................................... 
traile~" w/brakes. Skii :fish or Cruise. 
Exceptionally clean boat, great for 
family. View at Tukil Lodge. Asking 
$16,900, Ph. 847-5755. . . . . .  
1991 F250- XL 4x4 ' regu ar  cab:: 
Excellent condition with low km. Full 
1993 19 ~ 1/2 Calais Cuddy Cabin 
(bought brand new off lot in 1995). 
Comes with new 1995 150 merc. 
mariner, new 1995 9,9 merc mariner, 
steering buddy, depth sounder/ fish 
findetl 2 downriggers, 2 salmon rods 
and rodholders, 100 Ibs assorted lead 
aluminum box liner. Many options, weights, crabnet, flares and life saver, 
$14,700 obo. Call 638-8524. $21,000 flrml Can be seen at Highland 
1992 FORD ,Bronco 5.8 Lltre V:B , .  Helicopter (Smithers Airport) 847- 
auto, a/c, cruise, tilt. Excellent 9192. 
condition. $18,995. Call 638-8171 21' MARATHON_ beaver craft. 
dlr#9662. ' Aluminum :River Boat. 350 olds, 
1992 FORD F-250 Super Cab 4x4. berkley :jet two tops, trailer. Will trade 
/Vc, cruise, tilt, only $16,995; Ca11•638, for larger or smaller river boat. Call 
8171 dlr# 9662. ' . . . .  : - 847'5284 Smithers. 
1993 CHEV, Short box extended cab 24' SANGSTER 188 merc I.B. Lero 
4x4. Auto, a/c, cruise; tilt, Excellent: has'onrebu d motor & leg, hull sound 
condition, $23,995. Call 638-8i71 dlr# , & clean, bulk head stove, sink, ice box, 
9662. ~: head. $10,000 firm. 632-48101 L 
1993 S10 Chev. 4x4. Running boards ~ e r  Capr 
boxllner, headboard; ~ 6 cylinder,: Cuddy Cabin Full camper top 140- 
$12,000 firm: Call 638-1536 . . . .  4cyl Voiv o engine 280 Volvo 1 eq total 
1994 TOYOTA xcab 4x4 V6,: 5 spee d, time 250 hours, Galvanized :"Easy 
tire package 9,000 km Immaculate, Load",  trailer 18. horse Johnson 
kenwood cd player, asking ~ Auxillary:Ex Con~l~ $13,000, Call604~ 
$21,500:00: 638:~1937:=" :" ;': '=" ~: ':" ;' • 441:3227 eves;'Cloculz-Eake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
FORD t=250 diesel. 4x4 with service :MKE NEW 1992 20 'ft. welded 
box body. Well maintained 7.3L 5 spd aluminum river boat on 1992 trailer 
trans. $9500 OBQI 1979 Ohev Van 130 hp. Yamaha w/ yet & leg & 9.8 
i .. i 60: HEAVY DUTY: 
i (:::/:EQuiPMENT:,::::I 
• . i : " := .  . : : '  . , . . - . . .3 , ' i . . " : ' .  : ,  , :.. 
. • 1 .  ~ ' m ~  • •••  • . • " 90. LIVESTOCK 
350 cl Auto, ps, pb ,  with bed 
mushroom pickers special $1500.63 
OBO 638-0789. 
'93 F250 Super Cab nat. gas 7 mths. 
left on factory warrenty. Can transfer 
lease to your name. You save big. I 
have made 8 payments already. 635- 
6891 before 9:30 pro. 
1980 SECURITY 8 ft. camper sleeps 
four ice box, 3 burner stove, very good 
condition $2000.00, Call 798-2594. 
merc. w/ E.Z. steer, D.S.V.H.F. etc. 
Asking $21,500. Phone 635-5371 aft. 
6 pm. 
1974 JOHN Deere 740 line skidder. 
1979 John Deere 740 line skidder. Call 
weekends 846-9444. 
1979 KENWORTH log truck & pole 
trailer. 400 big gain 1, cummins motor, 
RT 12515 Trans 433 55Hd Difls, 
Rubber block susp. C/w 1978 Peerless 
pole trailer, bull board, truck bunk & 
bolster, telescopic reach, spring 
loaded 8'6" Bunks. Trailer scales 
$28,000.00 For complete unit. Phone 
Dwain Sauve days 992-26791 eve 992- 
7658, Item #2 1980 Western star log 
truck & pole trailer 400 big cam 2 
cummins motor, RT 12515 trans, 433 
55 hd cliffs, rubber block susp. C/w 
1980 peerless pole trailer,bull board, 
truck bunk & bolster, telescopic reach, 
spring loaded 8'6" bunks, trailer 
scales. $28,000.00. For complete unit.; 
1983 FORD motorhome sell 
contained, sleeps 6, 30,000 original 
miles. Good condition. Reasonable 
priced at $18,000, 695:6334 Burns 
Lake. 
1987 TAURS 20' travel trailer 
immaculate condition, full bath 
w/shower air conditioner, awning, T.V. 
antenna, twin beds, full set tinted 
storm windows, leveling jacks Installed 
847.2129. 
1989 14 ft. Bonair Travel Trailer sleeps Phone Dwain Sauve days 992-2679, 
eve 992-7658, 2 adults and has childrens bunk, 
Fridge, stove, furnace, toilet & shower, 555 NICKEL Cummins diesel motor 
full awning. 2 propane tanks and 2 :for parts. 1994 turbo, 1994, injector 
spare tires, This unit is In excellent pump. Everything reasonable priced. 
shape. Please call 638-8492 evenings. 1-604-698-7954. 
$7800OBO, 667 B Clark line skidder; c-w doors; 
NECHAKO R.V, dealer for Northern spare tire, chains; many recent 
Lite Campers. All sizes from 6'10" to repairs. $12,500. Call: 845-2102. • II220;/LOSTAND; : :  
• : FOUND I, ;... :: 667D CLARKE line skidder $12,000. OBO. 847-5511. 270, OBITUARIES ;i • . ,  " i " 
FIRE TRUCKS, 140 G Grader, 350 
John Deere, 6.Cat loaders, t/a water 
truck, 84" compactors, belly dumps, 
low beds, tilt trailers', 15 ton crane, 6 
single axle dumps, 67 T-bird,service 
trucks, backhoesl Call Vic (604)493- 
6791. 
9'6" including short box. Also dealer 
for Double Eagle Boats. 667-2937 or 
567-2820. Box 1167 Vanderhoof V0J 
3A0. 
1994 - 400 Yamaha Kodiak 4x4 ATV; 
with 2,000 pound winch and 4 super 
swamper tires. Call: Houston; 645- 
3511 (Tony). 
We're  Here  to  Help:. 
i!i 
i~ z ! ~:~e: ~~ 
Victor Cavalheiro and Steve Butler work as a team to 
help you. Together they have over 50 years of sales 
experience. Come in today for all your 
personal/commercial vehicle needs. 
Mckwan 
d?~.  Terrace 
9U D6 Cat 8500.00 D6 or larger 
brushblade 2500.00. DC3 Cat loader, 
bucket, blade 4800.00. New air 
compressor, upright, 140 psi working 
pressure 900.00. Large brinks shop 
compressor 2200.00 Uncoln welder on 
trailer. 200 amps 2800.00.:Lincoln ' 
Welder 300 amps 2000.00, Lincoln 
300 Amps, 3 phase, cheapl 20nan 
diesel light plants 6 kw. 3000.00 each, 
2 gas light plants, 6 kw near new 
1600.00 each. Other plants from 2 kw 
- 5 kw. C J5 Jeep C/w snowblade 
3800.00 2 large Aluminum bqats. 1- 
604.697.2474 or 697-2720. 
FOR SALE or trade;Dresser TD3E 6 
way blade logging pkg. Dresser TDYG 
6 way blade, new undercarage, recent 
englng. Call 374-5554 or 579-9791. 
Brush rakes or winches to fit all 
models. 
A TOUCH of the wild hybrid wolves. 
Very intelligent, faithful, obedient. 
Puppies ready to go $250 847-4959. 
CKC REGISTERED Siberian Huskies. 
Three females, 2 males, Silver and 
Black. Health and temperment. 100% 
Guaranteed, 846.5109 or leave 
messafle 845-3295. 
PET LOVE dog and cat grooming. 
Joanna 635-3772. 
SPRINGER SPANIEL pups. Excellent 
breeding family pets or field hunting 
small sized liver and .white. Vet 
checked. Available Oct. 21, $350. 847- 
5541. 
THE TACK STORE. NOW open. 
Harness, saddlery and gifts. All you 
need 4 kms. out of Telkwa on Sklllhorn 
Road 846-9863. 
THREE LITTERS of beautiful Siamese 
kittens. Different ages / sexes. 
$100.00 each, Discount for multiple 
purchases 1-604-692-3722. Let it ring. 
Call anytime. 
3-4 year old Ewes for sale. 638-0633. 
9 LAYING hens 2 roosters, $2.50 
each. Call 635-4914. 
CATTLE FOR sale week old Holstein 
bull calves $80. 3 weaned Holstein 
strs. $150. 20 bred hlefers 900-1000 
Ibs. Preg. checked Hereford, SIm. X 
bred Hereford bull. Ph. 846-9158. No 
Sunday calls. 
DONKEYS: 3 weanling Jacks. One 
yearling Jack. One 10 yr,  old Jinny, 
Cummins Ranch 842-5316, 
EMUS EMUS Emus; chicks of  1995, 
bonded pairs of 1994; blood sexed, 
reasonably priced. Also Akita pups. 
694-3789. 
FALL PRODUCTION sale, Broke 
horses. Yo0ng stock. Warmbolld 
crosses. Drafts. Phone for list. Saddle 
tramp ranch. 1-604-694-3521. 
HEREFORD, POLLED, 4 yr old, 
herdslre trustrnark son, very gentle, 
exc. shape $1350. Call Alex at 846- 
5343. 
PRICED TO sell. Registered Anglo- 
Arab gelding. 15.3 hand bay. Well 
trained English 13 years $3000. Tack 
also for sale 847-5840.. 
REG, FULL blood Umousin Bull 3yr. 
o ld .  Halter broke very gentle $2300.00 
OBO. Early morning or late evening. 1 - 
604-696-3278. 
REG, QUARTERHOUSE gelding 16.2 
hh; Top Moon. Breeding. Quiet, gentle, 
no vices. $2500.00 1-604-694-3376. 
REGISTERED HEREFORD heifers for 
sale. Bred to calve between Feb, 15 - 
March 15, 1996. Please call 846-5494. 
Peter and Anneke Gattiker. 
TWO BELGIAN yearling studs. Halter 
broke. One red, 1 blonde $1000 each 
846-5434, Telkwa. 
MUl"rON FOR sale $1.25 per pound 
dressed. 638-0633. 
TERRACE 635.4941 KITIMAT 632-4941 
OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS PLEASE CALL 1 -800-8MCEWAN* 
till midnight. 
HOT SINGLES (Terrace)l Avaits your 
call 1-900-451-3560, ext. 1285. $2.99 
per minute. Must be 18 years. Procall 
602-954-7420. 
IF ALCOHOL Is the problem, many 
have found help with ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS. Phone 635-6533. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES Is there 
something about the Watchtower that 
makes you uneasy but don't know 
what it is? If so, you are not alone. 
Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 
message. 
PSYCHICS KNOW alll Love, money, 
futurel 1-900-451-3630 ext. 1185 
$3.99 per minute. Must be 18 years. 
Procall 602-954-7420. : 
SINGLE MATURE man, financially 
secure looking for female. Offer hls 
beautiful new house in exchange for 
companionship. Reply to file#26 c/o 
Terrace Standard. 
WE PAY you to lose your weightl Lose 
weight like erazyl 30 day money back 
guaranteel Ca11.604-567-4041. 
WMC LOOKING for other males to 
fulfill their man to man fantasies. For 
safe & discreet encounters. Call 635- 
3626 eventn~ls or weekends. 
"PILLOWTALK". CALL 1-900-451- 
4660. 18+ $2.49 per minute. I'm 
waiting. 24 hours. CLC Enterprises 
B.C. 
HERBALIFE: INDEPENDANT 
Distributor. Lose weight with nutritious 
guaranteed products. To place an 
order or for information on your own 
business call: 845-7190. 
The Skeena M dce lace W ekender 
is oleased Io [nfroduce 
!ating c0Jumn for todays successful ingles 
FOUND 3 rings beginning of August. 
Phone 635-2795 if yours. 
FOUND ON the corner of Pheasant & 
land fler. A small bunny rabbit. It's 
white, with grey & brown ears, spots 
on back. If it's yours please call 635- 
2694. 
LOST LARGE German Shepherd dog 
wearing a silver choke chain. Lost In 
Hazelton area. Very friendly Answers 
to "Prince" reward offered.Please call 
John or Norma at 842-5209, Robert at 
842-5081, or Pare 842-6902. i
LOST ON Centennial Drive, Sept. 
15/95 a very friendly Black & White 
cat. If found call 635-2286. 
LOST ONE large neutered male 
orange tabby cat with white markings 
in Copper Mountain, May beheading 
for Thornheights area. Call 638'7239. 
LOST: LADIES watch at Fall Fair 
Grounds. 635-2754. 
WOULD APPRECIATE any 
Information on the disappearance of a 
male orange cat. His name Is "Bruce".. 
Missing from Warner/ Bench area. He 
is much loved. 635-5090. 
40 YR old single female. Sm/sd 
looking for a male companion for 
dinners out, theatre, movies, what 
have you. Care for company? Reply to 
file #28, c/o The Terrace Standard. 
DIAL A Doll Escort Service, Now 
available 24 hrs, females, malei~ 1O's 
only. Call now, 1.800-910-99291 
Blanket 
Yellowhead 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes District 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
One issue in seven communities 
[or [our weeks. 
,59  °° 
• Call Classifieds at 
638-7283 
DS 
PSYCH|C AHSWERS 
L IVE & PERSONAL RATED #1 IN  CAHADA 
IHSTAKT AHSWlIKS TALK L IVE  I OH 1 
|OV I  GIFTID 
MONEY ACCU/L4111 
CAREER P|YCHI¢S 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HR~I. S2 .99 /mln  - 114. 
i 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 Ilour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. You 
can call. Even just to talk. 
"Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
RAINBOW BOBCAT services 9" and 
12" earth auger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean-up. 
Reasonalble rates. Call 638-0153 or 
638-5805 (mobile). 
TERRA BOBCAT services backhoe, 
12"-16"-24", Augers 6"-9"-12"-18", ' 
Sweepers, concrete breaker, pallet 
forks, tracks, 5 !on dump, backfillingi 
levelling, clean up. 638-8638/ mobile 
636-3808. 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE service, 
resumes , typing, Call C.J,Secretarial, 
638-8006. . . . .  
"WINDOW OF Oppourtunity" Tutoring, 
junior and senior mathematics and  
sciences. Hourly rate = $15/hr, For 
more information call 635-1514. 
MOBILE DIMENSION sawmilllng- ....... 
?Your LOGS to LUMBER," Your site or 
mine. Maximum cuts: 24  ft,' Hourly : 
rates. Book now for winter cutting. 
(504)842-6280. 
TERRACE TRANSITION i 
HOUSE. 635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
Your Welcome Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. are: 
Elaine 63"3018 
Tanis 635-6459 
Francine 635-2688 
NeUa 635-1605 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved to 
Terrace or: h just.: 
had a new'  baby,!i0r 
CARTER 
ROOFING & SIDING 
RESIDENTIAL 
& COMMERCIAL ~ir-r". . . . . .  
are getting married, Serving the North West 
just give one of usa 1847"41161 
I Fax (604)847-2664 I 
I Dallas Carter I 
:/::28Of BUSINESS : : 
.~ . .  ' . .  :.. . : ' .  . .  ... : . ' ! . . :  : 
ATTENTION SMALL businesses, why 
pay hlgh accounting fees for your 
bookkeeping needs? For confidential, 
professional bookkeeping service. 
Manual or Computer call 635-9592. 
POc  aul King 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
. : Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC,, V8G 4A6. 
The Flick and Paul King foundation is~'a registered non-profit 
society and is registered as a charity with Revenue Canada. 
Ernest Edson McConnell  
Was born in Edmonton, Alberta' on May ;lth, 1913, an only 
child who was brought up on a farm in that region by his 
mothen 
Ernie left school at an early age to seek his fortune in the , :  l~rr 
woods industry on Vancouver Island working as a fallen Later,' 
he moved to the Okanagan Valley where Ernie met and married : 
Clara Margaret Cowan whom he lived happily with fo r the last 
67years. : 
Ernie headed north in 1953 hoping tO make a stake as a :~:: 
faller. Ernie did very well as a faller and the next year returned : :  
to Vernon to pick up his wife, son and eabinet::making';::~ 
equipment and opened Northern Sash  and  Mil!works in ~: 
Terrace. Ernie, after 17 years in operation, sold his business : :
and retired. • ~ ::': : ... 
late 70's wilt. Ernie enjoyed playing golf into his i 
buddies Bert, Keith, San@ and Rod to mention only a few.bEll:: 
!nt :: the people he strived to beat every Wednesday night so he did 
have to buy the supper wine. : : .... : :' : 
Ernie leaves to mourn his wife MARGARET and his son : 
and daughter-in.law GORDON and AVELINE and their three ~". 
children; son BRIAN, daughte LINDA and husband MARK ::: ::: 
WHARTOI~, and daughter KAREN and husband BRIAN:.  
SHAW and their two daughters, TESSA and MARLO, : ~ : i 
Ernie lived a productive life and accomplished many things, : 
he was a good husband a great father, grandfather and great, : 
grandfather, a skilled craftsman and a successful businessman - -
Ernie was a real people person and had lots of friends, He lived 
life the way he wanted to right up to the end, 
sh to thank 
~. He will be 
~ . . . . .  .:. ~ .a~~, , ,~ ,~, , .~: ,  o 
.... • •!i:•i:i ! • i / I  
i '  
:i~ ~ : • 
\ 
'Round The C lock  
F reshness  
Make Your Choice From a Wide 
Variety of Baked Goods, Soups, 
Chili, Sandwiches and More...Made 
Fresh Daily. Enjoy Your Choice 
with Our Famous Coffee. 
Two Locations To Serve You 
Better 
I OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY I 
'635-2662 
4655 Lakelse, Terrace 
SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT 
MALL HOURS 
lbu've Mwa)~ Got lime For Tim Nortons 
RESIDENTIAL MANAGER. Manager 
required for Group Home for mentally 
challenged adults in Terrace area. 
Must be experienced in this field. 
Salary dependent upon experience 
and qualifications. Onty shod listed 
applicants will be interviewed. Please 
send resume by October 15, 1995, to 
Thompson Community Services Inc. 
102-1450 Pearson Place, Kamloops, 
BC, V1 S 1C4 or Fax: 374-7544. 
THERMOJETICS & Dermajeticsl 
Complete cellular nutrition body care. 
Gain energy, lose fat, improve health 
& feel greatl Product or Career 
Herbalife line: 635-6363, 
WANTED. TYPIST able to type a 250 
page German manuscript, Perfect 
knowledge of the German grammar is 
required. The typing has to be done on 
a typewriter not on a computer, 628- 
3564= 
WE ARE looking for persons who 
have the ability to call on our present 
customers and to establish new ones. 
Income in direct proportion with 
person's ability. Call Kathy for your 
personal interview. 635-3066. 
YOU CAN start a new career at any 
age. We'll provide opportunity, you 
provide desire and good work habits. 
Call Kathy 635-3066, 
BEGIN YOUR own business, selling 
personel growth books, tapes and 
tarot cards in your neighbourhood. Call 
1-800-762-0262, for our cataloclue. 
FOR SALE: well established food 
service outlet with very good clientele, 
Turn key operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 638-1838 and leave 
a messaqe. 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT for sale, 
UNIC "Phoenix" Cappaccino machine, 
like-new condition, used only three 
months. Comes with 12 Espresso and 
22 Cappuccino cups/saucers, 6 
mochaccino glasses, 4 stainless steel 
pitchers - 2 for steamed milk & 2 for 
coffee. "Yogurt Master" frozen yogurt 
machine, like-new condition, used 
approx, one ,- year. Comes with 
stainless steel sink & adapters. Other 
'.items ~ include (2) counter coolers, 
counter freezer, microwave, 635-5531. 
SHEFIELD & Sons franchise available 
in the Skeena Mall. Tobacco gift 
items, lottery, etc, Full training, 
turnkey, support system some 
financing. To join our national, chain 
call 1-800-663.4213. 
300. HELP WANTED 
ALASKA JOBS earn up to $30,000 in 
three months fishing salmon. Also 
construction, canneries, oil fields and 
morel Call 7 days, 1-504-641-7778, 
ext: 565 K-37 
CASUAL PART time dishwasher for 
Sundays and Mondays at Mount 
Lavton Hotsprn~ls Ca 798-2518. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to show 
Princess House Crystal, cookware, 
giftware and jewellery at home parties. 
Earn $80 - $200 for 4 hrs, work. No 
inventory to buy, free training. MUSt 
have car and phone, Call 604-796- 
3025, 
EXPERIENCED COMMUNITY 
newspaper sports editor/reporter 
required for the Prince Rupert Daily 
News. Mac and Quark experience an 
-- asset. Fax resume to Publisher 604- 
624-2851. 
300. HELP  WANTED 
EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, jewelry, 
home decor sales? Opportunity to 
doub e your earnings, Call Kathy 635- 
i 3066, 
FALL SPECIAL: We will pay you to 
lose 5-30 pounds, with safe, 
guaranteed, Herbalife products. Call 
CDT Health and Nutrition. 1-604-698- 
7319. 
TERRACE 
INTERLOCK YARDING Engineer 
req'd to operate MadiU 120 Swing 
Y~ rder, This machinewill be located in 
North Central British Columbia & will 
operate 250 to 300 days per year, 
Interested parties please send 
resumes to: S Madill Ltd, 9809 
Milwaukee Way, Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 2K8. Attn: Manager Ph: 604-562- 
1121. 
REQUIRED FULL and p/t lifeguards. 
Please bring resume to Mt, Layton 
Hotsprln(]s. 
SECRETARY/TYPIST: PERMANENT 
position available at psychological 
consulting agency, 25-30 hours/week. 
/ Must have experience in MS Works' 
with Windows, 60 wpm, dlctatyping 
, experience, strong English, spelling/ 
grammar skills, polite phone manners. 
Typing reports, answering phone, 
i: office management, Wages 
, negotiable, depending on experience. 
' Mail resumes to: Meuser and Assoc. 
15-4644 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1S6, Please no phone calls, 
HOME SUPPORT workers w/ home 
support or nursery back ground 
needed. Several casual to full 
positions available. Call Terrace Home 
Support Services for information. 635- 
5135. 
UTTLE RASCALS licensed family 
daycare has openings available. Call 
638-0066. (Tracey). 
MOTHER OF one available to babysit 
Monday to Friday in my home near 
hospital. Call Carrie at 635-1872, 
MOTHER OF one will babysit in my 
home Monday to Friday. If Interested 
please call Theresa at 638.0958. 
Thank you. 
PAINTER 15 yrs. experience. Interior, 
exterior, low rates for seniors, 635- 
3783. Ask for Jerry for free estimates. 
WOOD STRIP CANOE available, 
Complete packages, Fiberglass repair 
on small boats. Polyester or epoxi- 
resin. Ask about oak trims. 638-1701. 
~NNUAL, "! GENERAl,, meeting~, d
Shames Mountain Ski" Club on 
October 12/95 at Northwest 
Community College• Rm 208. at 7:30 
Dm. 
FARM AUCTION Canyon Creek 
Farms, Saturday, September 30th, 
11:30 am. Outside consignments 
welcome. Further information, phone 
B.C. Auctions 604-992-9325, Quesnel, 
B.C. 
MEET THE Maestro of Wilderness 
Mood, Ron Parker. Appearing in 
person at Process 4 Gallery in Burns 
Lake on Oct. 19/20. For further info. 
call 1-604-692-3434. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS & Nutrition 
minicourse offer, Individual 
assessment includes: flex test, body 
composition, endurance & nutrition. 
Six week certified program, Inquire at 
638-1701,635-6363, 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave 
635-6014 
10:30 am sunday School 
and Worsh ip  
Minister 
The Rev. Michael  Hare 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thomhi l l  Community Hall 
Teens & Adults Bible Classes 9:30 
Sunday 's 'Coo l  C lub  9:30 
• omes .v 
- Adult Mid-week Bible Studie~ 
Teens Youth Group 
. Co!lege & Caree . ;  ' ~ :.,fi!::!i 
Cubby's,Preschool at dM.U,l~S, program ", 
will resume in the~ll, 
Pastor Ron Rooker 
Assistant Pastor Rob 6rtnson 
Phone 635-5058 
l~  ~ /  PcrsotmHzcd, "S¢.1¢d'; I ~k~. 
tF !l • @ " =  • r , ~ 
638.0514 N 
"Gift Cannit~ L~ 
I I ¢*,. R 
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AREERS 
i Look ing  fo r  !! 
. Ch i ld  Care?  " 
£iSkeena child care support~ 
)Iprogram can help you make the ~ 
H H right choice for your child. For ~ 
H~inf0rmation on choosing care~ 
))~ and available options, call H 
il oco at 638-1113. 
l A free service provlded by the Terrace I~ 
l'l Women's Resource Centre and funded by ~ 
~ the Ministry of Women's Equality, ~4 
PRO.LIFE education available to 
general public, videos; pamphlets, 
lending library, dealing with human life 
issues such as abortion and 
euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-3646, 
THE CHURCH of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact 
or Fiction, Shadow or Reality, Phone 
847-5758 for recorded message. 
NIRVANA METAPHYSICS & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Transformational Counselling 
Relationships - Family - Grieving 
Metaphysical Counselling 
Trauma • Spiritual Crisis • Personal 
Guidance 
Laurel Gregg Mse, D Phd, 
Sean Gregg Counselling Consultant 
3611 Cottonwood Terrace,BC 635.7776 
St. Matthew's Angl ican 
Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph, 635-9019 
Emergencle,=: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev, Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 1. 
• ER; CON N UING IED  AT N  : • .::..; . . . . . . .  
PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNIN _P- 
October  16 - Nov. 6/95 $56.00 
HAIR TR ICKS 
October 19/95 $14.00 
Oct. 25 - Nov. 2/95 $75.00 
F_B.UI.T...T.BEE  
October 21 - Nov. 4/95 $40.00 
SNOWSHOE WEAVING WORKSHOp 
Oct. 26 - Nov. 23/95 $77.00" 
FAMILY MEMORY ALBUMS WORKSHOP 
October 28/95 $34.00 (10:00-2:30 p.m.) 
To register ca//NWCC at 635-6511. 
For more information onthese and other Continuing Education 
courses please ca//638-5408, 
(7:30-9:00 p.m.) 
(7:00-9:00 p.m.) 
(7:00-I0:00 p.m,) 
(7:00-9:00 p.m.) 
(7:00-10:00 p.m.) 
~#i :;4: " " " ,:. ~ , :  .: ~: ~:~%:" : .... .i ' ......... #,:. "i~ ~ °" .~ 
DRAFTING/CAD- INDT 140 
Are you considering a career in drafting? 
Do you need skills to read/and/or prepare workplace drawings? 
Learn about home layout designs and receive NWCC credit. : 
'7  -9  pro, Rm. 1112 & 112E' 
$325.00 plus supplies 
AIR BRAKE SYSTEMS 
Receive 24 hours of theory and 
Systems 
Sat. 8am - 4pm ::~: ;~ :~ i~;~i~ 
Rm. 1112 • > v-:~,~::,:<¢:~: 
For more information call Registration, ~ 
635-6511, Iocal5202. 
OFFICE CLERK 
A rapidly expanding company requires an office clerk for 
their Terrace Office. 
The ideal candidate will have experience in a 
computerized accounting environment and four to five 
years of experience and/or training in accounts payable, 
payroll, and other related functions. 
A benefit package is available and salary is based on 
qualifications and experience. 
Applicatio0s complete with resumes and references wi l l  
be accepted .until October 16, 1995 and should be 
addressed to: 
Terrace Standard .:.. ,~ 
... .... 4647 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, • BC 
• : .• " V8G 31_2 " 
" " ;; " Att: File#32 
: : " '"~::: " " :  ~": " " :"d,i~ -'--~':':.:;~;~;'~,'~;..;':~;~ ': ." '- 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us  to  see  i f  we  may be  o f  
. ass i s tance  to  you ,  
N ECH A K O ~ " ~ - -  
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
/ d / L 
Required: Experienced truck drivers and equipment 
operators 
In HAZELTON, KITWANGA and STEWART Areas 
• Required Class 3 with Air 
-Driver abstract required to be filed at time of application. 
Please apply at any Nechako Northcoast Construction Services Office or 
Admin, Office #204 - 3842 Third Avenue, Smithers, B.C, 
Telephone :(604)847-9724 
* HEAVY EQUIPMENT SALES 
S. Madill Ltd,, a manufacturer of forest harvesting machinery, 
has an opening for a salesperson at our Prince George 
operation, Previous experience would be an asset however, we 
are willing to train the right individual, Competitive remuneration 
package. Please mail your written r~sumd with references to: 
S. MADILL LTD. 
9809 Milwaukee Way 
Prince George, BC V2N 2K8 
Attention: Manager 
FAMILY COUNSELLOR 
To provide counselling, reran'ale and court assistance to families' 
and individuals in the areas of parenting skills, sexual abuse, and 
family violence, The objective of the program is to strengthen native 
families and to reduce the incidence of native children entering care. 
Qualifications include counselling training and experience and an 
awareness of native culture. Some travel to North Coast area native 
communities is required. First Nations Counsellors are encouraged to 
apply. 
Salary commensurate with qualifications •and experience,: 
No phone calls - selected applicants will be contacted for an 
interview. . . 
Submit resumes by October 5, 1995, to: 
Theresa Wesley, 
Executive Director 
North Coast Tribal Council 
100 West'lst Avenue 
,,u*.J ~,.. :~ ,,,.;.: t Prince Rupert, B;C.VeJ 1A8 
r 
The Terrace Standard is-10oking foi'a 
FRONT OFFICE MANAGER- 
This is a challenging position because you won't 
be doing justone task. The successful person must 
have customer relations skills, be able to answer the 
phone and take messages, be acquainted with 
accounts receivable, be able to balance :'cash, 
prepare bank deposits and get along well with othel;s ' 
in a busy, office-oriented environment. 
Computer experience is preferred; Th is  is a 
salaried position. 
The Terrace Standard offers a profit sharing plan 
and has a comprehensive benefits package, 
Please send resumes to The Publisher, The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 I.:azelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1S8. 
Application deadline is October 10, 1995. 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
FAX 16041638-8432 
PARKSIDE ELEMENTARY 
Sp ecial Services Assistant Sohoo   . ct 
Applications are invited for a part-time position, 10 hours 
per week, with a wage rate of $14.30 to $16.17 dependent 
on q ualifications of applicant. The duties and hours of work 
will be assigned by the School Principal, "' 
Essential Qualifications: 
1, Recent demonstrated successful experience Working 
cooperatively under the direction of a~ regular class- 
room teacher in in a primaryschooi settlrlg:: i 
2, Substantial coursework towards or successful comp e. 
tion of a 10 month program from a fully accredited c, ol' 
lege with an emphasis on working with •§tUderlts witf i /  
special needs. ~L"~ : 
3. Able and Willing to care for a ch d';s pers'0nal.needs,: 
including, but not limited to, assisting with toileting and 
menstruation, lifting the child, Catheterisation and . . . . .  
management of seizures, 
4. Applications mustbe accompanied by letter(s)0f ref- 
erence and transcript(s) that address level(s)of c0m- 
petency Inlhe above qualiflcationslThe successfui,: 
applicant must have a current criminal i;ecord check ,~ ,  
completed . . . .  . . . . . .  :~ ,, 
B12 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 4, 1995 
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The Business Development 
gOc- Bank of Canada 
...%;-'--'.-~ ~ - =..#,...,.. 
Please join us for an informal, cost free 
INFORMATION EVENING 
• Wednesday, October 11/95 
7-9 pm 
at our office 3233 Emerson Street. 
Ph. 635-4951 
What can we dO for you? 
Lea'rn about ties Financial and Management services 
available to Entrepreneurs, Small/Medium-Sized 
Businesses and Students. 
i 
NOR,  T ERN 
LAB S Y LT.D. 
I i / 
WATER & ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
PRINCE RUPERT 
VVV'  
WEEKEND ":GETA WA Y 
. . .  , . : ; ' , '  . . .  
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
AND YUKON 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
REPORT POACHERSI Pri- 
vate Investigation/research 
group seeks Information 
about poaching, baiting & ille- 
gal bear parts trade. Up to 
$2000 offered for Info leading 
to arresdconvlctlon. Confi- 
dentiality/anonymity assured 
1-800-889-1597, 
RECIPE CONTEST Interna- 
tional publisher seeks recipes 
for newest pul~lication. 
$15,000 in prizes. Summit 
Publications, P.O. Box 3693- 
N, Vancouver, B.C, Canada. 
V6B 3Z1. Fax: (604) 936- 
8050. 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$995. Engine remanufacture 
from $1095.6months to pay. 
6yr 120,O00km limited war- 
ranty. Bond Mechanical ... 
building engines for 28 years. 
872-0641, 8a,m.-8p,m., 7 
days. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
MOM'S PANTRY Products 
(food products) Is expanding 
& requires sales representa- 
tives for home parties & 
fundralsing. Outstanding 
commissions. Great home 
based business opportunity. 
Call 1-600-350-6667. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance pro- 
grams information available. 
For your new or existing busi- 
ness. Take advantage of the 
government grants and 
loans, Call 1-800-505-8866. 
NEWEST BUSINESS Oppor- 
tunity. Products for the envi- 
ronment, Income potential 
$5,040, per week. For more 
Information or presentation 
locations call: Ron Bidewell 
(604)951-2524 Surrey, B,C. 
DISSATISFIED? INTEREST- 
ED In early retirement? A 
$100 InVestment In 1993 now 
pays me $10,000+ per 
month° I will share why It's 
working. Call 1-800.781- 
.RICH(7424). 
DS 
k :! 
11111 
(:l=ll|YJi-" !=1,=i 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible HEAi~ AND S'I~O KE 
FOUNDA'nON 
BOX 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR 
ODDS VSG 4A2 
AGAINST Marjorie Park 
CANADA'S 638-1167 
#t KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send your 
donation to the address above, along withthe name and 
address and the name and address of the next-of.kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
\ High Quality 
RANW DI Wood Products 
For the Home Interior at Affordable Prices/ 
FLOORING SALE! 
Short Lengths Only: 12.5", 15" & 17.5" 
Size: 3/4" x 2-1/2" coverage (4 sides T&G) 
a. Birch - Clear $3.34 sq. ft. 
b. Birch - Rustic $2.48 sq. ft. 
c. Pine - Clear $2.08 sq. Jt. 
d. Pine- Rustic $1.56 sq. ft. 
WHILE INVENTORY LASTS! 
Additional Volume Discounts May Apply 
Regular Flooring • T&G Wall Paneling 
in P ine & Aspen also available 
FRANCOIS LAKE WOODWORKING LTD. 
PHONE (604) 695-6405 • FAX(604) 695-6550 
431 
$250 for25 words These ads appear in approximately 100 community newspapers in B C.and Yukon and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222 $5.00 each additional word 
EDUCATION HELP WANTED PERSONAL 
QUICK/EASY Tax Courses. 
Build your career/earning po- 
tential by self-study. Free. 
Brochure. 1 (204)956-7161 ; 
1-800-219-8089; Fax: 1 (204) 
949-9429. Jacks Institute, 
902-167 Lombard Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 
OV3. 
EQUIPMENT 
15 "ON RT Crane 140G 
grater excavators tandem 
axle watertruck flretrucks. 
6x6 5th wheel tractor, com- 
pactors, pup and belly 
dumps,.7 loaders, backhoes, 
low beds single axle dumps, 
'57 T-Bird. Call Vic (604)493- 
6791. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: "Cheap- 
er Than Wood". Quonset- 
Stralghtwall quonset, Struc- 
tural Steel Buildings. B.C, 
Company, we won't be un- 
dersold. Service and satisfac- 
tion guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800-565- 
9800. 
BUILDINGS FROM Future 
Q20x50 $5975, Q35x60 
$8810, A30x38 $7626. 
$25x40 $7271. Ends, sliding- 
door Included. Arches only 
Q42x54 $6943, Q42x66 
$8543, GST, freight to Van. 
couver, 1-800-668-5111, 
ECONOMICAL PRE.ENGI- 
NEERED Steel Buildings, 
Any size and style, Quonset, 
Straight Wall and rigid frame 
designed to fit your needs, 
For the best pricing and com. 
plete Installation services call 
todayl B.C, Metal Buildings 
1-800-932-9131 
MAIL ORDER Products. All 
• brands available, low, low 
pri0es, Phone: 1-800-364. 
4716 or 1-819-773.1168. 
HEALTH 
MANAGER FOR Oryclean- 
ers. Willing to train. All new 
equipment, excellent oppor- 
tunity. Contact Northern 
Drycleaners, Box 629, Fort 
Nelson, B.C. VOC 1RO. 
(604) 774-7737, 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS IN Stock, coun- 
tertops/Vanities also. Kitchen 
Craft Factory outlet. Cash & 
Carry Cabinet Warehouses: 
**4278 Lougheed, Burnaby 
298-9277 ** 19700 Bypass 
Langley 534-7273 **800 
Cloverdale Ave., Victoria 
475-1159 *'561-1 lth Ave,, 
Campbel River 287-8787 
*'1868 Spall Rd., Kelowna 
860-6638**2580 Bowen Rd., 
Nanalmo 756-9229 *'12111 
Bridgeport, Richmond 279- 
9691 **3566 Massey, Prince 
George 561-2240. 
MOBILE HOMES 
MOBILE HOMES. Why buy 
used when you can buy 
new? Limited number of 
14x68, Three plans to 
choose from $34,900. Other 
sizes available. William 
Macaulay 1(403) 447-2333 
(collect). 
PERSONAL 
PSYCHIC MASTERSI Gen- 
uine Canadian Psychics tell 
all, Answers on Romance 
Wealth, Career, Lucky #'s. 
Live & Personal 1-900.451- 
3778, 24Hrs. 18+ $2.99 min. 
I.C.C, 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC AN- 
SWERS, Friends of thou- 
sands, multi-talented Interna- 
tional psychics, Relation- 
ships, Future, Finance, Ca- 
reer, Live 24 Hours, 
$2.99/MIn 18+, 1-900-451- 
3783, 
PSYCHIC ALLIANCE, 
100,000+ satisfied cus- 
tomers, Aug, lottery winners. 
Solve all problems. Answers 
about love, money, career. 
$3,49/mln, Talk live 1-on-1, 
24 hrs. 18+. All calls confi- 
dential. 1.900-451-4336. 
UNEXPLAINED POWERI 
Psychic tells you things you 
LOSE FAT & Inches without 
dieting, New revolutionary 
program designed to attain & 
maintain desired body size, 
B.C.'S LARGEST live date- 
line. Up to 96 callers on line, 
Women call (604)257-5470. 
Men call 1-900-451-3303, 
Only $1.99/mln, Must be 18+, 
WOULD YOU like to corre- 
spond with unattached Chris- 
tian people across Canada 
for companionship or mar- 
riage? S.A.S.E, Free informa- 
tion, State age. Ashgrove, 
P.O. Box 205, Chase, B,C, 
VOE 1MO. 
HANDLE STRESS, gain con- 
trol over The Reactive Mind. 
Read the book "Dlanetics" by 
L.Ron Hubbard. $7.50. Hub- 
bard Dlanetlcs Foundation, 
401 West Hastlngs, Vancou- 
ver. V6B 1L5. 681-0318. 
REAL ESTATE 
INVEST IN your own fully 
serviced large RV lot. Private 
oceanfront, Quallcum Bay, 
Vancouver Island. Financing 
available. For more Informa- 
tion phone: Margaret/Dave, 
Avorado Resort (604) 757- 
8075f Res: (604) 752-7022. 
SMALL INVESTOR Alertll 
Positive cashflow condos 2 
BR ft. $46,900 - rent $580, 1 
BR fr, $39,900 - rent $495. 
Pro managed & rental guar- 
antee, Try $2,000 down 
w/$20, positive cashflow per 
mo, after all expenses, OAC. 
Call (604) 640.7105 or B.C. 
toll-free pagers at 1(604)975- 
7208 or 1 (604) 975-7224. 
RECREATIONAL LAND in 
B.C. for sale by owner, Small 
lots to large acreages. 
Oceanfront, lakefront, 
streams, ranohland. Terms 
available, Free fall catalogue, 
Nlho Land & Cattle Compa- 
ny, (604) 521-7200, 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear out of 
ICBC,. Major ICBC Injury 
claims: Joel A, Wener, trial 
lawyer for 25 years. Call free 
1-800-665-1138, Contln- 
gency fees, Simon, Wener & 
Adler, 
Tip from Environmed Canada 
Don't  top up the 
gas tank. 
Gasoline vapours 
will escape when 
your gas tank is too 
full and contribute 
to smog. 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
FOR AN AREATO BE LOGGED 
Nodce 
Each of the following areas has a proposed Pro.Harvest Silviculture PtescripUon that will apply if 
approval to log the area is obtaMed from the ~nisW of Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be 
available for viewing until November 16, 1995 at the address noted below, during regular working 
hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, any written comments must be made to B. D. 
Downie, District Manager, Xalum Forest District. ~200-5220 Ksith Avenue, Terrace. British 
Columbia VSG 1L1, by ti'te above date. 
. Cutting Location 
Form of Ucence Permit Cutblock (Nearest Community & Area Amendment 
Agreement No. No. No. Approximate Location) (ha) Yes/No 
I TSL A43345 West Ness 46.2 Yes 
i TSL A43347 - West Ness 31.6 Yes 
TSL A40504 West Ness 41.6 Yes 
Small Business Forest Enterprise Program 
Name of Ucence Holder 
Notice of Public Hearing 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on 
Wednesday, October 11, 1995, at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine commencing at 7:30 
p.m. to receive representation from all persons who deem 
their interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
"Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of 
Electoral Area C Zoning Amendment 
Bylaw No, 372, 1995" 
In general terms, the purpose of the amendment bylaw is to 
redesignate, a portion of Lot 2, District Lot 1105, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 1560, from the R2 (Low Density Rural) 
zone, to the RC1 (Rural Resort) zone, The rezoning is 
required to address an existing fishing lodge development, 
The land to be affected by this zoning amendment is 
located in Old Remo as indicated on the sketch below, 
This bylaw, if adopted, will allow use of the subject portion 
of property in accordance with the provisions of the RC1 
(Rural Resort) zone of the Greater Terrace Zoning Bylaw 
No. 37. The Intent of the RC1 (Rural Resort) zone is to 
allow, In a rural setting, the development of a small-scale 
destination resort with integrated facilities to accommodate 
and serve the recreational pursuit of tourists Interested in 
outdoor activities. 
The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the office of the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, #300-4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except statutory holidays, 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
ARE YOU Game for excite- 
ment? Intimate photos and 
fantaslesl Free, discreet info 
call toll-free: 1-800-93- 
KAREN or write: Karen, Box 
670-GB, Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 
7P2. Adultsl 
CAREER 
INFORMATION 
HOME BUSINESSI Worded 
about your future? Step by 
step projects from home will 
guide youto financial Inde- 
pendence. No experience re- 
quired. We provide every- 
thing you need. Free report. 
Send long S.A.S.E. MW Ent, 
Dept.B, #240-1027 Davie St,, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4L2. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - .all areas, 
We can train you right nowl 
Free job placement assis- 
tance, For information/ 
brochure call 681-5456, 1- 
800-665-8339. 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Vancouver offers 
correspondence courses for 
the certificate of Counselling 
Studies to begin October 31, 
For a brochure phone Toll. 
free 1-800-665-7044, 
BE A Successful Writer,,.and 
write for money and pleasure 
while learning how, You get 
individual tuition from profes. 
slonal writers on all aspects 
of writing - romances, short 
stories, radio and "IV scripts, 
articles and children's tories, 
Write, call or fax today for our 
Free Book, "How To Be A 
Successful Writer", Toll-free 
1-800-267-1829, Fax', 
1 (613)749-9561. The Writing 
School, 38 McArthur Ave, 
Suite 2400, Ottawa, ON. K1 L 
6R2. 
wESTERN CANADIAN 
School of Auctloneering, 
JOCUSTOYS needs indivld. Next course Nov, 6.18/95. 
Uale inB,C, Over 250 toys For a free brochure call 
and crafts. 65% Under $151 1(403) 777,9388 or 1.800. 
Home parties -catalogue 252 -3313 or write to', 8315. 
sales. Join us this busy sea- 40St,  8,E,,Calgery, AB, 
~ son cal 1-S00.S61.4587; T2C 2P1, 
Tremendous earning poten, may not even want to knowl 
tlal, For free Information 1,900-870-2217, $2.99 per 
phone: 1.800.504.5453. minute, 18+, 
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proudly presents... 
340.  LEGAL:NOTICES 
NOTICE OF SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
FOR AN AREATO BE LOGGED 
Each of the following areas has a proposed Silviculture Prescription that will apply if approvel to log 
the area Is obtnined from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be available for 
viewing until November 17, 1995 at the address noted below, during regular working hours, 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, any written oomments must be made to E. 
Nlcholson, R.RF., at Skeena Cellulose Ino,, 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 51.8, by the 
above date. 
C~ing Location 
Form of Ucence Permit Cutl01ock (Nearest Community & Area Amendment 
A._ggreement No. No. No.: Approximate LocaUon) (ha) Yes/No 
A16835 .: 321 F~69403 Terrace-Williams Creek 41.0 No 
A16835'- ' 321 P69405 Terrace-Williams Creek 25.6 No 
~/1 - 7AL 210229 Terrace-Sand La~e 45.5 NO 
~/1 9AH: ' 400313 Terrace-Stenstrom Cr. 50,7 No 
#1 9AI 400319 Terrace-Stenstrom Or, 33.5 NO 
t~1 9AI ~00323 Terrace-Stenstrom Cr. 31.8 NO 
#1 ON 400327 Terrace-Stenstrom ~ 39.4 NO 
FL 
FL 
TFL 
TFL 
TFL 
TFL 
TFL 
Put Beauty At  #ur Fingertips 
C ~  
Specializing in: Facials, Body Waxing, & Nail Cam 
638-1949 I 
Owner: bIICIIELE CLARKSON 
3992-A Old Lakelse Lake Drive, Terrace; B,C. j . 
: :: • 
Specializing in: 
Custom & Energy Efficient Homes  
And Concrete Foundations 
Fax: 635-1888 
BBI  VOLUNTEER 
IV BUREAU 
w638-1330 
ATTENTION: SENIORS 
Are you having difficulty shop- 
ping and going to appoint. 
ments alone? 
Are you feeling isolated and 
would like a,friendly visitor, or 
to  go out socially? 
Call Lovina Tyler at the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau 638-1330 -
: for a Volunteer Driver and/or 
• ,Friendly Visitor (There is no 
charge for these services) 
?,:,~:,/.., "- ,, : ; :  . v : .  ,',.7:-:;." • ~ ~ i : ; ,~ :~GL~ 
~'i=i:lle Volunteer Bureau NEEDS 
! VOLUNTEERS for the Seniois' 
:j,: Program and the Helping 
"~ Handyman Program. 
5 Please Call 638-1330 
I BRIAN S. Condle will no longer be 
responsible for any debts incurred by; 
Delorra L. Condie (Bates) effective 
Sept. 14/95. 
I DELORRA L. Condle (Peltomaa) will 
no longer be responsible for any debts 
Incurred by Brian S. Condle, effective 
Sept. 14/1995. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE 
OF GLADYS WARDEN McCONNEL 
Forrnor]y of Terrace, British Columbia 
-Creditors and others having claims 
'against the above estate are required to 
send full pa~tloulars of such claims to 
Crampton, Brown &Amdt, #3- 4623 Park 
:Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V5, on or 
'before:the 1st day of November, 1995, 
after which date the assets of the said 
estate will be distributed having regard 
:only to the claims that have been 
received. 
WIDAR ASBJORN SANDHALS, Executor 
:i. ' Q'o CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
• / 
Invitation to 
TENDER 
'95-TJC022 SNOW ;,,,~.u~ 
REMOVAL 
SKEENA HEALTH CENTRE 
AND COURTHOUSE 
TERRACE, B.G 
To provide snow removal scrviccs at tho 
above two locations l'rotu November l,
i !995, to April 30, 1996. 
Tender documents ray be obtained 
:from the office of' B.C. Buildings Cor- 
i~orati6n, 2918 S. Eby Street, Terrace, 
B.C:  V80  2X5: r:': , '~ =:' . 
~ale~ teM~;i wihbe recci~,cd at tho 
'office of B.C Buildings Corporation 
:ai theaddresslabovc until3:00 p,m,, 
, October 18, 1995;~and will be o~ned 
:ifi:]~:ub!ic 9t that time, : 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Coud Bailiff will offer for sale by sealed bid the interest of the following Judgment 
debtor, LAURA DUMONT also known ss LAURIE DUMONT, doing business as CALICO 
CORNERS, In the following goods and chattels purp0ded to be: 
CANON ES-25 WORD PROCESSOR 
BOLTS OF MATERIAL 
ZIPPERS, SCISSORS, THREAD 
NUMBEROUS OTHER SEWING iTEMS 
HUNDREDS OF PATrERNS 
Sealed bids will be received at the Court Bailiff's office up to the hour of 12:00 noon 
Monday the 16th of October, 1995 
Sale may be cancelled without notice. The Court Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the 
sale and may apply tothe court for further direction if the need arises. .. ;., - 
You may attend Court Bailiff's office Monday through Friday, 10:00am - 3:00 Pm to view 
items. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 LazelleAvenue .. . . . .  : 
Terrace, B.C. V8G tS2 . :::7 
(604) 635-7649 - ,  .: - 
Contact: N. Perry. court bailiff 
R. Smith-court bailiff . • : 
GH M DRAFTING 
COMPUTER DRAFTING 
• Residential • Small Commercial 
30Years Expeflence 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 
Gerard H. Mlchaud 
4936 Park Ave. Terrace 
TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!  
New 18" RCA Mini Dish 
Superior Quality Picture & Sound 
$IAI VISION 
SATELLITE SVSTE~tS 
FOR PRICING AND PROGRAMING 
CONTACT KARAM 
at (604) 635-4457 
..'- "'. NORTHERN 
( Owner: Briati McNail; ;': 
TELESCOPES, BINOCULARS, ACCESSORIES 
PRIVATE TUTORING, STAR PARTIES 
Site 38, Comp 33, RR #2 Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
Phone/Fax: 604-635-1854 Pager #: 638-3005 
Place_Y_0urAd!n The Home Based 
Ph0ne638.7283 
2-  2406 Wheaten Avenue, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S?L 5Z4 (306) 653-7511 
JOHN & HEATHER AUSTIN 
DISTRIBUTOR 
4815 Scott Avenue 
Terrace. BC V8G 2B5 (604) 635-2365 
Poppers/Popcorn/Spices/Candy Corn/Coconut Oil 
AVOFI 
Linda Bangay 
YOUR INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATIVE 
635-9138 
TELEPHONE 
"~P[~d S ~4 Fe 5 
-Lingerie -Massage O i l s  ~ 
.Kamasutra Products -- 
• Bubble Bath -and more ~J~ '  
Sold privately through house partlu 
• HOSTESS DISCOUNTS . 
CALL LANA 638-8098 ~" 
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS 
Adult Ballet Classes 
(Flynn School of Ballet) 
inquiries 635-1674 
Tan [a or Harold 
(members of Time See.) 
.   .Harm.ony Clowns 
638 8608 iP:  
~ d a k e  & Jacquie Terpstra ~ ;~ 
3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. '~¢,;  ~/ /  
• "Gyzmo" and "Pebbles" ~1~ ' -  
BIRTHDAY PARTIES- PICNICS-SPECIAL EVENTS ~/ / /  
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS~ 
Leave the ~ecoratlng and Clowning to Usl 
only ol,o'rHIl a 
LUWINTER 1995 
Home Parties 
Hostess Discounts - Gifts 
0% Cotton (Infant to Adult) 
Bonnt: Mercer 
• 635 1900 
Also Servicing Nasa Valley Residents 
E, R, Vallee 
I J . . . .  Adlronda©kStyle " 
I 1 4825 Kalum Lake Drive Terrace BC VSG 4RB 
(634)~.0~7~ : / . . .  
~ H E  SOAP EXCHANGE 
You ca ,   ave e ,d  more us/n  
our top-quality cleaning products/ 
V100% biodegradable ¢Great for Septic Tanks 
V'Money-back guaranteed 
/All Containers Re-used & Recycled 
For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
b,=. 
I I II 
D.J. Odor-Miser 
• Eliminating foul Smells .Our pioducts are organic 
based and environmentally friendly 
.Residential. Industrial - Commercial - Marine - Auto 
• Free Estimates • One call away for fresh.air .Serving 
the great Northwest from Prince Rupert to Smithers 
Jan Sunberg Phone: 635-1 i12 
3514 Clore Ave, Fax: 635-1193 
Terrace, B.C,, V8G 3M4 
' ~SSONS 
Ellie Higginson, exp'd teacher. 
• T.I.M.E. 
Phone:  638-1865 
(Saturday lessons  avai lab le  In Klt lmat)  
JUDITH APPLER -.. i , , . . , , . ,  . . . .  
. B CE 
Unisex- . .100% CoRon C loth ing : 
To Book YoUr Home Pady -: 
" ~ Call For Aooolntman*il i i ; ! / ! i i ,~ 
Minolta Business Equipment 
MINOLTA 
BUSINESS EQUIPME 
Ohms 'N' Watts 
#4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 
h: (604) 638-8390 
x: (604) 635-9127 
:OPIERS • FAX MACHINES 
, v]f 
~L' rD  
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
~ ~  • Marine Radios 
~ • Telephone Systems 
Repeater Systems. 
# 4 - 5002Pohle ' 638,0261 
Phone for experienced and speedy Service 
DELIVERY & EXPEDITING 
Sef~/~ces 
°'°°" 638 8530 Prescdptiom m Appfle~ces 
Rostsment & o~ ,.,..,,nen, Anytime 
Agents for: 
UPS.CANPAR An~hing 
eo~ c=~ Anywhere  
Cmgo Vans 
L cu~ vaa.~ T~ 
.%~,ShozSe~i= .)-)--" AIRPORT SERVICE 
, % J  ~,~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 /,"~ 
/ / / Business Ime9¢ Design ° Small Volume Publishine 
1 Z J :' Computer Tutoring - ' 
• j / 
TRAFLO 
.... %ELEGTRICAL 
• SERVICES: 
CAM S IMON ~%~ %~i~- : : 
RESIDENTIAL.& COMMERCIAL 
(604) 638-1566 RENOVATION, REPAIRS 
FAX (604) 636.8820 24 HR, SERVICE 
Hotel & Restaurant Hospitality 
tnjMb=~Eq uipment 
Three T Industr ies 
~ ~  4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 1A5 
"We can  "T"  anyth ing  up"  
James  Thomsen Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638.1012 
WCmR P, H, q we$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638.8055 
#1-  4748 ' - Terrace Lakelse, 
(Also with !ocations in Smithers and Houston) 
25  Years  Exper ience  
In Doing Kitchens, Bathrooms, Countedops, Bscksplashes, 
Patios, Floors, Family Rooms, Fireplaces, Steps, Walls, & Entries 
Residential & Commercial Repairs 
Special~zing in: " " 
Marble,  Glass B locks  and  Tile . . . . . . . .  
Provldlng Frlepdly Pr0fesslonal Help to the Homeowner 
'Gary Chr/stiansen ~ :~hon~x:635-9280 
!i:"-: + : ' :  ¸/¸¸ ~:~;:~: ,~.i::~÷~-~ ~::~ .... "~ :~: !:: :/i/::~: "¸ ~5;~:;:~'~=~!!~L':~'~ ~i ) ~¸¸: ..... • ......... : ........ , ....... ............. . ,~  ~, ......... ,~ .... ~ ....... ...... • .... :~ ............ •...... • ...... 
~L • • tq; :• 
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Skeena Valley Junior  
Club Championship 
Overall Low Gross 
TYLER GIBSON .............. 158 
Overall Low Net 
SCOTT RIGLER ....... ...... 134 
Championship Flight 
Low Gross ' , ' '  ii 
1- -  Terry Smith ........... ......... 165 
7 
'A' Flight 
Score Board 
1-- Kevia McNee .................. 171 
2--  Kosta Saines .................... 193 
Low Net 
! - -  Brett Downie ................... 145 
'B' Flight 
Low Gross 
1-- Carmen McCo]l .........  .... 2.09 
Tyler Rosengren....,......., 230 
3--- Sonny Bute ........ . ......... . 261 
Low Net 
2--- Andy McCleary ............... 184 
Extended Flight 
Low Gross 
1-- Ken Eyjol fson ................. 241 
2-- Sean Brown.;....,,.~ ......... 256 
Low Net 
] - -  Ryan Nixon 
Girls... 
Overall Low Gross 
1-- Kara deJong .................... 226 
Low Gross 1--Warren Eichorst .............. 164 Low Net 
; ' " , " : :'::'r " 1 " " 1-- Susan Groot 
:"i ~: 'To  get your results on the Score Board 
7283 
: -  . : ' -  
- - L  
FAX 638-t 
,;;~ ; i-~,:. . .. ;!~:.!:i. :"i ~ .; i ...... 
/ :. i:!:. i;i?: TOma@:ne)ctweek's pn~per,, esults must reach.us by 5 p.m.Friday. 
• : i : , "~ : '  ~ ' :  - : " - " '  " - ' "  
Ringette m 
has roo 
TERRACE RINGETTERS 
not only have fun, they win 
provincial championships. 
The club that has produced 
champs in back-to,back years 
has space available for anyone 
who wants to  take: up the 
sport. 
It's open to youngsters from 
the age of five, to 15 and is an 
equal opportunity sport - -  
boys and girls: axe both wel- 
COl l ie .  • ; : 
For information on ringette 
or to register, phone Dawn at 
635-1483. 
SPEED IS 
K ILL ING US. 
sRoad ense  
Par t  o f  the  P i 'ov inc ia l  
Road  Safety  P rogr~am.  
Looking Good 
Look Sharp and Keep ,,/,. 
Warm and Dry. , ;~  
Mens - Ladies - Kids ,~i#j,i 
[-Now in Stock 
I~. 3 in l's by 
Columbia 
~- Sierra Designs by 
Gore-Tex 
~- Licensed Wear by 
Starter 
i .~  All Seasons~ 
~Source  For Sports 
t 4555 Lake lse  Ave.  635-2982 
' CAPTURE today ** 
" before i t  slips away, 
We say YES to all yo.r 
, portrait needd 
'~ l . i~  l View & Approve your portraits 
1 &it, I t  immediately ona colour monitor 
• l l l l l [ l  I I I I  i l l l l i l l i " r  
'~ l . I  j Get an instant proof el your 
8 i,l~/t favorite poses lincluderlwith session tee) 
l J i l [ l l l l ]~ l l l l l i l ] l i  
'~ l J  Order only the portraits you want, 
& ~e in the pose & size you want 
l i l i l l i l l l i l l l i l~ l i l i  
q~S~ Only ONE SESSION FEE 
per family 
l l l i i i l J l l l l i i l~ l l l l l  
'~ ~ l~ l  Bring yourtavorite prop & 
-- & idWI accessories 
IN I JW.  • ' " " " ' " ' " ' " "  "' 
Session Fee ~ ~ .  IBm: SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
ONLY _.,4 ~I~ ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
~ ~ _  ~AJ~ ~ - -  ~r~le l  Custom order the portraits you 
~ i~ ~_~g~ ~_  l~ l  want lor one low price . . 
~ | lw-  ~ . , . PER SHEET 
~ - - ' - - - I  
~ - -  ' " / ~  A . ~,~ 2115~ ..ill l ' l  ~. . BY APPOINTMENTphone "1 
o,,,s ON,',, 635.63470Ct .  1 
® 
Terrace Co-op Department S ore 
4617 GREIG AVENUE, TERRACE 
Michelle 
PORTABLE DISC 
PLAYER 
MODEL CDP 150 
• 8X Over 
• Stereo H 
• Ac Adal: 
• Skip/See .... 
PORTABLE STEREO 
CAMCORDER 
MODEL VMPS 12 
• Point and Shoot ~~dl~mv l 
• Fixed Focus 
• Auto Exposure 
• 3 Power Zoom 
• Easy to use 
SA/// 0 
CORDLESS PHONE 
v~ODEL CLT 30 
Commander Super 
10 Channel 
10 Number Memor 
256 Security Codes 
VIDEO RECORDER 
MODEL MCDZ 1 
: • Super 
• Universal Remote • CD/Casette ~ ~ 
• AM/FM Stereo • One year 8-Event 
• Synchronized Timer 
• Real Time Counter 
Dubbing • 3 Recording Speeds 
MODEL VHR 5220 
PORTA ..~Il l l  125" TV i~: i i :~  i 
c,.,,,,.,., ~ . , lmm/ I ,v ,  oo~, ~ i l J i~~l  
l 
• i ! i !  ~°11 in~gs' I:i 25!!i°c~l'il Pi~ r i :  i 
I ANSWERING PORTABLE STEREO I " ~mumm, mle ~ ~ MODEL MCDS 660 MAt.n,, l~ ~ ....... ~ ~ I  
MODELDAS 490 ~ i i lR im~l l  
• All Digital Answeering ~ -  I. ~o I 
System with Voic ~ l  . . .  , y .. ~-  " [] 
• ~o ~ _umbra'!: ~'°no~':~a".°n"o P , o : ~  
~, ,~m, -~ - -  I * Antie Rolli~g 
• Call Screening *"" lP "q~"  J" Head~hones ~ I 
. _ n Rainchecks 
~ht n Exchanges ~ 
ound • D Trade Ups i~ , '~  | ~ ~- i ~. '~ ]~AI~,  f8 ~ Y J k'J I J i  
121 Refunds 
n Loanels" - : -- J- . . . .  
• Q Price , 
Protection Ke,th Ave. Mall 635 5333 ~I~ ~l~uts tandmg 
Q Warrantee II 
¢ • Repairs Skeena Ma 635-4948 
41111 I erwce [3 Delivery & ~,mnR ~p !I~"~IL~ 
Installation /g  Klfdl~l~l~ 
